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101 Intr oduct ion 
The wear of ma teria l s by impacting abrasive particles 
is a sever e problem in many situations. These range from 
pneumatic pipelines for transporting powders to g as turbine 
engines operating in sandy or dusty condit i ons. Ro c k et 
motor no zz les, boiler tubes and fan s used in heavy industry 
all suffer from erosive wear, which is in many cases the 
major caus e of failure of the ma chine or component concerned. 
There is ther efore a consi derable economic incentive to 
investigate the proce s s of erosion; not only may the wear 
of machinery be reduced, but constructive a pp lica tions of 
the process mig ht be further developed. Erosive cutting 
of rock and the cleaning and preparation of metal surfaces 
are examples of such uses. 
The difficulty of selecting a material with a hig h 
resi~tance to erosion has been recognized for some time; 
Wahl and Hartstein (1946) summarised the empirical data 
available then, which included the somewhat surprising 
fact, since confirmed by ma ny workers, that increasing the 
hardness of a carbon steel has little effect upon its 
resistance to erosion o Most early rese a rch was devoted 
to this problem of finding erosion- resistant nlaterials, 
and little consistent information was gathered about the 
effects of impact angle and velocity of the imping ing 
particlesQ In the l as t twenty years, cons iderab ly more 
has become known a bout the process of erosi on , an d several 
theoretica l a pproaches have been made to the problem; t h i s 
work will be summarised in the followi ng sections. 
1.. 2 .Expe rimenta l results 
1~2 . 1 Presentation o f data 
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It is well established that the erosi on of a surfac8, 
2 
which may be 8xpres sed as weight lost or vo l ume removed, 
is directly prop ortional to the tot a l mas s of e roding 
particles which have stru ck it? all o t her var iables 
remaininc; constant .. In some cas e s, an "incubation period" 
of low erosion prece des the establi s hment of a const a nt 
e r osion rate, but such incubation is of short dura tion, 
and the erosion thereafter follows the linea r relation 
described. 
Erosion may the r efore convenieltly be quoted as 
the weight lost per unit ma ss of impa cting particles 
(dimensionless erosion parameter) or as volume lost per 
mass of inmacting pa rticles. ~!ost authors quote erosion 
as the dimen sionless parameter, but for some pur poses the 
second unit is more useful. Unless otherwise specified, 
the term "erosion" in this \\fork will be used to refer to 
the first, dimensionless, quantity. 
10 20 2 Typ ical erosive particles 
The particles responsible for erosive wear vary 
in composition, but are univers~lly harder tllan the material 
which they erode. More than 70% of the dust which causes 
erosion in gas turlJine engines in the desert is quartz 
( Sage and filly 1969), and quartz is also a major constituent 
o f flue ash in coal-fired boilers (Ra ask 1969). Aluminium 
oxide and silicon c a rbide particles have been used in many 
experimental stUdies of erosion, as well as quartz and sand. 
Typical erosive particles are between 5 and 500pm in~ 
diameter; impact velocities may be as hig h as 600 ms-~ in 
gas turbine engines (Goodwin, Sage and Tilly 19G9) and as 
low as 10 ms- 1 in solid transport systems. 
1.2.3 Varia tion of erosion \vi th angle - ductile and bri ttle 
erosion 
Figure 1.1 shows the variation of erosion with 
impa ct angle for two different target materi&ls. The imp act 
angle is the ang le between the pa rticle velocity vector 
and the t a rget surface, as defined in the figure. The 
erosion of aluminium is a maximulll at v,18°, and falls to 
about one third of this value for norma l impacts. The 
Figure 1.1 
The variation of erosion with impact ang le for ductile 
and brittle materials. The particles were silicon carbide 
grains (100 ~m), velocity of impact 1~6 ms- 1 • Target 
materials: aluminium (s olid circles) and aluminium oxide 
(open circles). 
(Finnie, Wolak & Ka bil 1967) 
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The variation of ero s ion \vi tb impact a ng le for a number 
of pure metals. 250 ~m silicon carbide particles, 78 ms- 1 • 
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The variation of erosion with impact angle for particles 
of different sizes on a brittle material (plate glass). 
Particle sizes 120 mesh ( 127 ~m), 500 mesh ( 21 ~m) and 
1000 mesh ( 9 fm), velocity 156 ms- 1 
(Sheldon and Finnie 1966b) 
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bebaviour of aluminium oxide (corundum or sapphi re ) is 
strikingly different~ The erosion rise s monotonica lly to 
a maximum at 90°0' The behaviour of aluminium i s typica l 
of a ductile metal, and that of a l umin5..url1 oxide, of a 
. brittle material. This distinction has been noted by 
numerous workers, most metals being found to conform to a 
ductile erosion pattern , and few materials being impossi ble 
to cla ssify into either group. Figure 1.2 shows the 
variation of erosion with angle of impa ct for a number of 
met a ls. All the metal s norma lly considered ductile do 
indeed sho\'/ ductile erosion curves, while tungsten and 
bismuth, which b oth show brittle erosion characteristics, 
have very low ductility. 
It is important to note tha t this dis t inc tion 
between ductile and brittle e r osion doe s not only depend 
upon the bulk propertie s of the targe t material, but also 
upon the size and velocity of the imping ing particles. 
A brittle ma terial may in f a ct erode in a characteristica lly 
ductile ma nner when the particles are so small tha t the 
volume which they defor m becomes comparable with the 
volume between flaws in the material. Thi s effect has been 
studied by Sheldon and Finnie (1966b); figure 1.3 shows 
how the e ros ion of plate glass cha nges from bri ttle to 
duct ile as the particle size is reduced. 
A distinctiv e feature of ductile erosion is the 
fo r ma tion o f surface ripples on the eroded s urface. The 
phenomenon occurs only at shallow impingement ang les, and 
ripples do not form when the e rosi on i s of the brittle t ype. 
Finnie and Kabil (1965) h ave studied this effe ct in detaiJ .• 
The sharp distinction hetween the two types of 
erosion, brittle a nd ductile, s uggests tha t the mech anisms 
by which ma terial is removed by the impacting particles 
are not the same in the two c uses. Sheldon and Finrtie ( 196Ga ) 
and Finnie and Oh ( 1966) have investiga t e d the ero s i on of 
brittle materials both experimentally and t he oretica lly, 
and find a reasonable correlation between their theory 
and experiment, a t l east for no rmal inrpGtcts. 'rhe theor ies 
of ductile er os ion are not s o sat isfa ct ory ; t!li s dissert a tion 
wi ll deal ma inly with this type, and unl e ss qual.ified, 
"erosion" will refer to the chc!r a cter ist ic c.~ uc t ile mocleG 
Figure 1.4 
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Figure 1.5 
The influence of particle size on the erosion of an 11% 
er steel by quartz pu,rticles. Impact velocities 312 ms- t 
-1 1 250 ms and 131 ms-
(Goodwin, Sage & Tilly 1969) 
1.2-.4 Variation of erosion with rcl oelty 
-'-
Many workers have investigated the effect of particle 
velocity upon eros i on, and have found t hat over a wide 
range of veloci ty their results fit · an equa tion of t he form 
Erosion :: Avl1 
where v is the par t icle velocity and A depends upon the 
experimental conditionsn The exponent n is always greater 
than 2.0, value s of 2.1 to 2 0 5 having been obtaine d by 
Finnie, Wolak and Kabil (1967) for ma ny pure me tals, and 
the value of 203 by Goodwin, Sage and Tilly (1969) fo r 
several a lloys and non-meta l s G (see fi gure le 4) 
Br ittl e materials tend to exhibit higher values of 
the velocity exp onent than ducti le metals; the figure 
6.5 has been reported by Finnie (1960) for the eros i on of 
glass by steel sho t , and values from 2 . 5 to 4.4 by Sheldon 
and Finuie (1966a) fo r several brittle ma terials. 
1.2.5 Particle size, shape and material 
Expe rimental work has shown tha t the erosion per 
unit mass of impacting particles depend s to a certain 
extent upon the size of tile p a r ti cles. Goodwin, Sage and 
Tilly (1969) found that the eros i on (weig ht loss per unit 
mass of abrasive) of metals by qua rtz is linearly dependent 
upon particle size up to a critical s ize, and then remains 
c onstant for larg er particles . Their results are shown 
in figure 1.5, and a re in substantial Bgreementwith those 
of Kleis (1969), whose investigations extended to con siderably 
larger particles (~1 mm diameter ) . Tilly ( 1973) has also 
pointed out that below a critica l particle si z e and velocity 
( e. g . 5~m and 250 ms- 1 ) the ero s ion is not measurcable. 
Even thouGh the magnitude of erosion mi~ht cllun;:; e 
with pa rticle size, it is unlikely tha t the fundame ntal 
mechanisms by which the particles remove ma terial change , 
since the ch&racteris tic ducti le erosion curve is retained 
for particles as small as 9~m and as larg e a s ~lmm (Kleis 
1969 ) . Figure 1 06 shows superimposed curves for 9 and 
197 I lm ~"'!-l1"+;,..loC' 
.... r"·' ~-!'- ~ -'-- - ..................... 
The shape of the eroding par ticles certainly a ffect s 
the wear rate, but it is difficult to obtain informat ion on 
the effects of shape alonc~ sin ce particle frag ility also 
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Figure 1.9 
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seems to affect crosion, a nd this ma y be directly r~lated 
to the sh a pe of the particles. Kleis (1969), however, has 
eroded mild steel with angular and spherica l iron shot, 
which do not brealc up on impact 0 Fig ure 1.7 shows his 
results - the angular particles cause appreciably more 
erosion than the sl~herical, and the angle of maximum erosion 
is rather lower with angular parti cle s than with round shot. 
As mentioned above, erosive particles are nearly 
always harder t~an the material which they erode; should 
they be softer, the erosion decreases considerably, but 
not alway s to zero ( Kleis 1967). The material of the 
abrasive particle can therefore affect its eroding power 
in this way. 
A rather more important effect is that of particle 
fragmentation. Figure 1 .8 shows the variation with 
impact angle of the erosion of an aluminium alloy by 
particles of different fragility. The relatively strong 
quartz particles give a characteristic ductile erosion 
curve, whereas glass beads, which fracture readily all 
impact, caus e very much more erosion at normal incidence 
and result in a curve of difierent shape. Tilly ' s (1973) 
theory of erosion which takes into account the effects of 
fragmentation will be discus sed later. 
1.2.6 Tensile ~tress 
Since the rotating blades of turbines are under 
considerable centrifugal stress, it is of interest to 
discover whether tensile stress in . the spe cimen might 
affect its rate of erosion. Tilly (1969a) investigated 
this possibility and f ound a slight but significant decrease 
in erosion with increasin; tensile stress. Smeltzer 
et al ( 1970 ) found an i ncrease in erosion with increasing 
tensile stress, but again the effect was small and not 
considered worthy of further investigati on. 
1 .. 207 Temperature 
The effect of testpiece temperature upon the rate 
of erosion also appears small, but consistent results have 
been reported. Tilly ( 1969a) has found that the effect of 
increasing the temperature of a variety of alloys is to 
decrease the rate of erosion. Confirmatory results huve 
6 
been obta ined by Fehndri ch (196 9)~ Raask (1969) a nd 
Wbod ( 1966). A corresponding increase in erosion at 
low temperatures has been observed by Lepikson and 
Siimpoeg (19 69) who found that cooling mild steel from 
room temperature to 120K increased its erosion rate 
. significantly. 
1.2.8 Particle concent r a tion 
Kleis (1969) and Wood (1966) have noted a 
decrease in er~sion with increasing particle flux; the 
imping~ement rates at "'hich this becomes noticeable are 
high ( 200 kgm- 2s - 1 ) but there are obvious implications 
of this result in the design of accelerated erosion 
tests. 
1.2.9 Chemical effe cts - ero s ion/ corrosion 
Many practical cases of dust erosion take place 
in hig hly corrosive environments; · in such cases it is 
difficult to separate the effects of erosion from those 
of corrosion, and t he two processes may well occur 
cooperatively_ For exa mple, Kleis (1969) has shown that 
quartz with 1% moisture content can cause double the 
erosion caused by dry qu a rtz; whether this effe~t is 
physical or truly chemical is not clear. 0.5% sulphur 
dioxide in dry nitrOGen increases the rate of erosion of 
mild steel to six tiDe s that i n pure nitrog en ( Muravkin 
and Riabchenko 1960). The major ity of erosion tests 
have been con ducted in air or vacuum ( 10- 3 torr ) , and 
good correlation is found between the results obtained 
in the two env ironments, suggesting that surface oxidation 
is not important in such tests. 
1.2e10 Te s t u i e ce mate r i a l 
Many investigations ha ve been aimed at discovering 
how the re s i ~ tance of a material to erosion depends upon 
other, more re a dily hccessible, properties. The nUmerous 
results ob tained with ductile met H l ~ ~onfirn) the eRrly 
work "reviewed by Wahl and Ha rtstein (1946'. The commonest 
struc tural ma t e ri a l u sed in ero s i v e environme nts i s steel, 
and li t tl e iln prove ment ca n be ma de in t he ero s ion resistance 
7 
of steels e i ther by heAt tr~atmen t (J~innie ? Wolak and 
Kabil 1967) or by alloying (Tilly 1969a). Other alloys 
and pure metals have been tested and attempts mane to 
correlate their erosi on resistance with other properties. 
These will be discussed in section 1.5. 
1.2 .. 11 Sir!:.S..1e impacts 
The processes occurring in a sing le impact have 
been studied by very few - workers. Several s canning 
electron micrographs have been published of the surface 
da mage ca use d by sing le erosive particles ( Smeltzer et 
aL 1970 , Janes and Gardos 1971 and Tilly 1973 ). 
Sheldon and Kanhere (1972) have made the only quantitative 
comparison between the weight losses resulting from single 
impacts and those found in erosion experiments using many 
particles. 
1 •. 3 Experimental techniques 
In comparing the results of erosion experiments it 
is important to realise the l imitations of the testing 
techniques used. Two types of equipment are in c~mmon 
use, the air- blast device and the whirling arm rig. 
In the first apparatus, . the erosive particles are 
entrained in a fast - flowing gas stream which accelerates 
them down a tube. The velocity with which t hey leave the 
tube depends upon a number of variables, and careful 
attention must be p.:dcl to the s e if a reasonably uniform 
particle velocity is required. Since, as we have seen, 
the erosion of all materials varies more rapidly than 
the square of the pDrticle velocity, it is especially 
desirable to hold this velocity constant . A theoretica l 
treatment of the air- blast rig ha s been g iven by 
Smeltzer et al. (1970) which shows that long (V\3m) 
acceleration tubes are needed to ensure that the larger 
particles re a ch the gas flow velocity; a similar point 
was made by Finnie (19 GO). Such lqng tubes have not been 
used by many worl-cers, most relying upon photographic 
lil t!ctSU.rt!lllt!:uL vr pctrtil:le veloci. Lies to ensure that the 
particl e s reaching the target are reasona bly monoenergetic. 
Another disadvantage of this t echni que is tha t the a ctua l 
angle at which the particles strike the s urfa ce is somewhat 
I 
I 
I 
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ert~l·n 'Ehe ~as flow over the tarb~e t may deflect the un c - ,,-,. -- ~ . ~ J 
smaller parti cles, anct some nlay not strike the surface 
at all (Til ly lY69a). 
The whirling; arm rig? being rather more complex, 
is used by fewer workers~ but seems to be the only 
apparatus 'capable of producing definitive results. 
Figure 1.9 shows such a rig; the two specimens are 
att a ched to the end s of a rotating arm i n an evacuate d 
( 10- 3 torr) chamber. Er osive particles are dropped into 
the path of the specimens at a controlled ra.te ; the 
specimens are of sufficient dept h to ensure that all the 
dust particles are struck. The impact velocity is closely 
defined, since the rotor speed may be precisely controlled 
and the varia tion of impact velocity across the specimen 
fac e is typically less than lt~b. Evacuation of the test 
chamber reduce s the power needed to spin the 'rotor, and 
eliminates aerodynamic influence s on the an~ le of impact. 
Kleis (1969) has described similar apparatus. Whirling 
ar~ rigs have the disadvantag es that specimens must be 
small and accurately .machined, and that the effects of 
specimen stress and temperature are not easily investigated. 
The influence of the testing apparatus upon the 
results obtained is illustrated in figure 1$10; the 
apparent ' dependence of erosion rate upon particle size 
is shown for three different types of test apparatus. 
Curve 1 was obtained with a pneumatic blast rig in which 
the air pressure was h e ld constant and the particle size 
changed. Since the smaller particJ.es achieved higher 
velocities than the larger, it appears that they are 
considerably more erosive. Curve 3 was obtained with a 
c entrifugal accelerator, as described by Kleis (1969). 
In this apparatus a stream of particles f a lls onto the 
centre of a rotating horizontal disc with radial grooves. 
The parti cles are accelerated down the grooves; although 
their tangential velocity when they leave the disc is 
constant, the radial component depends u p on the frictional 
resistance they experience while sliding down the groove. 
It is seen that this curve lies below what must be regarded 
as the "true 11 curve (number 2) obtained with a vacuum 
whirling arm rig. In any critical appraisal o f the 
results of erosion experiments it is therefore essential 
9 
to know how they were obtained, and to know the spread 
of velocity among the particles striking the tcstpiccc~ 
1.4 Theoretical treatments of ductile erosion 
1.4.1 Ai ms of theoretical treatments 
Several theoretical approuches to the problem of 
ductile erosioi have been made in the last twenty years~ 
The purpose of such a treatment is to predict the ero sion 
rate in any situation from a knowl e dge of such variables 
as particle size, shape, material and velo city , the angle 
of impdct and the surface material. Ideally, a theory 
Sllould als o be able to predict the resistance to erosion of 
different metals from a knowledge of their other, more 
readily measureable , proper ties. 
~1any of the theorie s seek only to fit the empirical 
dat a into a coherent pattern, without reference to the 
physical mecha nisms underlying the erosion process. The 
more valuable approach is to base the theory upon a physical 
model, preferably with some experimental j ustif ication, 
but such attempts have led to oversimplification of the 
problem. ~ A brief survey of the theories will be presented 
here, together with a discussion of their validity in the 
light of experimental evidence. 
1.4 .2 Finnie (1958 and 1960) 
Finnie's approach is essentially mechanical; he 
considers that abrasive grains will cut into the surfa ce 
on impact and remove metal by a "cutting or displacinc; 1I 
action. Figure 1.11 illustrates t his appro a ch. Finnie 
ackfiowle dges that the mechanism will only operate at low 
impingement angles , but emnhasises that these are important 
since for ductile metals the angle of maxiliium erosion is 
around 20 0 • He solves the equations of motion of the 
particle making the foLlowing assumptions:. 
(i) that the ratio of vertical force component to 
horizontal force component is a constant ( K). 
(ii) that the length lover which the part icle conta cts 
the surface divided by the depth of cut Yt ( sec 
figure 1.11a) is a constant (~) 
( iii) that the cutting face of the particles is of constant 
Figure 1.11 
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Finnie's theoretical approach to erosion. 
(Finnie 1958) 
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Predicted (dashed curve) and observed (solid curve) 
erosion of pure aluminium by 127 pm SiC particles at 
(Sheldon & Finnie 1966a) 
156 -1 ms • 
10 
width b .. 
( iv) that a constant plastic flow stress p is reached 
immediate ly upon impact (ignoring elastic stresses)o 
To estimate the volume of material removed~ he 
assumes that this will be equal to the volume swept out 
by the tip of the particle, the cutting -process being 
termina ted either when 
( i) the horizontal velocity of the particle tip becomes 
zero ( *t=O ) or 
( ii) the particle leaves th e surface ( y=O ). 
The final equations g overning weight loss are 
and 
2r; \1=!!....., •. mv Lsin2oZ-
p~ K 
for tanc,(~ Ej6 
'v=n omv
2
• Kcos 2cX 
p~, K 6 
for tan<:)( ~ K/6o 
( 1.1) 
Here n is the density of the metal being eroded and 
W is the total weight eroded by a mass ill of abrasive grains, 
the assumption being made that all grains will remove the 
. same amount of material. The angle for Illhxirnum er'osi ol1 is 
given by tan 2~ = K/3 • 
max 
Finnie (1958) performed scratching tests to estimate 
the value of K, and from these, and by analogy with the 
process of grinding, sugges ts a value of K = 2 .The angle 
of maximum erosion is therefore predicted to be ~17° and 
equations 1.1 and 1.2 b e come 
and 2 2 W = n .mv cos ~ 
P'/I 6 
Figure 1 . 12 shows experimental results for the 
erosion of pure aluminium by silicon carbide grains ( s olid 
line) and the predictions of Finnie ' s tlleory (dotted line). 
The v~lue of pf has been selected to tive the best fit ; 
it is seen that the theory underestimates the erosion at 
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Volume removed (mm3 per gram of 250 pm SiC particles) 
as a function of indentation hardness for metals eroded 
at 20 0 and 78 ms- 1 (250 ft/s).and 140 ms- 1 (450 ft/s). 
(Finnie, Wolak & Kabil 1967) 
1.1 
high angles ? predicting ilO erosion at 90°. An empirica l 
correction may be introduced to bring the curves into 
coincidence, but there seems little physical justification 
for it (Finnie 1958). 
Th~ theory predicts that if the deformation process 
is simila r in all metals, the volume eroded, at any rate near 
ISo impingement angle, will be inversely pruportional to p , 
a plastic flow stress. Finnie, Wolak and Kabil ( 1967) 
compared tIle predictions of this theory with experimentally 
determined erosion rute, assuming that p will be proportional 
to the Vickers h a rdness of the metal o F'it';ures 1..13 and 
1014 show their results, plotted on linear and logarithmic 
scales. ~hil e the metals Ag , AI, Sn, Cu and Ta lie close 
to the straight line, the other metals tested, and notably 
the steels of varying temper, lie some way from it. Tilly 
(1969 ) bas found even less co r respondence between the hardnes s 
of various a lloys and their rates of erosion. 
10400 Bitter (196 3 ) 
Bitter a ccounts for t he erosion at normal impact 
by splitting the wear into two components. That which 
predomina tes at low impa ct angles he terms ' ~utting wear ' , 
while at high ang le s ' def ormation wear' predominates. 
Tile phenomenon of brit t le erosion differs from that of 
ductile only by the f act that in brittle materials no 
cuttin~ wear occurs. 
Bitter (1963a) develops his expression for the 
deforma tion wear term by considering the energy dissipated 
in plastic deformation of the material, cdlculated assuming 
an elastic-plastic norma l impact. Since in an ideally 
brittle material, plastic flow does not occur, thi s 
a pproach is somewhat surprising. He finds that the · 
energy loss is given by 
i m ( V_K )2 
where m is the total mass of the imping ing; particles, and 
v is their velocityo K is the velocity of impact at 
which plastic deformation first occurs. 
He then replaces v by v sin~ to allow for impacts 
o 
not a t 90 , and assumes that an energy € is needed to 
remove unit mass of material from the sUl~face by th is 
michanism. For deformati on wear , then, 
12 
(1,,5 ) 
where Wd is the weight loss due to this type of wearo 
His cal culat.ion of the flcuttinr; wear" term (Bitter 
1963b) is. based on a similar specific energy approach, an 
energy e being needed to displace unit mass from the surface. 
The two cases are considered, as by Finnie, of the particle 
leaving the surface while still moving horizontally, and 
of it stonping cutting while still in contact. To calculate 
the energy lost by the particle which will result in 
cutting wear, Bitter considers the particle to be spherica l, 
of radius equal to the radius of the corner of the reai 
particle , and yet of the same mass as the real particle. 
He then ap plies the elastic- plastic collision formulae 
of Andrews (1930), assuming a constant plastic flow stress, 
and derives the expressions : 
and 
hi C = 2mC (vsipol-K) 2 • (vcos<x-C( vsioO( - I\.2 ~ (' ) 
J vs 1 i.lOi; 3 ~ vs j']'fC:£ 
VI 
c 
= ~-m. (v2cos~ -K I ( vsin~-K ) 2 ) 
r 
( 106 ) 
( L7) 
Equation 1 6 6 is valid when the particle rebounds 
.while st!ll cutting and equa tion 1.7 where it stops cutting 
during the impact. 
At sufficiently high velocities, the elastic deform-
ation mal be neglected , and K and K' put equal t o zero. 
C is given by 
where n is the density of the target material and y is its 
plastic flow stress. The total weight loss is then equal to 
\! d + !d c ; the material is characteri.sed by 'i.., e, and Co For 
du ctile metals, Bitter sugs ests that equation 1.7 will apply 
o at i.mpuct ang les greater than 15; the sum of the two 
erosion terms is then 
F 1 2 . 2 i, == :zmv Sln ex + .1. 2 2 ~mv . cos 01. ( 1. 8) 
'E .p \. 
Since this equation contains two parameters, 
€ and e, which cannot be expressed in terms of other mate!.'i. al 
properties and must therefore be experimentally deternlined, 
this equation may be adjusted to fit experimental results 
well. Bitter (1963b), Head, Pacala and Poole (1967), 
Neilson and Gilchrist (1968a) and Kleis (1969) have all 
attempted to analyse erosion data using these equations. 
All find that the values of 'E. and t needed to fit the 
experimental data depend not only upon the surface materia1 9 
but also upon impact angle, velocity, particle size, shape 
and composition. \lood (1966 ) mad e a similar assessment of 
the erosion behavi our of several metals, attempting to 
correlate E and e with bulk properties of the metals such 
as hardness and strain energy to fracture. He was able to 
find no systematic correlation. 
1 .. 4 .. 4· Thermolllechanical approaches 
The analyses of Smeltzer et al. (1970) and 
Ascarelli(1971) are based upon the premise that very 
high temperatures are developed under an impacting 
particle, and that the material is removed as a result of 
mel ting .. 
S~eltzer proposes two mechanisms by which the 
molten material is removed. In the first, droplets of 
metal are "splattered" out of the crater, \vhile in the 
second they adhere to the particle ~ which is then 
dislodged by a subsequent impact. Their analysis will 
not be discussed in detail; the final equat ion contains 
a term for each mechanism and expresses the weight loss 
a c
• 
..., . 
(1..9) 
where A and B are constants . 
This equation is essentially the same as Bitter's result 
(1 .8 ); the functions of ~ are not the same as his, but 
clearly by selection of suitable values for A and B, a 
reasonab le agreement may be ohtaine d with experimental 
results • . Predictab ly, 81lleltzer found that A and B 
varied with velocity and particle type, and could find 
nQ correlation with elastic modufu's, melting point~ 
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Erosion (mm3 per gram of eroding particles) plotted against 
melting point (degrees C) for pure metals. Data on erosion 
taken from Finnie, l:olak & Kabil (1967) . - silicon carbide 
o -1 grains at 20 impact angle and 140 ms • 
(Smeltzer et al. 1970) 
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energy required to melt unit mass or s urface tension 
of the liquid metal. He has, however, pointed out a 
corre l at ion between erosion resistance und melting 
point for pure metals (see figure lo15)~ 
Ascarelli envisages some form of melting 
. phenomenon, the erosion of a metal being inverse ly 
proportional to its "thermal pressure " , Pt given by 
where ~ is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, 
X is the isothermal compressibi lity, Tm is the melting 
point of the metal and Tr is room temperature., The 
agreement bet\veen Pt and the erosion rates experimentally 
determined by Finnie, Wolak and Kabil ( 1967 ) is remarkably 
goo d ( V\ 25%) for all the metals tested by them. Figure 
1.16 shows the corre lation; the values of ~ and X used 
to calculate Pt are room temperature valueso 
1.4.5 Sheldon and Kanhere (1972) 
Sheldon and Kanhere describe a model for erosion 
by spherical particles. They calculate the depth of the 
plastic indentation made in a perfectly plastic material 
by a normal ly impacting sphere 0 ·This problem has been 
discussed by Tabor ( 1951 ); it was found empirically by 
Martel in 1895 that the volume of such an indentation 
is proportional to the kinetic energy of the sphereo 
Sheldon and Kanhere, however, erroneously state that the 
volume of the indentation is proportional to the cube of 
it.s depth, and so deduce that the volume removed by the 
impact, which they state "is nearly the full crater size " 
is directly proportional to the cube of the impact 
velocity, and inversely to the 0/ 2 power of the hardness 
of the metal. 
1.4.6 Tilly (1973 ) 
This theory is the only one to al lo\" for the 
effects of particle lr'EJ.gment ut.i.oil. £1·081.011.i.S l!onsioereu 
to be a two component process. Primary erosion is a 
resul t of the impact of particles be.fore fragmentation; 
equation 1.11~ which expresses it, incorporates a 
15 
threshold size and velocity below which no erosion 
occurs : 
3 
El = *2 (1 _ (:~2o:0)2 
~ is a specific energy~ and do and Vo arc the diameter 
and velocity of particles at the threshold conditions s 
which are determined experimentally. 
(Li1) 
The secondary damage, which results from fragmentation 
of the particles~ c auses erosion given by : 
E 2 
2 
= v of 
* where ~ is a specific energy 
and F is the degree of fragmentation of the particlesG If 
all the particles are broken then F = lG 
The total erosion is given by the sum of the two 
terms. Although the parameters d ,v and F may be determin~d 
o 0 
experimentally, the two specific energy terms·~ and + are 
left for 'curve-fitting '; these have not been related to 
any mater ial properties, and the variation of erosion 
with angle can only be argued qualitatively from this 
theory .. 
1.4.7 Empirical approaches 
Purely empir ical approaches have been taken by 
Brauer and Kriegel (1965), Raask (19 69 ) and Head and Barr 
( 1970 ) . 
Brauer and Kriegel examined the wear of bends in 
pipes carrying abrasive particles; they considered both 
bri ttle and ductile Inaterials and found that their results 
could be correlated with the Young ' s modulus of the 
material ( figure 1.17 ) . The ductile metals, however, 
lie on a very small por tion of the curve, and the test 
conditions were not simply ana lysed, rendering this finding 
of little practicGl u se. 
Ruusk wished to predict the life of mild stee l 
boiler tubes in an erosive ash stream~ ITe expressed his 
re s ults in the form of an empirical equation 
the limited rang e for which it \llClS inten ded ~ enabled him 
to forecast erosion wear with sufficient accuracy_ 
Figure 1.17 
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Head and Harr at.t.empted a dimensional analysis 
of the problem, and then constructed an empirical model 
from tlleir experimental data, using regression techniques 
to obtain the best fit. Their final model presents the 
erosion rate as a function of particle velocity, particle 
shape factor, impact angle, hardness of the particles, 
hardness of the target and "erosion resistance " of the 
target. This last is simply an energy per unit volume 
which should in theory be characteristic of the metaln 
Their equation contains eleven terms and gives a "very 
go o d fit" to the data,. However , its ability to predict 
erosion under untried conditions is very limited, and 
Head, Lineback and ~janning ( 1973) have modified it 
considerably with the aim of widening its usefulness, and 
have introduced another empiri cally determined variablee 
1.5 . Discussion 
The qualitative features of ductile erosion ha v e 
been well established, but none of the present theories 
can explain more than a few of the observed phenomen~ 
The velocity exponent, for example, is certainly not 2, 
but in most cases nearer 2.4, yet all the theoretical 
-... 
t reatments, except Tilly's, predict a variation of 
erosion with the square of the velocitY e For large 
particles, Tilly also predicts this dependence. Clearly 
the underlying assumption that the weight loss will be 
proportional to the kinetic energy of the incident 
particles must be at fault; any approach which makes 
this hypothesis must fail in its prediction of the 
velocity exponent o 
Similarly, attempts to correlate erosion resistance 
with a single material property have failed. Finnie 
predicts a dependence on some plastic flow stress, but 
the agreement found between this theoretical stress and 
observed indentation hardness is poor. Other attempts 
to compare erosion resistance with strain energy to 
fracture, elastic modulus and melting point have produced 
similar conclusions. The inefficiency of indentation 
hardness as an indication of erosion resistance is 
particularly frustrating, since it correlates well with 
abrasive wear, a process which intuitively might be 
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1.7 
thought simila r to erosion. Figure 1.18 shows the 
results of Krushchov and Babichev (1956) who mea sured 
the wear rate of met a ls rubbed on abrasive paper a These 
results have been confirmed by later work (fo r a review 
of abrasive wear see Moore 1974). All the pure metals 
lie on a straight line, and heat treatment of carbon 
steels does increase their wear resistance, in contrast 
to the results of the erosion tests shown in fi~ures 
1.13 and 1.14. 
It is noteworthy that those metals which do show 
a proportionality between erosion resistance and hardness 
in figure 1.13 tinly do so if the hardness of the annealed 
metal is considered (Sheldon 1970b). Figure 1.19 shows 
these results plotted against the hardness of fully 
work-hardened (after erosion) and annealed specimens~ 
the straight line of slope -1 which s,hows the inverse 
proportiona lity fits only the annealed hardness values. 
This result is surprising, since surfaces are highly 
strain-hardened by erosion; 1ifellinger (1949) has shown 
plots of microhardness against depth below eroded 
surfaces, and a similar graph from Sheldon (1S70b) is 
shown in figure 1.20. Previous work-hardening of the 
material has no effect upon erosion rates. ( Finnie, 
Wolak and Kabil 1967) 
The success of Ascarelli 1s II thermal pressure" 
as an indicator of erosion behaviour is surprising; 
the physical basis for his assumptions is weak, but 
the correlation over the complete range of metals 
tested sugsests that the agreement ma y be more than 
fortuitous. It is, however, difficult to see how his 
calculation of IIthermal pressure" which ignores the 
variation of thermal expansion coefficient and bulk 
modulus with temperature can predict erosion resistance, 
especia lly since the observed variation of erosion with 
temperature is of the opposite sign to thatpredictedo 
r·lore experimental data on the erosion of pure metals i.s 
needed to test this theory. 
The mechanism by which metal becomes det a ched fr'om 
a surface by an impacting particle is far from clearo 
Conflicting evidence ha s been presented. Finnie (1958) 
suggests that metal is removed by the cutting or di s pla cing 
action of the par ticle, and Ti l ly has s hown photograpl '. VERSllY 
evidence of a metal chip partly. removed by a glancing LllRARY. 
tAMlRlDGe 
impact which \JOul d f.l1,pear to confirm thj.s modelo 
Smeltzer ( 1970), however, in a detailed SEM 
study of eroded surfaces, coul d find no evi dence 
of micromachining and observed no traces of intact 
chips in the eroded de br i s ; h e felt that his observations 
supported a " localised melting " proces s o 
Since simple energy-based theore t ical approaches 
to t he problem of erosion appear to be very limited in 
use fulness, mor e informat ion is clearly needed on how 
meta l is remove d by an impacting particle. Only when 
an experimentally verified physical mo del has been 
develope d can the process be analysed mat hematically ~ 
It was to investigate the physical p'rQC~ bSeS occurring 
in ductile erosion that this work was carri ed outo 
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Chapter Two 
Introduction to this work 
2.1 Introduction 
\'le have seen in chapter 1 that no real understanding 
exists of the mechanisms by which erosive particles remove 
metal when they strike a surface. The first stage in 
formulating any the ory of erosion is clearly to identify 
the important physi cal processes involved; the theories 
so far deve loped are not based on physical models for 
which there is g ood experimental evidence. 
It is felt that the process of erosion must be 
stochastic in nature; irregular particles will strike the 
surface with random orientatj.ons , and it is quite possible 
that a large number of slightly differing mechanisms may 
in practice operate. However, it is argued that only a few 
fundamentally different processes can be important; it is 
~ssential before formulating any theory of erosion that 
these mechanisms be identified. Several possible me chanisms 
have been suggested in the numerous theories discuss ed in 
chapter 1; a considera tion of the processes of machining 
and grinding suggests anothero 
2.2 Metal removal in machining and grindi~ 
In the conventional machining of ductile metals with 
a single-point tool , two types of deformation ma y be 
distinguished: cutting and ploug hinge Figure 2 .1 sho~s 
the distinction between them; in cutting ( a ), a chip of 
metal flows continuously up the rake face of the tool, 
whereas in ploughing (b), the metal in front of the tool 
pile s up and ruay even flow down the rake faceo The 
incidence of pl oug hing and cutting is related to the r ake 
angle of the tool face; the definition of rake an~le is 
illustrated in the figure. For tool rake angles greater 
than a critical angle, cutting deformation occurs, while 
mor e neg ative rake ang les result in ploughing. A typical 
value for this crit~cal anG l e in orthogonal c ut ting is 
(a) 
Figure 2.1 
" I :-..~I / ) ~ ,' -. ::J., ra ke angle 
(.ve ) 
(b) 
I 
I 
I I ~ __ 
i 
, I 
" I rake 
, ~lG:~!),;l 
~~~Z~.~~ 
GeomGtl~y of t he machining pro cess ( orthogoaal ). 
( a ) p osi tive r ake angle 
(b) neg at ive r ake angle. 
a b 
Fi g~ure 2c 2 
Influence of rake ang le in Graharn & Balll ' s g rinding 
exper i men ts. 
( a ) posi tive r ake angle - cut ting; deforll1[ tion 
Cb) l arge neg a tive r ake ang J.e - p loug hing deformat ion. 
(redrawn f rom GraJ1ElIn & Ea ul 1972 ) 
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o 
-60 ( Rub enstein, Groszman and Koenigsberger 19G6 ) 
lVllile machining is se ldom carried out w1 tll ral.';:e 
ang les low enough to cause ploughing, there is little 
control over the orientation of grit in a grinding wheel 
or on abrasive paper, and a number of such particles will 
plough rather than cut. Mulhe a rn and Sa muels ( 1962 ) 
found tll a t for the small grj.t particles on a b rasive paper 
the criti cal rake angle was 0 + 20 ; in other words, all 
particles with negative rake ang les deformed the metal 
by ploug hing , whil e those with positiv e rake ang les 
removed con tinuous chips of metal by cutting. Having made 
a statistical survey of tlle rake angles presented by the 
gri ts on a piece of abrasive paper, they could plot a 
rake angle distribution curve, and estimated that only 
one sixth ( typically ) of the particles would remove metal 
by cutting, the r e maining five sixths deforming t he s urface 
by ploughing. 
Al thoug; h flulhearn and Samuels a ss umed t hat the 
majority of grit particles, which caus ed ploughing 
deformation, would not remove metal, the work of Graham 
and Baul (1972 ) shows t ha t in the process of grinding, 
ploughing deformation can lea d to removal of material. 
The grinding process differs from that of abrasive rubbin~ 
in that the grit is constrained to move in a ci r cular arc 
throug h the workpiece. A sing le-point tool at the end of 
a swinging arm was used to study the process; figure 2.2 
shows tools midway through the arc of s\ving. The positive 
rake ang le tool in ( a ) cuts a conventiona l chip, whereas 
the spherica lly-ti ~jpcd tool in (b ) , which has a l arge 
negative ra Jee angl e , removes metal by a different mechansism 
associ a ted with ploughing. The critical rake ang le in tIlis 
study was found to be ~ _55 °. 
2.3 Rak~ les in erosive parti cle impacts. 
He have seen t hat erosive particles B.re harder 
than the meta l It'hich they erode, and thF.l t the inmact 
angle at which most erosion occurs is ~ 20o . The length/ 
depth ratio of t ypica l ~in f.l' lp 
---- - 0 - .. impa ct scars formed at this 
angle i s ~10:1 (Finnie 1958). The impa ct ge ome try will 
t herefore by si milar to tha t occurring in grinding , and 
, i 
P(q,> 
Figure 2.3 
1 
90 
-90 -6~ -30 0 
: rake angle '" 
I 
V>c 
The way in which the probability of ploughing or cutting 
deformation depends on particle shape. A crit i ca l rake 
angle ~ of _60 0 has been· assumed. For shallow impa ct 
c 
. angles the" square particle (a) will. plough in i of its 
orientations and cut in {, while for the hexagonal 
particle (b) the probability is i for each. 
The probability " of the rake ang"le lying between I~ and 
~ + d~ is P(~).d~ ; the ~unction is normalised so that 
J
+90
0 
\ ""-
P(s').d~ ':" 1 
_90 0 
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we might expect that the deformation processes observed 
by Grahe m and Baul in grinding would also t ake plnce in 
erosion at shallow impact unglcs. 
Dust particles may be broadly classified into 
rounded and an~~ular shapes. Naturally occurring erosive 
dusts m<7;Y be composed of -Pal'ticles of either shape; wind-
blown sand particles are rounded (Tilly 1959b) and so are 
coal ash particles ( Raa sk 1969), while some of the natural 
soils examined by Smeltzer et al. ( 1970) contained many 
angular grains. We can see from the work of Graham and 
Baul that spherical particles Iilay remove material at 
oblique impact angles by the ploughing mechan ism shown 
in figure 2.2b. Angular particles may remove metal by 
either cutting or ploughing, depending upon the rake 
angle with which they strike the surface. Real angular 
particles are irregularly shaped and are not amenable to 
simple analysis, but a simple argument It/ill show that 
ilJ1pacts at ploughing orientations will be importantG 
An idealised picture of two angular particles is shown 
in figure 2.3. Sections through the impR cting particles 
are represented by a square and a hexagon o The range of 
rake angles (~) with which each shape can strike the surface 
· is shown, below it, and the c orresponding probability 
distribution P(~) is plotted against ~. It is seen that 
if a critical rake angle (0 ) of _60 0 is assumed, then 
c 
ploughing deformation will take place in one third of 
the impacts of the square-sectioned particle (a), and in 
one half of the impacts of the grain with a hexagonal 
section. 
Particle fras mentation is an important feature 
of the impa ct of even quite strong part icles (e.g. silicon 
carbide and diamond - Tilly 1973); in such cases , even 
for normal impact, · ploughing deformation may again be 
important. The breale-up of brittle spheres on normal 
impact produces fragments of the form ShO\Vl1 in fi gure 
2.4 (Arbiter, Ilarr is and Stamboltzis 1969). Several ob lique 
fracture planes (p) break the sphere into fratments which 
then move radially outwar~s from the impact site. filly 
and Safje (1 970 ) fou n d tha t j n mwh an i tnJl oC'.t the rfl.rli.a J 
flow velocity :i.s comparable with the initial impact 
velocity; numerous radial scars on the surface result 
from thi s flow. It is apparent from figure 2.4 that t hese 
Figure 2.4 
radial 
flow 
impact 
direction 
The frag me,p tation of a brittle sphere on normal impact 
(from Arbiter, Harris.&StambMltzis 1969) 
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fr agments will all pre ent negative r ake ang l es to the 
meta l surface ~ an d many of thclI1 will caus (~ p lout; hing 
dei'ormnti onu 
The possibility that ploughing d(~forma tion, of 
the type di scuss ed, mig ht be an i mportant mechanism in 
the ero s ion of ductile me tals has no t Leen considere d 
previously. Finnie ' s ( 1958) analysi s as s ume s a mechanis m 
of cutting or ruicroma chining rather tl lan ploughir1b', in 
\vhich the volume of t il e chip cut fr om t he crater i s as s Llmc d 
to be equa l to tha t swep t out by the tip of the par ticle. 
Thi s simple a nalysi s overes tinla tes erosion considerab ly, 
and Finnie (1960) had to introduce a correction factor 
to allow fo r the proporti on of particles which do n ot 
cut in an idea li sed manner. 
While t he arguments a bove sugges t that erosive 
particles may remove meta l by ploughing , t he forces 
acting on a f r eely- impa cting grain are very different 
fro m those on a single-point to ol cons trained to defor m 
t he metal by an external machanism; it i s not imme diately 
apparent that such a particle can remove mater i al by a 
ploug,hing actionv Exper imenta l investi E,ation of t he impact 
of single par ticles at p loughing rake angles ~as clearly 
needed . 
2.4 Aims of thi s work 
( i ) 
( ii) 
The \lork to be described h ad til e ma in aims 
t o assess the plausi bili ty of t ile ero sion meclw.n isms 
sugges ted by previous workers and 
to investigate whether the process of ploughi ng , 
discussed above, might be an important mechanisnl 
in the erosion of ductile metals. 
The experimental appr oach adopted was to s tudy the 
impacts of single particles on a plane metal surface. It 
was considered that thi s woul d be of more value in 
id entifyinb t he proces ' c s of metal remova l than the study 
of mul tiple impacts, which has a l r eady rece ived mUC r l at t ention, 
or of single impacts on a previously erode d e.,no roughened 
surface. Som e means of producing impact s at controlled 
veloc:Lti es and ang l es was needed. A te chnique of wide 
v ers atili ty was requirecl; the abi. l i ty to project COI11 ')ol' .:, t. i-\re .ly 
laree Cv' 10mln) specimens at stationary pa rticle s iv8S desi r' cd 
for the study of angular particle i mpact s , while the 
facili ty to accelerate l)ar ticles a s small as "" 50 f'1l1 would 
enable size effects to be stuctied. Explosive methods of 
acceleration were ruled out for reasons of c onvenience and 
safety; a compressed-gas gun was built which provided 
the desired facilities . The design ~nd performance of this 
gun is described in the next cha pter. 
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The Gas Gun 
3 01 I ntroduction 
All sin g le-s tage gas guns c onsist of a reservoir , 
initially containing gas at a high pressure, separ ated 
by a valve from a barrel , containing the projectile at 
resto The pro jectile is accelerated by the pressure 
dif f e renc e across it once the valve is openede The 
simplest the or y of gun performance assumes a constant 
pressure difference across the p r ojectile during it s 
travel down the barrel; although it seri ously overestimates 
the muzz le velocity of the projectile, thi s theory is 
worth consider irig in detai l since it h ighlights the mo r e 
important fa c tors involved in the design of such a gun~ 
3.2 Constant pressu r e theory 
We c onsider the one - dimensional mot i on of a 
projectile under the action of a constant driving pres s ure 
P. The- pro jectile is a perfect frictionle s s fit in a 
cylindrical barr e l of dia meter d and length le The 
equation of motion of the projectile is~ 
where m is the mass of the projectileo ~e ass ume t hat 
the projectile starts from res t at x = 0; then at the 
muzzle where x = 1, * = v given by ~ 
So for any g un wi th land d defined, the mu zzle velocity 
will be proportional to ( P /m) i o 
If we cons i der a cylindrica l projectile of length 
3 2d and dens ity n, then m = lrrnd and 
v = ( lP/dnr~ 
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The muzzle velocity is therefore dependent on t he :r'atio 
lid which is a geometrical factor, and upon Pin. I t is 
seen that geometrical scaling of such a gun will no t change 
its muzzle velocity, provided tha t the projectile is 
similarly, scaledo 
The influence of ' some other facto r s ma y be infer red 
from their effect upon the assumption of constant driving 
pressure. For example, the volume of the reservoj,r, 
provided that it is large compared with the volume of the 
barrel, will have little effect on the muzzle velocitY Q 
At projectile velocities low compared with the sonic 
velocity of the driving gas, "rela tivistic" effects in 
the gas will be of little consequence, but at higher 
velocities these effects may be come of major impor tance. 
The lilniting velocity at which a pressure discontinuity 
can propagate down the barrel is the shock wave velocity 
corresponding to that pr essure; clearly this theory 
predicts no such limit. Similarly, the opening time of 
the valve, and any resistance to gas flow which it may 
offer when open, ",rill tend to invalidate the quasi - static 
assumption of constant driving pressure. Some idea of the 
limitations of this model may be gained from the results 
of' Taylo~and Davies (194?). They applied the cons tant 
pressure theory t o a compressed air gun used at low 
velocities, and found a discrepancy of 10% between theory 
and practice for a velocity of 15tOms-1• lie sharl sce later 
that at higher velocities the discrepancy is much greater . 
3.3 Discus sion of va lve de s ig~ 
The most important single part of a gas gun is the 
valve which permits the reservoir gas to flOly dOlvn the 
barrel. Idea lly, such a valve should open instantaneously, 
offer no resistance to gas flow when open , yet provide a 
perfect seal when closed g ~ 1any differen t techniques have 
been used in the past; no single design of valve ha s a 
clear advant ag e over t he other s Q 
One possibility, which provides a neg lig ible 
opening-time? is to use the projectile itself' as a valve e 
Barnsley ,~Ieredi tll arid Hobinson (1968) used an el.ect r o-
mechanical cl.amp to hold the pr ojectile a t the bre ech 
utitil fi r i ng; Fowles et a l. (1970) describe a 
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breech in which the projectile seals off the firing preSSl re 
until it is pushed forward a short di s tance b y a small 
firing impulse. These techniques, however, demand a g ood 
seal between the projectile and barrel 9 which in turn 
requires extreme a ccura cy of the projectile dimensions 
~nd barrel bore. 
Mechanical valves have been widely used: Miles and 
Pearson (1974) describe a fast-acting pneumatic valve 
for use with a gas g un; however, the opening t ime of this 
valve is about 5 ms, which i s compa rable with the t ransi t 
time of a projectile in the gun used in this work. Perfec t 
(1966) has used a similar valve, but experienced serious 
practi ea l difficulties with it. Thunborg, Ingram and Graham 
(1964) used a pneumat i c a lly controlled gate valve, but 
this took 65 ms to open fully, and could therefore only 
be used at low velocities. 
Perhaps the simplest valve iSB sing le diaphragm, 
interposed bet\veen reservoir and barrel. The pressure 
in the rese r voir is slowly increased until the diaphr ag m 
bursts, al lowing the g as to accelerat e the projectile. 
Such a valve has been used by Taylor and Davie s (1942), but 
has the disadvantag e that the bursting pre ssure of the 
diaphragm, is only certain to within 5j;. The technique 
is greatly improved by the introduction of a setond 
diaphrag m; the resulting valve has a very short opening 
time a nd neg ligible impeda nc e to gas flow when open. The 
two diaphrag ms are separated by a small volume which Illay 
be pressurised independently from the ma in r eservoir. If 
it is de s ired to use a firing pressure of P, diaphra6 ms 
are selected which have burs ting pressures between P/2 
and P. The interdiaphra6m space is c harg ed with g as to a 
pressure of P/2, and the re s ervoir to a pressure P. The 
valve i s stable i n this sta te, a ,pressure dif ference of 
P/ 2 across each diaphra~m being i nsufficient t o burst it ~ 
In order to open the valve, the bas between ' the diaphragms 
is allo wed to escape to the atmosphere, whereupon the rear 
diaphragm, now having a pressure difference o f P across it, 
bur s ts. The front diaphragm , i n:me diate l y behind the projectile, 
is then s ubjected to the full reservoir press ure , and i t 
too burst s~ Fowles et al. (1970) and Thunb org , I ugram and 
Graha m (19 64 ) h ave use d t ll i s technique with success; Perfect 
( 1966) modified it slightly, by applying a trans ient hibh 
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pressure to the inter diaphragm space in order to fire 
the gun. This method would appear less satisfa ctory, 
since the front diaphragm mu s t burst before the rea1", 
leading to an interrupted pressure rise at the projectile. 
Other methods of causing a single diaphragm to burst at 
a known pressure, such as puncturing with a stylus or 
fusing with an electric current, have been used, but lack 
the simplicity of the double diaphragm methodo 
3.4.1 Description of gas gun 
The requirements of this work were met with a gun 
of calibre 16 mm, barrel length 1 . 03 m and maximum 
working pressure 3 ~Wa. The main features of the design 
are shown in figure 3.1. The reservoir is a steel gas 
cylinder, with a volume some ten tim~s that of the barrel. 
In order to minimise the opening-time of the valve, the 
double diaphragm technique described above was used. 
The breech separates e a sily into three sections, 
labelled A, B, and C in the diagram o The projectile is 
loaded into the barrel at D, and the diaphragms are 
placed between sections A and Band B and Co The breech 
is clamped together by six bolts which pass through 
~ 
sections Band C into A. Gas- tight seals are effected 
around the diaphragms by rubber O-rings on each side of 
the joint.. The complete reservoir and breech assembly 
has been tested at a pressure of 10 MPa. 
Figure 301 shows the control system in use with 
the gun; gas from a large cylinder flow s via a pressure-
regulating valve into the reservoir through valve 1 and 
int o the interdiaphragm space thrOlll~ h v a lve 20 In 
practice both reservoir and interdiaphragm space are 
pressurised tog ether to half the required firing pres s ure; 
valve 2 is then closed and the pressure in the reserv6ir 
raised further. To fire the g un, valve 3 is op ened, 
allowing the pressure between the diaphra gms to drop. The 
pressure in the various parts of the system is monitored 
on gauges o 
1---~110 mm 
a b c 
Figure 3.2 
Sabots used to accelerate spherical particles of various 
sizes with the gas gun. 
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Figure 3.3 
/
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Mule block 
The muzzle end of the gas gun, showing the arrangement 
of the velocity timing components and the steel muzzle 
block used to stop the sabot. 
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Us ing t he double diaphragm system, the range of 
pressures, used in this gun, fr om 001 to 30 0 MPa , may be 
covered with a small number of diaphragms. The types used 
and their average bursting pressllres are l isted in t a ble 0,,10 
Table 3.1 
Diaphragm Thicknes s / I·A m .Burstil)Er; pressure 
Polythene 1 x 25 0.10 
Copper 1 x 25 0 .,20 
Aluminium 1 x 25 Oe 25 
Copper 2 x 25 0. 40 
Aluminium 2 x 25 0 0 55 
Aluminium 3 x 25 0. 80 
Copper 1 x 50 t . OO 
Copper 1 x 75 1055 
Copper 1 x100 2040 
The pressur e a t which any diaphragm will burs t is uncertain 
to within 5% or so ; tllis uncerta i nty must be allowed for 
in selecting diaphragms for a given reservoir pressure. 
3.4.3 Projectil es 
Since the bore of the barrel (16 mm) is larger than 
the particle s which it is desi red to accelerate, sabots are 
use d to carry t he particles down the barrel. A sabot 
(French - clog ) is an expendable projectile which i s a good 
fit in the barre l, and \~hich is de celerated a t the muzzle, 
allowing the particle to continue i n fr ee fJ ighto Typical 
sabots used with this ~un for accelerating spheres of 
dif ferent sizes are illus trate d i n fi~ur e 3.2. They are 
machined fr om high density polythene ro d , a~d are u loose 
sliding fit in the barrel. The polythene prov ides low 
frictional drag during acceleration. 
At the muzzle the sabot strikes th e block shown in 
fiRur e 303. The particle continues f orward throui~h the 
hole in the block, while the s a bot is retained a t the end 
of the barre l and prevents allY debris (such as fragments 
of diaphragm) fr om followinG the particle. The muzzle block 
/ ~IPa 
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screws onto the end of the barrel and may be easily detacbed 
for removal of the sabot. The vent slots milled in the 
barrel behind the ~lzzle block allow the gas to escape 
from behind the sabot. 
305 Neasurement of projectile veloci t1. 
A photoelectric device ivas developed to measure 
the velocity of the projectile at the muzzle~ The -physical 
arrangement of the apparatls is shown in figure 303. Two 
pairs of holes in the barrel allow light beams, defined 
by 2 mm diamet.er apertures, to traverse the barrel. These 
light beams fall onto phototransistors connected into 
the circuit shown in figure 304. The time interval between 
the restoration of the light beams after they have been 
obscured by the projectile is disp layed on a digital 
timer with an accuracy of ! 1 ~so Knowing the separation 
of the light beams, the mean velocity of the sabot over 
the timing distance may be calculated. 
3.5.2 De~criDtion of electronic circuit 
The circuit is composed of two identical channels; 
a logic gate which combines the signals from these channels 
supplies a sing le pulse to the timer. One channel and t.he 
logic gate are shown in figure 3.4. 
The light from a 50 W tungsten-halo~en bulb crosses 
the barrel and strikes the phototransistor (type BPX 29). 
In this state the phototransistor is fully conducting 
and the voltage at point A is about 4.8 v. As the projectile 
cuts off the light the current through the phototransistor 
drops. The voltage at the input to the monostable 
multivibrator (type 74121) falls almost to zero. When the 
rear of the projectile uncovers tile light, the phototransistor 
switche s on and the potential at the mono stable input rises 
againo The waveform at point A resulting from these events 
is sho,w in the figure. Since the monostable, us used hero ~ 
will trigger only when its input rises in potential, no 
output pulse anpears at B until the rear of t he sabot pas s e s 
the li.g ht. The timing Cal )aci tor connected to the monostab le 
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is chosen to provide an output pulse leng t h of ~1.5 s ; 
dur ing this time any further pu l ses at the input A have 
no effect upon the signal a t the output D. The output 
pulses fr om the monostables in bo th c hannels are combine d 
in an exclusiv e-OR gate ( type 7486) which ~r ovides a n 
Ol.l t put pulse at D of length equal to the tillle interval ( t) 
b etween the t rig g ering of the two channels. The second 
output pulse at D is suppressed by the timer, which will 
only accept one pul se unti l manually reset. 
The long time constant chosen for the monostables 
effectively prev ent s any int erf eren ce from frag ments of 
diaphrag m which may follow the projectile down t he barrel. 
The deci s ion to triGger the timer from the rear of the 
sabot was made to avoid inter f erence fr om shock fr out s 
which will form at high projectile velocity, and als o took 
advantage of the shorter " switch-on" time than "swit ch-
of f 11 time of the photransistors e 
The circui t has operated reliably and reproducibly 
for projectile velo c ities from 50 to 635 ms - 1 , and has 
a high intrinsic accuracy_ However, since the timing points 
are located on the barrel and the projectile will still 
be accelerating as it passes b etween then!, the velocity 
at the muz~le will be somewha t hig her than tha t calculat ed 
from the physical separation of the timing point s a nd the 
meas ured time interval. Calibration e x per i ment s were th ere-
fo r e performed to check the correction needed to compensate 
for this effe ct. 
3.5.3 Correction of vc~.~~i ty measu rements 
If we ass '! me tha t the projectile accelerates uniformly 
in the barre l, we can calculate the correction n eeded to 
allow fo r the effec t discus sed above. As we shall see later, 
this c a lcula t i on yields an up ner limit fo r the cor r ection, 
since the acce lera tion i n f act decreases with increasing 
velocityo 
Taking the total l ength of the barrel to be 1, the 
physical separation of the timing points to be d and the 
di s t ance of the timi n g point neares t the muz z l e from the 
muz z le ~o be x , we find that the muzz le velocity v is given 
by : 
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The effective separation of the timing points, deff , 
measured by the breaking- wire technique and plotted against 
velocity_ No systematic v a riation is seen - the me a n· 
value of d
eff = 103.5 mm was used to compute velocities. 
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where t is the time interval ilIeasur'ed at the timing poincs o 
We can therefore calcula te the muzzle velocity from t by 
replacing the true separation d by an effective separation 
d
eff , where 
For thi s gun, 1 = 1.035 m, x = 0.060 m and d = 0.100 m 
giving a value for d f,n of 105~8 mm. We could therefore 
e I 
take a v alue of 103 0 0 mm for d f~ for }Jractical calculat i ons e .1 . 
and be sure that the possible error would be less than 3%, 
since it is inconceivable that the acceleration of the 
projectile would increase with velocity. 
A more accurate measurement of d "f was made 
e .l 
experimentally. The projectile was allowed to pa ss out 
of the muzzle and break two thin (100 ~n ) copper wires 
about 200 ~n aparto These wires were used to trigger a 
timer? accurate to ± 1 ~s, and the true muzzle velocity 
\vas measured in this way to within 0 G 5 ~L From this 
velocity, and the time interval recorded photoelectrically~ 
a value of d
eff could be calculated. The results of several 
measuremegts at different velocities are plotted in figure 
3.5. The scatter in the points, 0.5 mill, probably results 
from slight variations in the separation of the wires, 
whi ch were prestrained before use so that they would 
fracture at a very small extension. No dependence of 
d
eff on velocity is ~een in figure 3.5G Velocity 
measurements were therefore c ulculated from t he times 
measured photoelectrically using the mean of the values 
of d
eff in figure 305, i.e. a value of 103.5 mm. It is 
felt that the velocity determined in this way is certainly 
known to ± 1% and probably to ± 0.5%; the majo r source 
of uncertainty is . not the measurement of the time interva l, 
but the value of deff. 
3.6.1 Introduction 
The experimentally det e rmined v e l ocity characteristics 
of the gun are shown i n fi g ure 3 ~6 . The velocity bas be en 
found t o depend primarily on the r atio of reservoir pressure 
to projectile mass , as predicted by the constant pressure 
theory , with little dependen ce of velocity on pressure or 
mass al one . As may be seen fr om the curves , the velocit ies 
attained using h elium as t he driver go.s are always app:cecia.bly 
hig he r than those with nitrogen. This effect is not predicte d 
by the constant pressure theory~ but it nmy b e argued 
qualitat ive ly that the lower viscosity, density and high er 
sonic velocity of helium must lead to greater efficiency. 
'7 6 2 C . . th C" 1 1 th u.. ._omparlson W1 . ueJ.ge_ S eorlo 
A theory of g as gun perf or ll1ance~ Hhich t akes into 
account the finite amplitude pressure wa ve s propagating 
in the system during firing, ha~ been publishe d by 8eigel 
( 1965). This theory predicts a depende nce of muz z le 
veloc ity u pon P/ m, but also incorporates t h8 effect s of 
reservoir volume, sonic velo city in the propellant gas, and 
the ratio of its s pe c ific heats ( ~)~ Figures 3.7 and 3~8 
show the performance of the g;un over tile 10\'1e1" par t of the 
velocity range, and for c omparison, t h e predi ct i ons of t he 
constant pressure t heory aad that of Seigel .. It i s seen 
that with nitrog en propellaut, the cuDstant pressure theory 
overestimates the 1tI11.zzle velocity by SO::1 0 5 0~b whe n t:lG 
actua l velocity is around 300 Ills-t. The error is not so 
great wit h h e lium? hut SeiGel l s model gives Cl r'at her more 
accurate estimate for both gases. The discrepancy between 
performance and SeiGel ' s theory is nevertheles s appre c iable, 
and it is instructive to consider p oss i h le reasons. 
Seigel 1s basic the ory ignores t he retarding effect 
o f the air in the barrel in front of the projecti.le; the 
correct ion due t o this resistance forms a l arge part of the 
di screpan cy between theory and practice ~ Al t hon g;h .sei~~(~ J 
has not incorporate d the effect i nto his model, he has given 
a si.mple correction term whicll is s110 \vll in fi g ure 3 0 9 ( solid 
curve). The correction is expresse d as v, the actua l 
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Seigel's correction to allow for the air in front o f L ,e 
projectile, compared wi tll the -performance of the : ~; un \:ith 
helium and ni tr0i:; en propellant t.;as. 
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~cl ocity , divided by v t ' the velocity predicted by Seig e l's 
basic theory; the correction depends only on the mas ~ of the 
projectile, for a given gunq With a ten gram proj e ctile , 
the correction is only V' 2~~ , but fo r a mas s of one g r'am it 
reaches 14%. Experimental results obtained with the gun 
are ShO\vll for comparison. Al tboui:, h they all lie bel(I\" the 
solid line, they appear to lie on curves para llel to it, 
suggesting t hat the remaining di screpancy is i ndependent of 
projectile mass, and a moun ts to some 6% with helium a n d 12% 
with nitrog ene 
The abrupt change of section of the g un between 
reservoir Dnd breech (figure 3.1 ) i s c ertainly responsible 
fo r par t o f this error; Seig el a s sumes a we ll- matched 
t apering transit.ion aud a smooth gas flow. The main 
assumptiO]lS of Seigel 's t heory , nAmely that the expa nsion 
is reversible and a diabat ic, are o f course erroneous, but it 
may be arg u ed tllat the importance o f irrever s ibility in such 
a system is much greater in the c a se of sudden compress i on 
than in the situation here of sudden expansion (Seigel 19G5 ). 
3~7 Conclusions 
The gas g un de s cribed here i s a vers tile laboratory 
tool, capa~le of a ccelerating proj ecTiles to over 600 ms-i. 
The system of ex pendahl e sabot s used enab le s differently 
shaped particle s of widely v arying mass to be a ccelera tedo 
Using t he doubl e diaphragm breech system, firing pressures 
may be accurately preset, and the muzzle velocity may b e 
confidently predicted from a c a libra t i on c urve to within 
59'00 The photo e l e c t ric method of meGsuring pro je cti le velocity 
give s an absolute measurement to within l ess than 1% . 
The performance of the gun hus been cOlllpa red \'li t h 
the predictions of a simple theory and that of Seig el ( 1965 ) . 
The simple theory overestimat e s the muzz le vel ocity by 50% 
at 300 111S-\ while that of 5eigel giv es a much bett er fi t ~ 
The discrepancy bet\~een t he Seigel model and the actual 
p erforma nce may b e a ccounted for by the des i gn of the gun 
and by the simplifying assumptions of the the oryo 
~r Four 
Quali ta·~j_~e Observations of 81112;le Particle Impacts 
4.1 Introduction 
In thi s chapter a qualitat~ve s tudy of the removal 
of metal by s pherical p a rticles is p resented. The particl a s 
\iere acce ler~ted using the gas g un de sc ~ ibed in chapter 
three; for reasons of convenience, 1arse par ticle s (3 - le mm 
were used. Evic1enc5l' will be presented in chapter 5 that the 
deformation processes occurr in~ with these larg e particle s 
are fundamentally the same as those with particles as small 
as 90 ~m. ~hc use of these lar~ e particlcs permitted 
met al lographic examination of the damage site, and 
microhardness measurements could be made arou]ld sirg le 
impact craters. As we shall see ju chapter 6, the weight 
loss resul tins; from the impact of E si.ng le l arg e particle 
may b e measured, and compared with tile results of multiple 
impact experimcnts o 
Recent work by Winter ( ~inter and H tching s 1974) 
has s ho",n that angular particles , impacting with l aq~e 
negative r a ke angles , may ind eed remove met a l by a 
ploug hing mechanism as suggested in chupter 2. Th~ re s ult s 
of thi s work will be summa rised a nd co mpared witll the result s 
obtained with spherical particles descri~ed in ·this chapter . 
The experj.mental results were obtaine d using spheres 
of hard steel (bal l -11eari ng steel) ,. ii. tong h ma terial was 
needed since it wa s desired to eliminate the effects of 
frag mentation; ball bearings do not d8for m plastically 
even at hi g; h impa c t velocities on mild stee l, the first 
signs of damage to the ball being britt le cr a cking 
(Ca rring ton and Gayler 1948 ) ~ Such cra eleing; was not 
ob served in any of the se eXDcrilllents e t;teel halls are 
denser tlw.n real ero::;:i.ve particles ( almost 3 times); the 
effect s of ball density are discus sed in section S.~.~. 
I 
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The result s fall into two groups. Experiments with 
3 mm diameter balls on alllmi.ntum, co pper and mild s teel a t 
a shallow impact an(:: le (1 8·~~0) were used to shoh' that 
removal of metal by a single spherical particle ca n oc cur under 
certain conditions, and to i nves tigate the effect on tlle 
process of the p l astic behaviour of the t arget metal. A 
more comprehensive study of the variation of damage Ivi th 
velocity and al~ le was t hen carried out using 9 .5 mm steel 
spheres and mild steel target s. Metallographic examinat i on 
revealed the mechani sm by which metal was being removed. 
Each group of experiments will be discusse d immediately 
after the results have been presented. 
4.2 Experimental 
The 3 mm and 9 .5 mm ( 3/8 inch) diameter steel ba ll s 
\~ere accelerated using the gas gun. The sabots used for 
the sma ller balls were as shown in figure 3.2 (a) ~ wh i le 
the design in fi gure 3e2 (b) was used for 9.5 mm balls.. In 
this case the ball wa s attached to the sabot during firjng 
by a small 'pot of low-strength glue (Dllrofix). The 
specimens were firmly clamped: to machined ang le blocks 
screwed to the muzzle block (figure 3.3); the ang le of 
impact was thereby determined to within 0.5 0 • Impacts with 
3 mm ball s were at 18e5°, those with 9 . 5 mm balls at various 
angles. 
The mu zz le of the gun was enclosed in a stron~ steel 
enclosure, line d with rubber sheet , to contain the ball 
after impact and cat ch any fragments of metal de tache d . 
4.3 §recimen ma t erials 
The 3 mm sphere impacts \·"ere carr ied out on speci mens 
'" 3 .. 2 mm thick . Aluminium specimens '·fere cut from SlC-J:I4-
rolled she e t (B.8.1470) with Q Vickers hardness of 4-3 0 MPa. 
f'1ild steel specimens \'fere cut from 12.7 mm cold drawn rod 
of En lA (0. 1~6C) free - cutting- lea d- free steal, VPH500235 0 ~lPa. 
\{ork-h;:~ rdelled copper snecimens were taken from hard · drQ\·m , 
high conductivity rod to 8 .8 .2874 Ci0 2 and hud a hardness 
of 1100 ~IJ!a. After annealinl; for 1h in vacue at 900 0 (;, 
their hardness was 4-00 MPa. 
b 
Figure 4 1 
Craters formed in aluminium by the impact of 
3mm diameter steel balls at 18to. Impact 
velocities 
Ca) ~ 220 
Cb ) 210 
,,,ere 
ms- 1 
-1. 
ms 
Fig ure 402 
Scanning electron microg raphs of copp er 
targets i mpacted by 3 mill steel ba lls at 18~_o 
- 1 ( a ) & (c ) annealed co pper, 215 ms , 
( b ) K ( d) worJc-l1nrc1ened co pper, 2.20 illS -1 0 
MiJd s"'(:,8e1 specimens use d with 9", 5 mm steel bnJl.:::; 
were cut f rom 16 mm cold rolle d square bar to En1A 
specification (0.15% C). The Vickcrs hardness was 2350 ~W~. 
Impacts took place on the side faces of the bar, wh ich were 
prepared by machining and final polishins' with 600 grit 
silicon carbide paper. 
4.401 Hesults 
The formation of a fra g il e lip at t he exit end of 
the cra ter was observed in alumini.um, l1lild steel and work-
barctened co pper.. Figure 401. ShOh'S typical craters formed 
in altll!linium impacted at 22,0 and 210 ms'- t , In both cases 
a lip has been formed and partially det a ched by the 
propagation of a rupture from one side of J,he crater to the 
othero The similarity of the damage in the two cases 
illustrates t he reproducibility of the effect; a.lthou;;l.l in 
detail no two craters are the same, the qualitntive picture 
is very sinlilaro At velocities · a bove 220 ms~·1, the li.p 
became completely detached by the impact. 
Haterial removal by lip formation \'Jas also Ol.lS 81" .re d 
in mild steel. In this case, the velocity at which the li p 
V- l ) became detached was lower ("-" leO ms although the s:l. z;e of 
the lip was smel lIer them in the case of aluminiumo Lips 
forllled in steel were observed to detach by the pro~)a:~ation 
of two ruptures, one from e ach side of the lip, in a rnanp(,J' 
similar to that to be described for \'lork-hdrdencd copper o 
'£he cop'')er specirllens were used to investii..;ate the 
influ ence o f the p l &stic behaviour of the met.al on t h e 
deforma tion process. I',larked differences WC1' e note d h8t\V(~C n 
craters formed at the Scl!lJe veloci ty in \·/ork- li.;.-l r (hme d and 
annealed copner. Altllou(.';h, as \\'o1.1lc1 be expected f rom the 
1 arclness v a lues, the cr'uter in a':'11lealed CODp e)" was J arL~cr 
than tha t in work- h a rdened c opper, the lip raised in the 
latter C[LSe \-ws considera bly larger' than tha t in tIle former. 
Tl)e sCD.nn inG electron ll1 i crogrnphs in fi:;ure 4 02 ill us tra te 
this difference. Photograp hs ( a) a nd Cc) show the exit 
end of a cr<:ti;;er forme d in annealed copper ; 81thOt g11 
considerable deforma tion is visible around the e n d of the 
cr- u ter, no lip of the type seen in fi .;ul'e '1. ·1- is seell o 
,ro rk-hardcHed copper, on the other' hand $ hc,s forrncd ;:-t 
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pronounced lip at almost the same velocity of imr(1ct 
(figure 402 (ll) and Cd» and evidence of ncckins or 
rupturing is seen at the two s ides of its base. 
Examination of the specimens after sectioning and 
etching in alcoho lic FeCl 3 solution sllowed the difference 
i11 depth of the tll'O crater s, and the more intensive shear 
deformation beneath the crater in the work-hardened copper 
(fig ure 4.3 (b» than in the annealed specimen (fis-ure 4.3(a»). 
Enlarged sections of the crate r lips are seen in figure 
4.,4 ((a) and (c) "lork-hardened, (b) and (d) annealed ) . Pot 
onl y is the work-hardened lip much l arger than the annealed 
one, but it is much less fir nlly attached , being continuous 
\Vi th t he llulk o f the specimen over 0~1ly a narro\</ D.8ck. 
The lip in figure 4.4 ( d ) SllOWS no overhang, and appears 
much more a part of the substrate. 
r,Jicrohnrdness meas ur e ments were made on sectioned 
specimens to investigate the extent 6f the subsurface 
defor mation. Figure 4.5 ShOl1S the hardness contours plotted 
for the t\"O types of material. The deformation in the \"/ork.-
hardened case i s more localised than in the annealed met a l. 
This localisation may be further deduc.ed fl~ om fi O" nre 4 0 2 . Tbe 
distortion of the previously flat metal surface beyond the 
end of the crater, visible in (a), i s apparent up to 1 mm 
from the crnter, whereas in the work-llardened copper ( b) the 
surface appears undeformed immediately in front of the 
crater. The metal displaced at the sides of the crater 
follows the general trend; in the \Jork-hardened case it 
piles up to a height of :./·200 fAIT! , and in the annealed case ~ 
to Cl height of ~100 pm. 
In order to check th8t, in the annealed copper 
specimen studied, a lip ha~ not in fact been formed and 
removed, similar targets wer e subject ed to impacts at 51, 
- 1 101, and 149 ms • In n o c ase was a lip raised which was 
at al l similar to that seen in fi g ure 4.2 (d), or large r 
tha n the t in figure 4.2 (c) . 
The velocity at which the lin which w~ s formed in 
work··hardened copper beca me detached dur:i.ng i mpact was 
founel to be V'250 ms - 1 • At 270 ms- 1 Cl lip \Vei [~ hing; '1.6 mg; 
\vas recove red , const t tut ing a dilrlensi 0nl ess I, erosion " o f 
14.5 x 10- 3 ( weight loss per unit mas s of i mpacting p a rticle s)& 
I 
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Figu r e 40 3 
Etc he d s ections t hr oug h the craters fo rmed i n 
copper by 3 mm s t ee l bal ls i mpa cting a t 18i
o 
( a ) annea led copper , 2 10 ms- 1 , 
(b) -1 work-hardene d copper , 2 20 ms 
b 
Figure 4.4 
Enlarged views of the crater lips seen in 
figure 4.3. 
( a) & (c) work-hardene d copper, 
( b) & Cd) annealed conper. 
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4.4.2 Di s cussion 
These results inetic-a te t hat m'~t:3..l c a n be removed 
by a sing le spherical particle impa c t ing; at a shaLLow 
angle on 'the three me t a ls tested (&luminium, copper aud 
mild stee·l ). The mecha nism by which the lips are forllled 
and, a t sufficien tly high veloci ty , removed , app ear s to 
be the same in all three lne tals. Detailed examination of 
the specimens indicated t hat the lips are composed of 
ma terial fr om near the surfa ce of the metal wh ich has been 
sheared in the direction of travel of the ball o Frictional 
forces b e tween the surface and the slidinc ba ll proba bly 
play an important role in the forma tion of these lips . 
At a critical velocity det a chment of the l ip occurs. For 
the well-defined impact conditions described here this 
velocity Cepends upon the tar~et material. 
The formation of larger, more frag ile lips in work-
hardened copper than in annealed copper c a n be explained 
by the diffe r ent degrees of localization of the deforma tion 
in the two cases. Fully work-hardened copper aJprox ima tes 
to perfect plastic behaviour : it deforms e l u s ticaJ.ly until 
it s floh' stress is reached and th(~n deforms pL.-1..stica IJ y 'oii th 
little further increase in stress. AnneQled copper, on t.he 
o tlier hand , strain- hardens considera hly. Tabor ( 1951 ) has 
shown that f or qua si-static normal illdcntations i n a full y 
work-hardened metal, the plastic deforma tion is locali zed 
and nro duces "piling -up " of metal around the indenter, 
whereas the widespread n ature of the deformation in a n 
annealed metal c a u ses " s i nking in" . AS an indenter is 
pressed int o the surface, the annealed metal in the i mmediate 
vicinity of the indenter deforms first, but in so doing 
work-hardens, rendering its furth e r de f ormation more difficul to 
The effective size of the indent er .is increa sed by this 
shell of stra in- ha rdened metal , and a s the indenter 
penetrat e s dee 1) c r into the metal, material furt her and 
further from the inden ter be comes stra in- ha rdened. The 
deformat ion is sprea d over a larg e volume, alld the leve l of 
the surface immediately around the ind enter is depress e d. 
It is sug g ested t hat a simila r exp l a n a tion is }!ro bable h e r e. 
The s pre a d i n ,:; of the defo r ma tion \'lld.ch occurs in the 
ann eal e d copper c a uses the plustic work done by the 
impacting bn.ll to be dissipa t e d over . l a r g e volume , 
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explnining the surface <1i sturbanC8 ob served b,eyond tIle 
crater end , and the hardness c ontours in figure 4 . 5. The 
localization of shear deformation in the \\Iork-ha rdened 
metal results in intense s hear in the surfac e l ayers , 
causing t~e forma tion o f the larg e fragile lip at the end 
of the cratere 
4 .. 5 ' Experi.ments with 965 mm balls 
40581 Hesu l ts 
Fig ure 4.6 shows impact craters formed by 9.5 mm 
steel balls in mild s t ee l at an impact ve locity of 
270 + 5 ms - i. The angle of impac t varie d fr o m 100 to 400 ~ 
It is seen tha t both t he size and nature of the i mpact 
cra t er ar e criti cally dependent on the impa ct a ng le. 
Overhanging lips c a n be seen at the exit end of the crat ers 
formed at a ngles of 100 , 15 0 and 20 0 • At 25 ° a nd 30°, the 
lips have been compl etely removed, tearing with them par t 
of the floor of the crater ; t he surface ov er which 
detachment has occurre d may be clear ly seen . Fragment s of 
metal which had been detached were recovered in many cases a 
At 40 0 , the li p has remained a ttached to the spe c imen ; it 
is considera bly l arg er than those formed at t he lower angles . 
The appeara nce of crhters form e d a t different velocit ies 
but at the same an~ le is illustr a ted in fig ur e 4.7. The l ip 
form ed at the exit end of the crater is seen to become 
l arg er with velocity unti l at a crit ica l velocity, which 
for t his ang l e lie s between 174 and 178 ms- 1 , it i s detached 
during the impact. At hig h er v e locities the lips are 
removed and increas ing volumes of metal di splac ed. 
Pronounced s urfac e colourati on wa s observ ed on the 
surfa ce of many cra t ers for med in steel at ab ou t 270 ms- 1 
and at ang le s varying from 20 0 to 40°. The .co lour ing wa s 
i n t ense at the exit end of the cra t e r, a nd on the fr agments 
of lip \"hi ch were recovered. The phenol!lenon is vi s i bl e in 
fi g ure 4.8; the strong bl u e marking on the crater i s r ather 
more pronounc e d tha n the col ou r on t he li 11 frag; me n t. 
Sectiolline: and e tchinl:~ ( 2~,b ni 'l; u l) of the ::; VC:: Ci llH:!IJ. t> 
revea l e d de f ormation patterns very simi l a r to t.h ose s een 
in \\lork-hardened cO l)l1er (see secti on 4. 4 .. 1) . F i gure 4.~ 
Figure 4.6 
Impact craters in nlild steel f orme d by 9 0 5 mm 
steel balls at 270 + 5 ms- i. The impact angle 
is marked on each photograph in deg rees. 
~ 1mm 
Figure 4_7 
Impact craters in mild steel fo r med by 9.5 mm 
steel ball s at an i mpac t angle of 30°. Impact 
velocities a re marked on the photog raphs in ms- i. 
. I' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I I 
I 
Figure 4 .8a 
1 mm 
1---- 1 
Surface colour a tion on a cra ter formed in milCl steel 
1 9 ~ d ' J stoe J._ 'oa1_1 "'t 3.0 0 . ~ -L )y a .;:) mm lame cey' c Cl. lmpac z, enS - e 
and at 274 ms- l • 
Figure 4.8b 
Two fl'u GiJlcnts of lip detacbcd from t he cratel' sbown 
above rltlrin6 impact. 
1;-
I 
(a) 
--1mm 
Figure 4.9 
(a) Section through a crater formed in mild steel at 
40 0 and 270 rns- 1 by a 9.5 mm steel ball; note the 
scaJ.e of the lip in relation to the size of the 
crater. 
(overleaf) 
(b) Etched section of the lip in (a). S indicates a 
band of intense shear at the base of the lip; 
vv is a void - the lip is attached to the bulk 
of the specimen over a small region only. 
(c) Enlarged view of the shear band. 
(d) Elongated gr~ins in the shear band, typically 
"'1 pm wide. 

Figure 4.10 
Etched sections through a crater l ip formed 
i n mild stee l by the impact of a 9.5 mm 
diameter stee l ball at 300 and i74 ms-i. 
Cb) & Cc) show the shear band at hig her 
magnification. 
--100~m 
Figure 4.11 
Etched long itudinal sections through crater s 
formed in loi ld s teel by the impact s of 9.5 mm 
diameter + • S ue8l ball s a t 30° and 
( a) & ( b ) 90 -1 ms 
( c ) & ( d) 143 -1 ms 
( c ) & ( f ) 174 - 1 ms 
( g ) & ( h) 178 -1 ms 
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shows a crater formed at 4-0 0 .!'lna' Q'70 m - t . _ <>.A .. .A. t::l . Al ''''"'' , i:b.e scale of the 
lip in relat ion to the whole crater ma y b e seen in (a). 
The l ip Cb) is folded over onto the undisturbed metal, bein~ 
separuted from it by the void vv. The region over which 
the lip is attached to the bulk of the specimen is sma ll, 
and contiins a region of very highly strained metal (s). 
This shear be,l1d is shown further magnified in figure 4.9c and 
d; the overa ll widtn of the ba nd is ~20 pm; individual ferrite 
grains have been deformed to a thickness of "":l pm, ~vl1erea.s 
undeformed grains in the bulk of the metal are approximately 
equiaxed and \,1\25 pm acrosso SheD.I' bands of tbis t ype . were 
seen in sections of many cra ters ; figure 4.10 shows details 
o -1 
of a crater lip formed by an impact at 30 and 1'74 ms " 
The ferrite grains in the band (figure 4.10c) are even 
thinner t han those in figure 4.9d. 
At a sufficient ly high velocity, t he lip at the exit 
end of the crater is deta ched during the impa ct; examinati on 
of craters from which t he lip has detached revea ls ti1at 
de tachment occurs within a slw lJ.r b and of this type. FiGure 
4.11 shows the lips form e d by steel balls impacting at 30° 
-1 
and at velocitie s between 90 and 174 ms (a - f ) . It is 
seen tha t the lip size increases rapid ly with velocity; 
the 
174 
shear 
- 1 
ms 
band first appears at some velocity between 143 a n d 
At 178 ms- 1 (figure 4.11 g and h) the lip is 
detached during the impact. Comnarison of sections g and h 
with e Gnd f indicates that the lip has become deta ched 
along the line bf the shear hand. 
Several det a ched .lips were examined by section 'ins; ; 
they all cons isted of metal which had undeq; onc considera ble 
deforma tion, tlw grains being elongated D.nd sheared by 
large strains. Figure 4.12 shows a section, etched Ll 
Nit a l, of a lip detached by an impact at 30° and 2G4 ms-1. 
The lip is similar in shope to that in figure 4.9 Rnd is 
compo sed of extensively deformed grLl ins. JI':i,gure 4 ~ 12h 
shows an enlarge d view of the lo wer surfa cc . of the lips 
which would have formed et part of the s hear band had the 
lip remained a ttached to the targ et. On the e dge of this 
section are visible a number of very small grains ~ '" 1 pr] 
across; similar l11icrocrys talli tes are visib le on both sj_des 
of the tail of the lip in figure 4.12 c. 
Transver s e secti ons of cra ter s formed a t oblique 
ang les of impact sh olve d thut the lips f ormed a t t he si (1es 
of the cI' ~ter s \!ere morc firmly attac:h pc1 to the bulk of 
Figure 4: 012 
J~t ched section through a lip detach.c cl from 
mild s t ee l b y the impact of 9.5 mm steel 
o -1 ball at 30 and 264 ms • 
(b) shows Rn enlarged vi ew of the lower 
surface of t he lip. 
(c) shows the t ai l end of the lip at t he 
same magnificat ion as ( b ) . 
l 
Figure 4·."13 
Lips rais ed at the sides of cr'aters in mild 
steel by the impact of 9.5 mm steel ba lls 
( tran,sverse sections). 
( a) and Cb) impact ang le 70° <.) , velocit y 263 
Cc) and ( d ) impact ang le 40° , velocity 26 5 
InS 
-1 
ms - 1 e 
4. '.'1. 
the metal than those for mcd "'1; the ends of the cr&ters. 
i\jo bands of si1ear or Bfolding-overr! oL the l'cdsed rnatoloial 
were observed. Typical photomicro~raphs are seen in figure 
,1. 13; although the mai n bulle o f the lip is not heavily 
deformed,' in most cases a small f ragment of metal at its 
tip appears fragile and higllly strained. Comparing fi g uri 
4.13b \vi th 4-. 13 a \ve see that such a fragment h a s probably 
been ren~ ove d in t he former cas eo Very sili1i lar lips are s een 
around craters formed at normal impact; sections are 
illns trc,tecl in chap ter 80 
40502 Discus c ion of mechan ism of lip detachment 
FrODJ the ob servations descr i be d above, it i s possible 
to identify the mechanism hy ',.,,11ic11 the lip b e comes detached 
during impact. The evidence of fi g ure 4.11 indica t es thRt 
the lip separates from the bulk of t he targ et along t he 
line of a bEmd of i n tense shear; in all cas es \\·here the 
lip det a che s at a critic~l velocity, sec tions of craters 
formed below that velocity reveal H s:lmj.lar shear band 
below the lip. The band i s p robably formed by the pllenc,me n on 
of adiabatic shear; it is unlikely that any geolllotri co.l 
constraints to the deformation would yield such a narrow 
band, and there is ample evidence of high ternrerature s 
associated with the band, such as one would expect to fin d 
if it arose from a~iabatic s hear. 
Adiabatic s hear bands \vere fir t reported by Zcner 
and Hollo mcn (19 44 ); in the h i g h-spe e d p u nchin2; of hard 
carbon steel, they found narrmv ("' 30 pm ,..,ride) ])a11.(1s wbich 
etched white with nitnl, ancl in which no structure c oul d 
be resolved o p tically. They attribut ed their forr;)at:i.on to 
10co.lize(1 thermal softeninG of the metal; a t hig h r a tes 
of s trai n, the def orrna t i on ,'.'ould h (~ ef.fe c ti ve 1y C1c1iaba ti c , 
and if t he rate of ther ma l s o f tening outHeis;i \ec1 t h e .. : f .1"e cts 
of strain Lardcning and :th e i ncr ease in shear strength 
with stra in rate, catastrophic failure in a narrow ban~ 
would en s ue 0 The effect lla s been stuc1ied t,y severa l other 
h'Ol'l;:ers 0 ·,d.nb f'ove (1971) 113S s howll the structure 0.1' the 
and Holl OI:lOll ; tIle hig h tempe r Lture ljenerat.2 d by r;lastic 
flo w ill tho ball ds is sufficient to CD.U E;e local tr r;-ns f c rlildtion 
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of the structure of the steel to aus tel1ite , which i s then 
quenched by the surroul )(ling nwtal to form mar'tensi.te ~ 
The shear strain within the band shown in f i gure 
4.9, for example, may be estimated from measurements of 
the elonGation of individual grains • .A simple calculation, 
assuming that all the work associated with the deformation 
is instantaneously converte d into heat within the s hear 
band, yields a temperature rise of some 4000 K. This must 
be an overe stimate, since heat will be rapidly conducted 
a\':ay by the surrounding metal, but the thermal mec han ism 
suggested above is clearly a feasible explanation for the 
forma t ion of these bands. The shear bands observed in these 
experiments are, however, not martensitic, nor uptically 
irresolvabl e ; the ferrite grains and vearlite regions 
within the bands are ver'y elongated , but are still discrete, 
indicating that the transformati.on to austenite llas not 
taken p lace. The temperaturc nceded for the complete 
transformat ion with a steel of this composi tion is -1150 K, 
the transformation starting at '''990 K; this therefore puts 
an u pDe r limi t on the temperature which may have c1evelopec1. 
in the band" Howeve r , this may well be s ufficiently high 
for therma l soften ing and preferential s hear in the band 
to occur . Campbe ll and F'ergl1son (1970) have shown t hat at 
4 _ 1 
strain rates of ~4 x 10 s ~ the yield stress of mild 
steel decreases b y over 40% as the temperature is raised 
from 300 to 700 K. 
The surface colouration seen in fi g nre 1.8 l enc1s 
furt her sup110rt to the theory that localize d heatiw; 
occur s in th e shear bands. 'he colours arise from optical 
interfer en c e Id thin thin films of iron oxide (l"e~~03 and 
FeO) formed on the surfa ce of the steel; such oxidati on 
is conc lus ive evidence of 11ig h tcmperbtures having Leen 
r eache d by th(~ surface & The colours of oxide fi 1ms on iroll 
have been studied by Constable (19 28), who t abu lat ed the 
thickness o f film corresponclin;:~ to the different colours. 
The sequenc e of colours dif f ers somewhat from the normal 
sequence of interference colours seen , for examn le, in 
a soa11 film (NeHton 1704) , becaus e t11e oxide s are s tron[; ly 
di s persive and absorbc ll-G 0 For th'.) same re<.:sons the colour s 
of t llicker films, formed by second and s ubsequent orders of 
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interference ~ are not distinct, so that the th:LcKness 
of the film is defined uniquely if it appears of a stronG, 
well-defined colour. The sequence of colours listed by 
Constable is: straw, reddish yellow, br o\'mish red? nurple, 
violet and blue; beyond blue t he sequence is very dull. 
Cons table found the thickness of a stra\l-,1 co l oured film to 
be 46 nrn , and that of a blue, 72 nm. It is noteworthy that 
the range of film thickness for which distinct colours 
arc seen is small; it i s therefore not s urprising t hat 
the bright colours seen in these experiments unly occur 
",1. thin a small rans e of impact condi tionf~, and disappear 
at higher velocities" 
There are three possible sources of heat which may 
have caused the s urface oxidation: 
(i) 
(ii) 
plastic deformati on of the bulk of the metal around 
the crater, associated with the format ion of the 
crater, 
localized p l as tic deformation within the shear 
band discussed above and 
(i ii ) frictional heating caused by the ball slidinc; over 
the cra ter surface. 
The well-defined boundary of the blue area suggests that (i) 
cannot be the only source of heat, although it may well be 
responsible for the g enera l straw colouration visibl e over 
most of t he crater floor in figure 4.8a. The absce.1ce of 
any colouration on the surface of the steel hall examined 
after impa ct, over Cl rang e of velocitie s , suggests that (iii) 
is not the cause ; slow heating of a ball and a stee l targe t 
in air resulted in identical oxidat ion colours 011 both 
surfaces .... ·/e must therefore conclude t ha t the intense 
c olourat ion in fi gure 4.8 <:1 and 011 the lip fragments· Ll 
fi gure 4.8b re s ults from heat develop e d i n t he localized 
shear band. This banel is seen in fi t; nre 4.9 and 4.10 to 
be close to the surfac e at the base of the crater lip; 
heat develope d in the band \vill be rapidly connnctec1 to 
the surfa ce e 
The small undeformed cryst,i:~Jli tes seen in fi t'; ure 
4.12b and c on th e surface of the detached lip a upear 
to !lave form e Cl by recrys tal J i ZCJ. t ion; however, no simi lar 
small undeformec1 grains were seen in t he shear bands 
formed beneath undetachec: lips 0 It must be conclude d that. 
the extra temperature r ise needed to permit the gr owth 
of these grains arose as a re s uJ.t of the deta chment pr0cess; 
a proba ble exp lanation is frictional heating betwe en the lip 
and t he t~rget during det a c hment. The temper a ture ri s e 
in the shear band of an unde tach c<.1 lip i s limi ted l)y t he 
shear deformat ion which has occurred in the b and ; wh en 
fracture occurs along the shear band the lip may continue 
to slide over t he underl ying surface for some time , re s ulting 
in a furth er ri se in it::; surface t CLlperature. '1'his sJidine; 
of similar metal s under a heavy load lllay account for the 
torn a ppearance of t he reg ion from which t he lip has beco~le 
det a ched , visible in fi gures 4.6 and 4.7 . 
4.6 Impacts of sinGle an~1l1 ar ~lart icJ es 
i;'inter ('..'inter a nd lIutchings 1974 ) has studi8d 
the mechanisms by which me t al may be r emoved by t he 
of si n1:'; 16 anGular par ticles. The par ticles were of 
millimeter dimensions and wefe accelerated us ing t~e gas 
gun des cribed in chapter 3. 
The mode of deforma tion at s11allo\'l i mpa ct ang le s 
was found to depend on rak e ang lc i E t he ivay {!iscussed 
in cho.pter 2. L tt empt s to 1:1O([e1 a "cut ting " situation, 
in which the partic le has a positive rake ang le and cut s 
a chip fro m t he s urface in the way envisaged by fi'innie 
( see sect ion 1.4.2), failed. n lthoug h l a r g e lips wer e 
rai s ed 'by t he imIJact, t hey r emaine d firmly attached; the 
particl es tended to roll on the surface and in no case was 
the lip removed l)y a s i 11 ,:-; lc rartieJ.e which did not fra.;l1len t. 
It t herefore np'Jenrs that the proces s assume d by F:i.nnie as 
a ba sis for his th eory seldom occurs i n practice. 
Exper i lnents at larg e negative ra ;-; e ,'nL~ J.e s ( _70°) 
did ca use p loughinC'; c1eformat ioI ; surface material \va s 
sheared in the direction of mot ion of t he ])<',U' ticle, and 
a sha l low curv ed crater ' .. ,ras f ormccl , very similar to tLosc 
formed by spher es and described above . A lip \~as raised 
at the er d of the crat er 'j and IJctal was also di sp l aced 
tu tllt: sides . 
iln intcrest i n6 i' c"'!atll.r(! of t. he l i ps red. seel at the 
end of tile cra ter ill the experiment::-, '.,: ith "cuttinG " 
ge ometry wns t he prcscence of narrOl'l sllCar banrL ; thc se 
bands, very similar Lo tho s e describ e d &10ve, ive :t:'e foun d 
passing throu~h the bulk of t h e undet a c h ed lip. It seems 
1i](81y, therefore, that adiabati c shear ma y pla y an impor t ~~n t 
role not 'only in the ploug hin2:; deforma tion produced by 
spheres and partic le s impacting with larg e negative rake 
angles, but also in t Ile cutting s ituation envisag ed by 
many \vorlcers as being the most import a nt mechani s m of 
erosion. 
I . 
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Chapter Five 
Effects of Particle Size an d Density 
5.1 Intr oduction 
In an experimenta l study of s i ngl e particle impa ct s , 
it is desirable to know the effects of p&rticle s ize and 
density on the impact process. It is frequ ently us eful to 
mod el the im-pact by us in~; larger particl e s , whj_ch are not 
of the same density as the original erosiv e pa rticles. In 
chapter 4 , information on the process of metal removal was 
gained from sections of the impa ct site s , but such sectionin~ 
is only possible when the particl~s are larger than a few 
mill imeters. It will be seen in chapter 6 tha t weig ht 
loss e s and crater volu:nes lllay be measur ed directly fr olll 
single impa ct sites when the particl es are larGer t hall 
.,,10 mm in dia me t er , but reducing the part i cle size to~ 
say, 1 mm diameter diminisiles the \veish t and volume loss 
by a factor of 1000, and renders them impossib l e to a s ses s 
with accuracy. 
In this chapter , the errors introduced by these 
sca ling proces s es will be invest i gated. A simole mod e l 
of the normal i mpact process , assuming a constant mean 
pressure under th(~ indenting sphere, yields informa t ion 
about the effects of part icle size and density on the 
strain rate i nvolved in the i mpact. This will be discus se d 
in se ction 5~2o An experimental s tudy of the scaling laws 
has been made, and i s presented in the rest of t he chaptero 
5.2 Constant dynamic..E.elc1 .-.l?Tes ~ur~~odel 
In thi s section \Vc shall analyse the normal impa.ct 
of a rig id s phere on a rig id , per fectly pla stic half-spa ce , 
making the simplifyin~~ assumption tha t the mean pres s ure 
under the indentin g- s phere i s CA constant, P . The pr oblem 
has previously been di s cu s sed by Tabor ( 1951) , who s howe d 
thEd; these assunle tions ar e r easonable fo r indent a t icJ1.s in 
a fully work- ha rdened meta lo 
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\J0 cons ider the sphere to have :!lass m Emd radius r, 
and to strike t he surfa ce no rm.s.lly Hi th ini tial velocity ... r" 
The volume of the indentation forn! e d <Juring impact ma y be 
simply deduced; since the retarding force on the sphere 
f or any area of indentation A is given by PA, the work 
done by the ba J.I in coming to rest i s 
X l J
o 
PA dx 
where X l is the final depth of the 
indentation, x being its instantaneous depth . This work 
wil l be equa l to the initial kinetic energy of the ball; 
hence 
1 2 2" mv 
Xl 
= J ~ PA dx = PV 
since the volume V of the indentation is given by: 
f
X
o
l 
V == A dx 
We see therefore that 
whe1"e t' is the 
density of the sphere. 
( 5.2) 
Thi s simple model predicts tlwt the volUlne of the 
crater will be proportional to the kinetic energy of t he 
sphere; hence to the cube of its radiu ~ and directly to 
its dens i ty. 
In a dynamic indenta tion , t he (~ff e ct s of inertia 
of t he deforming metal and of strain rate wou ld be ex~ected 
to influence the vaiue of P ; we can extend the analys i s 
further and examine, at .lea st on an order ·-of-map litucJe 
basis, the effe c t s ' of rand (? on the mean rate of strain 
during the indenta tion process. 
If t he chordal radius of th e indentation formed at 
time t is &, and t he deptll of the indentation is x,then 
the projectect a rea A is g iven hv 
To simplify the analysis ~ we assume that x« r , 8 0 that 
we can nut na2 = 2rrrx, and the fo rce decelerat :i..ng; the 
sphere becomes 2n:Prx& Its equation of motion is t herefore : 
llL.(( = .. 2nPrx 
who s e solution for thes e boundary conditi ons is: 
where 
x = v sin wt 
6.) 
w = 
J._ ( 21TPr/ m) 2 
A 
.J.. 
= 1 (3P/ 2e)?' 
r 
( 5.,5 ) 
( 5 .. 6) 
The sphere stops moving when )( ::: 0, thut is, when wt = rt/2; 
the time T taken to form the crater is therefore giv en by 
T = T'i/2w 
and is therefore independent of t he initia l imnact velocity. 
The fina l de pth of the indentation, X l , i s 
X l = V 
W 
and so its chordal radius a is ~ iven by 
a = ( 2rx )"~ = ..1 ( 2rv/ w) 2 
Tabor (1951) has shown that a representat ive strain 
may b e associated wi th the imvrint of a spherical indenter ~ 
g iven approxil1 lately by 
~ = 20 all' . ( ~ "0) 00.1. / 
where E is th c percen t age 
strain. This relationship is empirically deduced fo r quasi-
sta tic indentati ons , and doe s not hold rigor ou s ly f or 
values of a i r approaching unity , but \ve may ass ume that 
some similar r elation , perhaps with El different cons tant 
of proport iona lity, will hold fo r tile dY DUJ!lic i n denta t:i. OllS 
we ar e considering. If \·/e assume t nat the strain E ~6 is 
4·9 
developed in the time T , t.he strain r El te ma y be dppr oximated 
by €/ 100T ioe .. 
Substituting for w from equation 5.6 we find that 
(5012 ) 
While this equation must, from its assumptions, 
be very apvroximate, it illustrates the i nfluence 0f v, 
r and e upon €. The radius of th e particle, r, ha s the 
l argest effect on the strain rate: reducing the size of 
t he particle by a factor of ten i ncreases the rate of stra in 
tenfold . The influence of impact velocity a nd particle 
density is less pronounced ; if we suppose that we take 
two spheres, with density differing by a factor of fo ur , 
and with the initial velocity sca led by a factor of two 
to maintain a constant value of e v2, we find that the 
strain rate associated wi th the faster sphere is t .,/O times 
that \vi tt. the slower 0 A numerical example "'ill illustra te 
the influence of scaling. If we take v = 200 ms-i) r = 50 ~m 
and e = 3 Mgm-3 for a typical erosive particl e , an d 
P = 2 GPa for mild steel, we find that the rate of strain 
6 - 1 given by equation 5.12 is ~lo6 x 10 s . Sup~o se that 
the partic le is scaled up and represented by a steel ball 
of radius 5 mm; since the density of steel is V\8 r-l~m~3, 
1 1 
we must use a veloci t y of 200 x ( 3/8 ) ~ ms- in order to 
maintain e v2 constant 0 Thu s v = 122 ms - 1 and S!-6 1 x 104 c' D -J 
Sca l ing the process by a factor of 100 in linear dimensions 
and replacing the material of the particle by steel hus 
decreased the strain rate by a factor of ~160. 
Equa t ion 5~12 would not be expected to hold f or 
ohlique iml, act) since equation 5 ~ 10 \vill not be valid ~ 
but a simr l e argument establishes the effect of particle 
size on strDin ra t e for such impa cts. Suppose t he erat0I' 
form ed in the impact to be considerably longer than it 
is deep ( say, 10 : 1, corre s ponding to an impact ang le 
of "' 20 0 - Finnie J958 ) . l\' e as s ume -cbat crat ers fo r med 
at the s ame veloc t 'r,y, by parti c le s of the same density 
but of dif f erent s izes, a r e g eometricaJ.ly s i milar. The 
o 
. . 
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pattern e f def ormation a round the crater, ignoring the 
effects of i n llOmogenei ty of t he metal, will al.so be 
geometrically s imilar , emd the "repres entative strain ll 
for all s ize s of part icle will be a constant. The time 
taken to form a long shallow crater is proportiona l, we 
argue, to the length of the crater, divided by the particle 
velocity (cons tant). The mean strain rate associated wit h 
the formation of the cra. ter is t herefore inversely 
propor tional to the l engt h of tile crater, a nd l1Gl1 ce inverse l y 
proportional to the particle size. The same dependence on 
r is predicted by equa tion 5.12; i t is therefore r easonable 
to assume that this relationship will hold for all a ngles 
of impact. The dependence on v and e at oblique impact 
angles is not easiJ_y a rgued; we would expect, however, that 
. 
E would increase in some way wi th v at all angles. 
5 '7 .0 Ef fects of particle dens it.x 
Exper i lllcnta l 
It ha s be en shown ( s ect i on 5.2 ) tha t fo r norma l 
impa ct at least , a simple model predicts that spherical 
particles pf the same size and kinetic energy (i.e n constant 
2 ) . 11 ' t - f i:' . ~ . the (( v \OH __ proCiuce c x' a el'S 0_ ;ne same Eaze~ blnce 
strain r a te is not et function of (? v 2 , but of e and v 
separately, it is not clear to what extent this simple 
picture will be valid. 
Experiments were performe d to te s t the s e as sertions 
for the case of oblique impact, an d in particular to 
investigat e the eff e c t of varying tile density of the sphere 
upon the shape and size of the cra ter lip. 
Spheres of diame ter 0017 mm (1/8 inch) were used 
for the se experiments, s ince spheres of different ma terials 
were readi ly ava ilable in thi s size. Th e mat erials used 
were ba ll- bearing steel (mass of ba ll 130.4 mg ), 
sapphire ( 67.1 mg ) and sintered tungs t en carbide 
·- 3 The dens iti es ra.ng e d f rom 4 .. 0r·lg l1l fo r sarphi.l'e 
fo r tung s t en carbide. 
S )'11 t 11 et i c 
( 24-9 mg) ~ 
; ... ·3 to 14 09 rlc; m 
The par t icles were acceler~ted using the gas gun 
describ ed in chapt er 3 , wi th sabots as s11own . in figure 3. 2a . 
Specimens were cut f rom 12." '? Illm di a mete r co l d dr a1'!l1 mil d 
Figure 5.1 
Impact craters form e (1 i.n mild s teel by ~~ 01. mm 
ba lls of different densi ty and velocity at 
25 0 impact Ei.ng le. 
( a ) Tungsten carbide ball, K.S . 1.89 J. 
Cb) Hard steel ba ll, K.l!.:. 1092 J· o 
(c) Synthetic sapphire ba ll, K.E. 1 0 85 J. 
500 ~m 
Figure 5.2 
Scannini~ electron miCl~O [!;rDphs of the lip 
ends of crat ers form e d in mild stee l at 
25° impact cmg le by 
Ca ) a 3.1 mm tungs ten carbide sphere, 
energy 1. 8 9 J and 
Cb) a 3.1 mm sapphire sphere , energ y 
1.090 J. 
50 ~m 
Fig ure 5.3 
I~tclled longitudina l sections through t he 
lips of c raters formed in mild stee l by 
the impact of 3.1 mm balls at 25 0~ 
( a) tungsten carb i{i e ball , e lwrgy 1. 89 J 
Cb) sapphire bal ]. , e ne rgy 1 .90 J. 
",1 \.. , ..l. 
steel rod (En lA) and po lished.. They ~vcre clamped onto an 
angle bloek a t t he muzzle of the gun ~ the impact [l,ng le 
be ing held constant throughout the eJrper iments a t 
To study the lip morphology, !'In angle and ve l ocity 
of impa ct lrno\vn to give a pronounced, f olded-over lip \'.'38, 
chosen . This corresponde d to a kinetic energy of the 
8' her e of "'1 .. 9 J; :. for the tungsten carb ide sphere? the 
impact velocity was 
-1 
- 1 ~120 ms , for the steel sphere, 
'" 167 ms ,and for the sapphire sphere , V' 230 - 1 l11 S 0 The 
i mpact velocity therefore varied by ab out 2:1 bet ;yeen Lhe 
sapphire and tungsten carbide bal ls o 
Several impa cts were ma de with balls of each material~ 
to eliminate the possible effects of specimen i lhomog eneity o 
In no case was deformation of the hall (plas t ic or brittle 
cracldng ) detectable after impact 0 The craters formed 
appe o.red superficial ly very similar 0 Figure 5 ~ 1 slIm'm 
typical crat ers formed by tIl e three t:Yl-Jl2S of ball ; fo r ease 
of comparison, the kineti c energy of t he ball is given in 
ea ch case . No systematic variat i on of crater Jimensions 
\Vi th ba ll -density could be detected although there \\' 0 1"8 
differences of up to 3% in l inear dimens ions between 
individua l craters. 
Closer examina tion in a s canning electron Inicro s c ope 
revealed differences in s urfac e cO'1tH tion; fi g ure 5 .. 2 shows 
the lip ends of craters fo rme d by tungs ten carbide ( n ) and 
sapphire ( b ) balls with the same initial kinetic en~rgy a 
There are signs of sur f a ce smearing, perhaps loca lis e d 
me l ting , in (b) wbich are a bsent :i.n ( a).. NUlll e:c ou s mi crocr3 cks 
and fissures are seen in the s urface of the cr a t er ill ( a ) 
which were no t seen in t he cra ter for med by the s apphire bal l 
( b) .. 
The craters were se c tioned l ongitudinal ly, and 
etched in 2~i, ni tal e Figure 5 e:3 shows the crater lips. '-j.'he 
two pho tographs are very similar , both lips being of ne i.lr l y 
t he same size, ~nd being separate d from the bulk of the 
TTlPt.a 1 bv fl n r o ll oll nr.pd s h p Hr h n nr1 , \TPY' V ~i l11'i l :-l P 1-.n t.h ;:I'i-. 0..1 • ..!.. - -' - _ • ., -. oJ • - .- . .. - - - -' _. -
described in section 4.5D1 ~ The lip fo r med by the s~pphire 
ball (f i,""ur'e 5.3 b) is per-baps less fir'mly a tta chc cl t lH,ln 
tha t f ormed by the tungsten carbide ba ll ( fi g ure 5.~aJ, 
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An e 'timate WaS ma lle o f the crit ical ve.le.ci ty Ht 
which the lips formed with the different balls became 
detached during impact" The valu8s found \Vere for the 
tungsten carbi de ball s , 155 + 5 ms- 1 , for steel, 
205 ± 1 m~-l and for sapPhir~ 260 ± 3 ms-la The kinatj.c 
energies corresponding to these velocities are 3.00 + 0.20 J, 
2,,74 + 0003 J and 2.27 ::!: 0.05 J-" \\'l1ich are not the same 
within the limits of experimental error. 
In several experiments with sapphire ba l ls at 
various velocities, traces of metal were found adhering 
to the ball after impact. Care 1.'/a8 taken to ensure that 
the ball had not struck any metal surface ~uring deceleration 
after its initial impact on the t arget; the area of the 
metallic film was comparable with the contact area dur ing 
impact. The metallic nature of the deposit was confirmed 
by a micro-chemical test. Phosphomolybdic acid 
(HryP0 L1 012MoO _ ) in concentrated aqueous solution provides <.) ..: 0 
a non-specific test for metals (Feigl 195 ~). The reagent 
solution is a pale yello\if; on contact with any metal a very 
intense "molybdenum blue" colour is produ cod. A 8mo.11 drcp 
of this reagent ap]Jlied to the surface of the ball showed 
the silvery deposit to be indeed metallic o 
5.3.3 Discussion 
The results of the se experiments indicate that 
chang ing the density of an irnpactinc sphere, but I:lc-1. :tntc,:i.n:J.l1[; 
its kinetic energy constant, has lit tle effect on th0 
size and shape of the crater and lip formed durin/j ii npclC t . 
The sections in figure 5.3 of cra ters formed by ba l ls 
differing in density by a factor of four snow no [;1'O S8 
differences i it would appear that \dH~n the l ins are 
removed, they \IIould comprise neay'ly the sanle volume bf 
materi a l. Incr ecl sing the velocity, and hence the r~\ te of 
strain (section 5 0 2) by t wo time s has had little effect 
on the deformation proces s . 
Differences are however visible on the surfa ce of 
the crater s (fi:;ure 5.2); the indentati on formed at · the 
hig,lleI" velul:.i Ly lJ,Y LiJ. e SClpPlJ.lI ·(::! IJillJ. : :; lW\'l~ .· .i !; il~ U.l l il ll.eh 
mor e surface flow and smee.riui'; "(han t.he l Oh'-veloci ty 
crD.-ce1' 0 Several illicr ocracks or fissures are seen on tile 
Sill" f ac e i n fi gure [5. 2a ;·" h1 cl- [[re either not present or 
have LJ88H oblit <.:: a t ec1 I)Y ~·. Ul·fac(-~ .f' low i n f:i .. _ ure 5o,~b .. 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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The s urface flow is direttly associated with the higher 
slidinG velocity; Bowden and Persson (1961) observed 
similar flow in a study of friction at high ~peeds u nder 
impact loading . A rise in temperature sufficient to cause 
softening in a thin surface layer has occurred ; th8 
abscence of any obviously melted (}ropJets visible in the 
neighbourhood suggests that any actual lllelting h'hi ch 
may have occurred \\'ill have been very locali sed n The 
difference beth'een the craters form e c1 by tUl1 (ssten carl)ide 
and sapphire balls is proba~ly not only caused by the 
difference in velocity of impact: sapDhir e has an appreciably 
lower thermal conductivity ( 1.9 \vm- 1K- 1 ) than tung.stan 
carbide ( 4.5 Wm- 1K- 1 ), which would tend to increase the 
t emperature rise at the slirling interface. The two 
material s may well have different co efficients of friction 
during the illlpact as well. 
We have seen that craters form ed by s pheres of the 
same size and kinetic enersy are very nearly identical iil 
size and are surrounded by s imilar patterns of deformat ion. 
This would suggest tha t the distribution of s t rains around 
the cra ter, and especial ly at the bb_se of the cl'ater _ ip j 
is constallt. The enerLSY of the sp!'iere at which the L Lp 
becomes detached during impact is not, however, c onsta~t , 
inc1i cat ill'" t hat the lip does not detach '.,' hen & critical 
strain is reached a t it s base. It seems likely, and Ill E .. y 
be arg ued from t hese observations, tllat a critica l r a te 
of strain is needed for det uchment of the lip. Although 
strain and strain-rate are clearly not sint'~le-valHed 
quant i ties for thes e c omplex defori lation pat t erns, the 
way i n \\'llich the encrr;y of the sphere at "'hich the lip 
detaches i n creases with sphere density suggests that 
strain rate mie,ht be illJ{) Ortant. He have seen in tIle 
previ Qus chapter the imJ) oI't&nce of adiabatic shear in 
the mechanism of lip detachment. Clearly the tempera tUJ'8 
rise in Cl narrow shear band from \vhi ch conduction is tctld,nc; 
place will depend not only upon s t ru i n but also unon strain 
rate. 
\'/hile the observation of mctalJtc tr<. ~nsf8r to the 
sapnhire ball3 during i mnact has little hearinG on th e 
question of scalin E~ effects, it does il1ustJ'hte one of 'Vow 
mechanisms of erosi on sUbgcsted by Slllel tz(~ r et alo (10'70) • 
Sme lt zer envis Cl;':';cd molten met.al aC\liel'inS' to El re bounu:il1 t-'~ 
]Jar "- :ic1e; althou0 !J the rnetaJ in this case has probc1bly 
I 
I 
1 
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not been mel tec1, softQnill.:~ and snrface .fIol;! has occl.lrl"ed ~ 
and th e ball has p luclced 8. ce r t.n in am ount of Jll(~ta.l 8.\'/ HY 
fro m the s u rfacen Similu. r adhesion and transfer i s 
commollly ob s erved i n sliding, e special l y at hig h loads 
( Bo',)'den and Tabor 1950), but it i s doubtful whether such 
transfer of metal c an Qccoun t fo r mor8 than. et v ery small 
fracti on of observed erosion rat es. Certainl y in thi s c ase 
the volume of the crater lip is many times t hat of t he 
thin fil m transferre d to the ball. 
5.4 Eff ects of particle size 
5 0 4.1. Exp erimen t al 
I t has be en sho\vn b y several wo rker' s ( see chapter 1) 
that t he erosion c a u sed by many parti c les does depend 
to a cert a in extent on t he size o f the erosiv(~ part i cles; 
\Ve Ivou ld not there f ore exp8ct in t h is s tudy to f i nd Cl weight 
loss directly prop ort iona l t o the mass · of the parti cle over 
a wide range of sizes. The purpose of this work was r~ ther 
to es tabl i sh that the deformation occurr i n:.; i.n the i nma ct 
of l arr;e spherical particles ( 0£ rni l limeter dL~lens i ons) 
was qualitatively the same as tha t pro duce d by snlalJ. spher es 
of s ize similar to tho se found in practica l erosion 
situations. 
Spherica l particles of t h e sa me ma terial. which at~e 
h a rder than mild steel are not a v ai.lab le in Cl h'ide r an!;; o 
of sizes; the effect of si.ze ::; c .:.t l ing was s tud ied with 
tung;s ten c a r bi de s1;h er e s of ::j 01 mm and 35 6 fAm diameter, 
and tUllgs t e n spheres of 89-- 104 'pm diameter ( sieve s i zes ) . 
The particles were a cceJ.erat e d with the gas gun de s cribed 
previous ly, a nd their velocities were measured photo -
electrica lly. The \~ elocity and ang le of i 1l11'Rct were . 
cho sen t o give Cl r a i s ed li p a t the Cl.i d of th ~! impact 
crat <;r of the type ' observed in ti1e first part of thi s 
cl1aptcr; the \Tcloci ty \'Ias s c[d ed , u s ing the results of 
2 that par t , to maintai n <l constant value of e v for the 
spheres of diffcrent density . The tar Gets were of colJ· 
h'orkec] mild s te e l ( j~:n"1A) and were clumped to an a n6 le block 
a t the muzzle o f the ~as gun. 
Fig ure 5.4 
S Canning~ electron micrographs of craters 
fo r med at 25° impact an.~: le by 
Ca ) 
Cb) 
Cc) 
a 3.1 mm tungsten carhide ball. at 
a 356 pm tungsten c arbide ball at 
a 89 - 104 pm tungsten ball at 99 
- 1 11.7 ms 
-- 1. t17 ms 
-1 
lIlS 
------ 100}Jm 
,I 
20 }Jm 
ft'igure 5~5 
Impa ct s ites in indium for~ed by carbony l 
iron par t ic lc s ( round ) of ~l pm diameter 
. 1 t -1 a ccelerated electrosta tlca ly 0 ~150 ms 
( a ) 15 0 i mpac t ang le 
(b) 25 0 impact angle. 
(from Winter 1971) 1 
T 
t 
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F'igure 5 0 4 shows scanning ele ctron mi croGraphs 
of craters fo rmed by the 3.1 mm, 356 }Jm ancl 89 .- 104 p.m 
spheres at velocities of 117 ms- 1 ( tungsten ca rbide balls) 
and 99 ms- 1 ( tungsten balls ) at a constant impact angle 
of 25 0 • The overa ll l ellg ths of the c:caters formed by the 
three different sizes of ball were 1.83 mm ~ 199 ~m and 
5465 )--1nl. 
of the 
Discussion 
It is seen in fi gure 5.4 that the general form 
craters and extruded lins is very lJ ~ uch. t he some 
over this range of particle s i7.e. Figure 5.5 ShOh'S 
scanning electron micrographs of craters formed in inelium 
by iron spberes of '-"1 /-A m diameter ( ~dnter 1971); prominent 
lips are form ed at the exit ends of the craters , and the 
general form of the deformation aif.fers lit tIe from that 
seen with 9.5 mm diameter balls . in chapter 4. 
One difference to be seen in fi gure 5.4 is t he 
increa~e in irregularity of the crater outline with 
decreasing particle size . 'fLe l ip f ormed in fiGure 5.4c 
is rather more irregularly shaped than tha t in fi gure 
5.4a. This may be directly attr i buted to t he finite grai~ 
size of the steel tnrget material, t he ferrite grains of 
which h'8re typica lly 25 j-Am aCI'OSS. ';~lJile tLe crate}:' in 
fi gure 5.4a will have extended over IRany grai ns, and the 
met a l may be regarded as effectively homog eneous, tbc 
de forllJation in figure 5~ 4c will have oc curred in only et few 
grains, and differences in grain orientation will have 
produced loca l inhomogeneity in the metal. As the crater 
si ze becomes appreciably smaller them the 2~rain s i ze , it 
is expected that the Iila terial wil l be ha ve in Cl more 
hOlllogeHeous J}lanner again; the crater outlines i n fi gure 
5.5 are quite smoot h ia shape. 
From th e: r.1cas ure rnent.s of the cro. ter' r; in fi~ure 504 ~ 
thc v~lidity of linear scal ing may be ussessed. Althoug h 
tbe sizes 01' tl:e 3.1 mm and 35G /-A li i particles 8re knoh'l1 
wi th accuracy? there is an unccrta inty of some 109~, i)1 
the size of the -particle I1hich f orme d the crater j.l1 fi gure 
...................... ------------------~. 
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5.4c. The lengths of the craters, expressed ~s fractions 
of the ball diameter, d, are : then 0.58d, 0.56d and 
0.56 + 0.06d. We see that the deformation sc~les well, 
as predicted by the model in section 5.2; this mig ht be 
expected, since large increases in indentation hardness 
only occur. when the deformed volume approaches micrometer 
I 
dimensions (see for example Gane ~nd Cox 1970). 
I ' It is therefore concluded , hat the scaling of the 
ploughing impact process which is le~PlOyed in this work 
does not introduce gross changes i in : the crater and lip 
. I . 
formed in the impact. While the e~tfapolation of 
quantitative results may not be jJstified, the physical 
processes of metal removal by plou1ghing would be expected 
I ! 
to remain unaffected by the scaling of particle size over 
the range involved in erosion. 
The conclusions of this chapter may be expressed 
in the following way : It has been shown that ' for a fixed 
angle of impact,~ , and radius of the sphere, r, t he 
volume of the impact crater, V, is some function of the 
product ev2. Further, it has been shown that for a constant 
value of ev2, and of impact angle, the volume of the 
crater is proportional to r3. We may therefore describe 
the volume of the crater by 
V(r,~,v,~) = r3.f(ev2).g(~) (5.13) 
where f and g are as 
yet unspecified functions. 
• 
Chapter Six 
r'\easurement s of He ight- Lo s s in Single Im1?~' 
G01 Introduction 
While the qualitative results pre s ented in chapter 4 
give some idea of the way in which erosi.on by single sphere s 
var ies \'Ii th impact angle and velocity, quantitative i.nfo['m-
ation is desirable for comparison with the results of 
multiple impact erosion tests, and with the predictions of 
the theories 0 In chapter 1 it wa ,s shown that a1 tl10ugh 
most theoretica l treatments of eros ion predict a de pendence 
of weight loss upon the kinetic energy of the impact i ng 
particles, the experimentally determined velocity exponen t 
is always greater than 2.0 and usually between 2.3 and 2uSo 
Information on the velocity exponent in single particle 
impa ct s wil l determine whether the fl ~w in these theore t i cal 
approaches li es in their assumptions about the single impnct9 
or in their extrapolation to the case of multiple i~l pact 3 . 
Sheldon and Kanhere (1972) h.B-ve measnred weigi1~~ 
los ses resulting from single impacts of spheres; hovevcr, 
they have not made a quantitative comparison of their 
resul ts \;1 i th those of nml tiple impact (erosion ) e.;::periments, 
nor have they investigated the variation of weight lo s s 
with angle. Kleis (19 69 ) h' s published the results of 
mult iple i mp a ct experiments with round iron shot Glmm di ameter) 
on mild steel tar~ets. The work to be described was carried 
out at suitable ang le s and velocities to ena ble a compariSOJl 
with J"leis' results to be ma de .. 
GG2 Experimental 
TIle specimen mat eri a l u s ed in this, study wa s 
work-hardened mild steel (0 .15% C, EnlA, VPH 2.35 GPu ), 
cold rolled in 16mm squa re section .. The specimens · were 
impacted OD the sid e faces of the bar , prepar ed by final 
polishing with 600 grit silicon carbide paper. The s pheres, 
9 0 5 mm ( 3/8 inch) diame t er ~ of lw ll-bear i ng f:. to ol , were 
accelerated u s ing the gas gun descr ib ed i n c '· Il t er 3; 
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sabots as shown in .figtu~ e ;3 0 2b were used 0 'l'hlJ ""pe CilTI'--' llS 
\;r ere clamped to ma chined o.rlb1e hloc1'~s at t he nuzz l e of 
the gUll. The angle of impact was thCl."0by determined tu 
within Oe5 0 o 
The target specimens were weighed before and af t er 
impa ct, and the mas s of material removed in the impact 
was determined to within O ~l mg . The volumes of the 
crater s were measured in the f ollowing way_ The lips 
raised around the cra ter were ma chine d do wn to the level 
of the undistur bed metal, and the crater filled to this 
level with mode lling ma terial (Pl as tic ine ) .. The Plasticine 
-3 (d ensi ty 1.94 ~~m ) was then r e moved from the depression 
and \ve ighed . The accuracy here was .±. 7% in the worst case 
( the smallest volume measured); the method ,vas found, wi th 
car e, to give results reproducible in most cases to + 3% .. 
6.3 Re sults 
As shown in chapter 4, for some impact angles and 
velocities , no l ip is detached in the impact, while at 
others, a lip is detached and r ~ covered in one or t wo 
fragmentso In such cases the lip fr gments have been 
weighed and f ound to constitute 90- 99% of the total weight 
lost by the spe cimen. 
In fi gure 6.1, the weight losses resulting from the 
-1 impact of single spheres impa cting at 270 rus are plo tted 
against impa ct angle ( sol id line ) 0 'l'h e \vE~ight 10 s 8 meaSl re d 
ha s been divided by the mhSS of the bul l to yielri a 
dimensionle ss naranw~ter' which can he directly cOlllpare d 
wi th erosi.on v etI.ue s published by other \1orkers e AIL hough. 
no large J.i p wa s deta che d at angles above 40°, a detect a ble 
we i ght los s' occur r ed , increas ing slightly lI'i th impa ct ang.l e A 
The scatter i n ex!)erimental points a t 25°, 30° and 35 0 
ca.llnot be eXT) l a ined by uncert ainti e s i n velocity or impact 
angle; it must the~e fore be due to inbomogeneity of the 
target meta.L 
The erosion cause d by sphere s impacting at 30° is 
plotted aga inst velocity in fi Gure 60 2 . Aga j.n the weight 
loss is expressed as the dimens iouless D2r a meter. Below 
a cri ti ca l v e 10c :L ty of V\ 175 ms -1 , no '-Je i ght loss cou ld be 
detected, anrl the cra ter lip \'.'as still attached t o the 
s pecimen. Above thi s velocit. y , lips \\'ere de ta c he d during 
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Figure 6.1 
Weight loss in single impacts at 270 ms- 1 plotted against 
impact angle (solid line). Kleis' results (Kleis 1969) 
for multiple impact erosion (dashed line). 
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Weight lo st i n single i mpacts at 30 0 impact a nGl e p lo tted 
agains t velocity or i mpact. 9. 5 mm steel ba ll on mild 
steel. TIte actual weio,h t loss hn s heen divid ed by t he 
weiGht of t he ba ll to g ive the dimcnsion l ess parameter for 
comp8.l~i son lvith ICl eis ' mu l tipleimpact re su lts (open . circl es ) c 
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impact , and mea. urable we i g ht loss e s were recorde d . The 
points on the g r a ph cor r esponding t o velocit ies abov e 
175 lIl s - 1 \vere plotted on a 1 0F2;/10G scale , aHf! foun d t o li e 
close to a s traig ht line of g radi ent 2.9. The solid line 
in figure 6.2 represents the relationship 
10- 7 v209 \{ = 5082 x 
where W is the dimensionle s s erosion parameter and v the 
1 .~ f" t (rTI ",,-1 ) ve OC1CY o· lmpac' 0 
-1 The volumes of the craters formed at 270 ms a nd 
variolls angles are shown in fi gure 6.3, an d rise wit h 
increasing ang le to a maximum at 900 • The rig ht - hand 
ordina te of this graph shows the volume in mm 3 ; on the 
left, this volume has been multiplied by the density of 
the s p ecimen ma terial and divided b y the mass of the hall 
to yield a dimens ionless volume parameter Wll i c h c a n be 
compared directly \vith tha t plotted in figur es 6 0 1 a nd G~ 2~ 
The variation of crater volume with v elocity at a con stant 
angle of impact of 300 is s ho wn in fi fure G.4. The units 
of the ordinates are the same as in the previous figu ~ e. 
An empirical power-law equation may be fitt e d to these 
point s ; it i s shown as the solid line and has the equa tion: 
~ = 4 .95 x 10-5 v 2 • 4 
where ~ is the dimensionlcss volume parameter and v is the 
. . ( -1 ) lmpact veloclty ms • 
6.4 Discussion 
Figures G.l and 6.2 illustrate the concept of 
critica l ang le und velocity discussed in cl18.pter 4, Fo r' 
this specime n material, impacted a t 300 by 9.5 mm steel 
balls, the cr itical ve locity is 175 + 5 ms - 1 , while for 
an impact velocity of 270 ms- 1 there-is a critical ang le 
betwe en 35 0 and 40° above which the crater lip i s not 
removed. ~eparQte experiments have shown that the criti cal 
angle and velocity are interdependent; as t ile ba ll velocity 
increases, the critical anG l e rises, alld a s the angle of 
impact is increased, so the critica l velocity increa s e s. 
It \va s Sh01Vll in chapter 4 that lips formed durinc 
t he impa ct of spheres at oblique ung l e s on mil.d steel 
tend to be se o21' a ted from the bulk of t h e ma ter i a l b y 
comparatively n arT Oh' and fra g ile n e c ks. In multinl e imnact 
erosion, such l ips could clearly I;e 1~ em o v 8d b y t he i. !110D.ct 
of othe r pa rtieles , even t ll0U~ h they mit:h t not b e !' cm C've d 
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by tIle vartic J.e which formed them . The cl ea rly define d 
critical v e locity and bn~le ob served ~ i t h single impacts 
woul d not therefor e be observed in multiple impact experi-
ment so dince the masses of l ips detached above the 
. t . 1 1 . t l' 1 t t ' 2.9 . f" crl lca vc oel'y .le c. ose 0 ne v curv e l fi ' l ~ure 
6.2) it is reasonable to supp ose that the masses of t hose 
l ips wh ich were not de taclled would also li e on this curve. 
I t is argued, then, t hat the multiple impac t erosion 
result s shoul d lie on this solid curve , th e velocity expon~nt 
being 2.9 0 
The resul t s presented in figure 6.2 may be directly 
compared~th the multiple impact eXDeriments of KJ.eis 
(1969) , who measured t he weig'ht loss of a 0 .2% carbon s 1.;e0.1. 
impacted by spherical iron shot (v, 1 mm) at an ang Ie of 30° , 
using a whirling arm erosion rig . Al thoug h his results 
\Vere obtained 'vi th part icles of a different si z e , t hey may 
be dir ectly compared ''li th the points in fi gure 6 .. 2 if th e :y 
are expressed in terms of the dimensi0nles s erosion 
parameter. It is seen t hat )(leis l results (open circles) 
for mult ip le impacts lie very clos e to t he cunyc de s crib ilW 
weigl1t losses from single spheres . Thi s re s ult s trong ly 
supports the contention t h~t single impacts mig ht be used 
to assess the re Sp 0'DSe of a material t o mul.tiple i mpacts 
by spheri ca l p a rticles. 
The on l y publish e d data on the angul a r variation 
of mul t t p l e impact ero r-;i on by spher' e s is t hat of IClei s 
( 1969 ), who performed his experiments at a v elo city of rn C"' 
""J 
Unfortunate l y , weigllt losses in single i mpact t e sts at 
tl. i s v e locity 'vere t oo small for nccurate meaSHrC lJ!l..::n t ~ 
The experiments were therefore made at El ve lo city of ~70 -1 ms 
If it is as s UJlled that the erosio;, wei r~~ h t l oss will v ary as 
<) '9 (ve lo city)~· ~ as s hown ab ove, and that this re l a tionship 
-1 
wil l h old at a ll ang les of impa ct) Kleis ' results Dlay be sca led 
up t o a v elocity of 270 ms- l • A me.:::ni n.; ful conmarison 
can th en be mad e ,·; i th the resnl ts of th e sing le impact 
experimen ts. In fi g ure 6 <> 1, 'veiGht los s e s in Klei8 I multipl e 
impa ct experiments, extra1)01ated to a velocity of 270 ms- i 
( daslJecl curve) are shown for :-~o iil pu.rison wi.t h the II'cj. £; ht 
los se s resulting from sing le iin'pacts ( solirJ cur ve ) . 
In. mak i ng this comparison, the li p lilass rat ll e r th .::m the 
mass actuaLly r emoved must be consider' c d, cl~; di scus sed 
above 0 At impa c t ang le s gre a ter than 40 0 , J. :~ ; aJ.~e fo rmed 
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Figurc 6~5 
Volume of thc cra ter lip / volume of thc cra t er plotted 
aga ins t impact vclocity - 9 .5 mm stec l balls s tri king 
mild stecl a t 30°. The solid curve rep~escnts li ps which 
\Vcrc remove d in the impact; the dashed curve is deriv(;:; Q 
from t 1le curve in fi gurc 6.2 and .represcnt s lips which 
rcmained attached. 
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but not remove cl (see figure '1-0 S); it i.s uq!,"ued tlia t in the 
ase of multiple imrmct erosion they ,':e~d d h o :.~ em ()ved <. 
The single impact exper iment s \'/e1" e curri e d out OD polished 
plane surface c ; in a practical erosion test, the surface 
would be r oughened by previous impacts, and tl lere would 
be a spread of impact angles due to thi s effect" For the se 
reasons, it is suggested that the sharp per ,k observe d in 
the single impa ct c rve would be considerably broadened for 
multi ple impa cts; Kleis' results (dashed Jine ) might be 
more closely matchedo 
There has been consider<.tble disa[?; reement 0.111011 1; 
previous workers abuut the proporti on of the material 
disp laced by the particle which i s ac t ua lly removed from 
the target. Finnie (1958 ), Bitter (19 G3) and She ldon and 
l\.anllere ( 1972) all assumed tlat the whol e volume of metal 
displaced by tile particle will be removed, wherea s Smelt zcr 
et a,le (19 70) state tha t the proportion is ",O ",3~~ . Since in 
these experiments both the weight los s and the volume 
displaced (i..e. the volume of the crnte :c ) have bee.l 
measured , the rati.o may be calculateda The fractio n of 
displaced material found to be removed is plo t ted a~ainst 
veloci ty in figure () 0 50 The bY'oll: en curV8 S 110W S t he re:.. tio 
between lip volume and crater volume fo r t he cas es where 
-1 the lip remains attached. It is seen that at 50 ms the 
lip volume cOi1sti tutes VI 1 / 12 of the total crater volume, 
and that thi s fraction increases to ne8rly i of the cra ter 
volume at 400 ms- 1 The material displaced by the ball 
which is not formed into a lip causes deformation ove r a 
large volume around the crater (hint erland C: ei'ormo.t ioa ['I S 
di scussed in chapter 4). 
It was considered pos sible that although the 
veloci ty exponent for ,>'eight loss is greater them 2 , that 
for the crater volume might be 2. 0} as pred icted by the 
theories .. F'igure 6 0 4 shows it to be 204. The r e is 
therefore clearly an underlying error in the basi c 
as sumptions of the erosion theories about the process of 
impactu 
The volume of the crater, for a constant impact 
1 "t f -1 ve OCl y 0 '. 270 111S ~ is seen to rise steadily ivi th impact 
angle ( figure 6.3) Such variati on is not predicted Ly any 
of the tl1eortes; the.se~ since they aSS Ullle tha t a constant 
fraction of the crater volul1ie is remmred , must inevita bly 
deduce tlult the crCLter vo J. ume r"ea ches Cl maxi mu m at t he: 
I . 
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same angle as the weight loss. These results show that 
none of the existing theories is capable ' of explaining the 
weight loss caused by the impact of a single sphere. 
The results presented in this chapter indicat e the 
n~ture of the functions fCev2) and g(~) introduced in 
section 5.4.3. The experimental evidence that the 
crater volume is proportional to v 2 • 4 shows that 
f(~v2) ~ (ev2 )1.2, and gC~) is the function depicted in 
figure 6.3. Equation 5.13 may now be written 
VCr, e ,v,ex) = r3. Cfv2)1.2. g(ol) 
6.5 Conclusions 
The results of these singld impact experiments 
compare well with those of multiple impact erosion tests, 
indicating that the processes of metal removal are 
probably the same in the two cases. It is suggested that 
the behaviour of a metal in single impact tests of t his type 
may provide an indication of its performance under 
multiple impact erosion conditions, at least where the 
particles are spher~cal. 
The velocity exponent of erosion found in this work 
was 2.9, and that of crater volume 2.4; the value 2 .0 is 
predicted by all current theories of ductile erosion. 
The fraction of the crater volume which is removed by t h e 
impact is shown to vary substantially with velocity and 
angle of impact; this fraction has been assumed const a nt by 
previous theoretical workers. 
It must be concluded that none of the theoretical 
treatments predicts the results of a single i mpact 
accurately, and their predictions cannot therefore be 
. , 
expected to extend to the case of multiple impacts and hence 
to erosion. 
• I· 
" 
j I' 
" 
7.1 Introduction 
G' '7 . U 
Chanter Sevcn 
-,_ .... _------
It was shown in the previous chap ter tha t the 
weight loss resultinG fr om t he impact of sin~le spherical 
. . ' . , . 2 .9 -part1cles var1CS "'l"(,h (velocl ty) , and the vo Iul1Je of 
1") Lt 
t he crater ,·lith (velocity) '" -'- . These results diLCer 
substantially fro m t he variation of erosion and crater 
volume wi th velocity squ~red predicted by the theories. 
The theoretical prediction results from the assumpiicn 
that Cl constant s pecific energ y is re quired to remove unit 
lnBSS of t he tur~et material, and tha t a cons tant fractio n 
of the kineti c energy of t he incic1entparti c les goes into 
r emovin"; lllate:cio..L In order to understC:i.ild better the 
processes occnrr inb c1 '...lr i ng i mpact , so me knowledGe of the 
energy ba, lance i n t h e impact is re quired. 
'1'ho incident sphere \vil l have tr o.nslationCl.l 
kinetic ener~y, and negligible rotational energy. During 
inlpact this energy is apportioned to plastic deformation 
of the tars et (cruter formation ), frictiona l lleutin:.::; (I ue 
to s li ding between the ball unc1 t nrget an d kinetic enerLS 
o f the ball ( both translationa l and rotational) on rebol.m.d i 
a certain fraction of the initial energy will be ctissi i;ate d 
in clastic "ra ves in the ba ll cmd tar8;ct. The final term 
may he ShO\;111 to be ne;:;ligible ; Hunter ( 195'7 ) has r,;hOh'n it 
to be s o for the Hert;d rm impact of Cl spher'e on the nlo.ne 
surface of a w:\ssi ye body, and iJuvis and Hunter (1960) 
hnve cxtervlerl the arguIJient to plastic impacts , provided t hat 
T » d/c . Here '1' i s the :i.nrpQct dnration, d is th e diumeter 
of the indentati on and c is the velocity of lon:;itudinal 
elas tic '", dves ill the specimClL, For the cXllcrilllents to be 
described, cl ~ 5 mm, C' l' r1 C '--'_ ~ '-n"" -:J. lA .... u v J\. 1 J'o:.,} i rnp lyin1-~ that T llJ'll St 
be much grGater t h!:!. i) 1 F S; Ll e 8h~1 .Ll ~/; (~ fro!':; t~:c 
photobrilphic. results t ha t '1' is a lh'':':Ys r:::re<.. tel~ than 20 F's ~ 
and "le ure therefor e justified in ignor:L llg the ellergy lost 
in elastic waves. 
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'" T. we c an m8,:' SUl'e th~~ ini t:i.al and fhl.1d ki.netic. 
energy of the b a ll, W8 c a n then estima te how l11uch ener g y 
has been lost in impact, and corl'el Ld~e this 1<Ii th the 
results of chapter 6. The technique of high-spee d 
photography ",ro.s used to make these measurements; . al though 
velocity ma y be measured in other ways, the dete c tion of 
ball rotation was made very much more easily by the 
photographic method. 
Studies \\Iere made of the enerGY absorbed in 
- '1 impact over a r ange of al1t.',;les at 270 I1lS - , and over a 
r anG e of velocities at 30 () impact angle, for comparison 
with the results of chapter 6. In ad dition, some 
rneasurements were made at other velocities and anGles 
to provide nlore information about the rlyn a mics of the 
impact process. 
702 Exp~.rimental t~,clll1i que 
The spherical particles \vere 9 u5 mm diameter hard 
steel balls as used in much o f the previ ous worl e, and were 
accelerated on po1.ythene sabots with the gas ~un described 
in chapter 3. Tile sabots were arr e sted at the ];Juzzle by 
the blocIc shown in fiGure 3 .3., In some of the exper imcn t s 
a measureme nt of the angular velocity of the sphere after 
impact \vas needed; in order to provide a marl~ (In t,he bull 
which \lonld be visible in silhouettc, a silOrt copper tag 
\Vas soft--soldered to the slU'fcAce of the h e,ll. This ta[~ 
had , typi cally, a Illass of 25 mg comp,·.:.red ,."i1.:. h tl10 mass of 
the ball, 3 . 52 g. Tile p o sition of the centre of €:yc;.vi.ty 
of the hi.d l wa s therefore changed by tlw uddi tiOD of the 
tag by v, 3~1 FIll, Cl negligible fraction of the r a cUus of the 
ball (\>\ [) :'fIlri ) . 'fhe heating of the ball i nvolved ill 
soldering the tag did not alter its properties s ignificantly 
for the purp ose of these experiments; after impact, no 
plastic def()rmation of the bi:: lI s could lJe de tect ed. 
The specimens \'18re cut from cold-rollc:cl En la mild 
steel bur (16 r~l rn sc:nare) C1.nd polished, as described in 
section G. 2. In order that an llnob::::cured view of the 
s r ecimcn surface conlcl be o btainecl for Tl ll oto ~:,;raphy, El 
cla mpi ng jig was constrEctcd \'l ith this Drovision , whicit 
cou.ld b e e;. dju stcc1 to hold t h e S1)ccime n '\.~ir " i{ny 2t any 
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impact ang le between 0 a nd 90 0 • The speci~cn clump 
walled 1'1 00r18n protective e n closure ~ 0.1' i {; t ernal dj_inensions 
500 x SOO x 300 mm. Thi s box had removnble side ::ranels 
for access , and 20 mm thick Perspex (poly (methyl 
methacrylate)) windohTs for pllot,ogr·up1l.y and ligh ting " 
A low-p ower helium-neon gas laser was u sed to 
align the system and to ncasnre the ang;le of impact. 
During settin!T- Up the bea m \Vas passed axia lly ({OJ'.'n tI le 
burrel of the 2;as gun, :its central position wi t11:i.n th e 
barrel being eusured by passing; it through. small hoJf's 
at the centre of removable plugs at each end of the 
barrel. The correct position of the sDecilJ18ll relative 
to the axis o f the gun was ensured in this \Vay~ The 
laser beam, after speculaI' re f lection from tI18 polished 
sur f a ce of the spe cimen struck the inside of tl'le 
protective box some 300 mm CHiay ~ The an[~le of reflection 
could he deduced fr om me8.surements of the po:::;i,tion ·of the 
reflected spot; the angle of imp.::,:,ct \v(iS measured in this 
'vay to better tha n 0 .. 5 0 0 The ang le of r ebo/Del ~ t.ho.t is ~ tiw 
angle hetween the particle velocity vector [:l.i1 el tl'le s pecimerl. 
surface, Ims me asured in a sirnilar way, by 1l10<:tSl. ring the 
position of the impact scar ,,11 the inner surface of the 
Ivooclen box 0 A similar accuracy (V\ 0.5 0 ) ,,,as ol)t8.:lned fCl' 
this measurement . 
The initial veloci ty of the particle h'R8 n! e D.:~jl..1red 
usi n3 the photoelectric timer described in sect ion 3.5 ; 
it i:3 ce rtLl inly kn own to wi thin 19~ 5 '1'11e velocity of 
rebound of the bal l h'as cletermined from measurement,s on 
the hish-speecl photographs "'hich wi ll be descri-0ed in 
section 7.4.1.0 
7.351 The camera 
An " ImClcon " i!1l a:.~ e-converter fralllill2,' c w/wra was 
used for this Iwrl{ , at a nom:i.na1 f.raming; sneed of 
[5 x 104 fx-'Ames per' second C~·O p s j ntp. rfnlnJp. tj mp L 'f' hp 
pr i nciple of ol:eration of t x i.s c.J.!!lcra hcis b een described 
by l.!nston (19()4· ), and 1,.'il1 iJe briefly sUlllmarise!} J-ere. 
A conventional 0 y ti cal system forms an i ma~';c on 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
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the photo catho de of a s recia1 ill1i:lts e converter tUbe; 
contaillin[~ three sets of defl ector electrodes. The p~lOtO'­
electrons emitted fr om the cathode are a ccelerated by 
a big h vol ta2;e (~ 20 kV) and foeused to form an image on 
a nl1Qspllor screen. The visibl e image on this screen is 
then focu sed onto a photographic film by a relay lens, 
or may be viewed directly for focusing the c amera. Between 
the photocathoc1e and phosphor screen~ the electron beum 
may be deflected in tll}O directions and shuttered, by meal'1.S 
of the deflector plates , so that by applyin~ suitably 
varying; volt ag es to the plates a sequence of pictures at 
evenly spaced time intervals may be displayed on t he screen, 
Emc1 hence recorded 011 the film. The Cai11ei~'a has the useful 
facili ty that tbe waveform-g enersting circui try riJay be 
trigs ered b y &n electrical s i [:;Ilal , and t ',e CB.mcra will 
t hen start recording pictures after only a short delay 
(in t his case 10 p s ). Few other cameras have this faciLi.t:-r~ 
or provide res ll l t s i.n s o short D. ti!1lt~ , since the Imacon 
may be used with a I PolLtroid I film back~ 
Two types of photog raph \'lere t aken \d t1 this 
c amera ~ silhouette p h ot.ographs in lI'hi ch the light source ~ 
impact site CJ. nd camera Ivere collinear werG u sed to obtain 
quantitative information about the i mpact, and obli quely-
lit photograp hs pr'ovided a qualitative view of the proces s 
of li p removal. rhe field of view for the silhouette 
photographs \Vas ..... 40 mm square, and in the obliquely--lit 
cases about 20 mm square. 
The ma j ori ty of the }lfloto;;ra}1hs wer e tal~Gn using 
Pol a roid type 17 film ( 3000 ASA speed) to record the 
phosp hor i mages. Some tests \\!ere made \Vi th Kodctk typ e 
2485 hi 1:2;h s ll eed nei;ative film. This 'vas developed in 
ICodak i'iX 257 devel oper to r;ive a speed of ", 3000 ASA ~ and 
\'laS us ed in the hope that it would t~ ive l ess film grain 
and better definition than the Polaroi d nr06ess. It was 
found to yield no i mpr ovement , and was used for only a 
few photographs. 
The triL~g erillg signal for t h e camera was provided 
by a breakinG; \"ire ; et thin ( 100 ~lm) co pper wire \\'llS 
I 
stretclled a cross the path o f t h e bull, some 10 mill fro m 
the mu zz le block and s li~ htly away fro n: the axis of t he 
gun, so thCi.t t he frcl[sll lGnts woul d be swcp t [lc' iue IJY the 
ba ll and not intrude into the photographs. The triggel" 
pulse was ~el;,yed by t he circuitry de s cribe d in section 
'lD 3,,3, the Ci:>.l11era and li t,i ht son.ree b ein[~ si'l':i tcl1ed on at 
sui table tj_mes af ter the wire had been bro«en~ 
For the fr aming speed and field of vie w used in 
this study, and with the high intrinsic sensitirity of 
the lmacon camera, a conventional photographi c flashgun 
provided adequate illumination. A Braun EF ' 300 flash unit 
was used ; in the silhouette photographs a thin paper 
diffuser was interposed between the flash tube and subject, 
which were ~300 mm apart. 
The flashgun is normally triggered by clo sing a 
pair of contacts ; so thut it could be triggered by a 
vol tage pulse Cl. simple auxil iary circuit \Vas CteviF'ea. The 
voltage pulse, appli ed to the bose of a traLsistor, drove 
it into c onduction, in ,.;h:1.c11 state current pc,ssed from th e 
emitter of the transistor into the gate of a thyristor 
connected a cross the flashgun contacts, so triggering the 
flashgun. Using this circuit to trigger the light source 
its light output \-JaS measured with a high-speed 
photodiode ( typ e BPY13). The light output was found to rise 
to a maximum some 40 ps after triggerinG; and remain ' l'our;llly 
constant for Cl. further 250 ps. The light duration '<.'as 
therefore sufficient for at least 10 frames to be re corded 
\V i th the camera a t ~?'O )).s intervals. 
7 .3.3 Delay circuitry. 
A block diDgro.m of the control system usr~ d with 
the camera is sho':.'n in figure?1. The first delc.;.y unit, 
which wa s t riggered by the breaking \~ir e and provided 
output ~uJses to the ligll t source dnd second delay unit, 
was developed for this work. 'f ile second de lc,y unit was Et 
standDxd Beckllwll a nd i111i tley f:r)c1 cl 511 cO l1t l~ol unit, which 
})rovidec1 a sl1ttable posi ti vc out-put pu lse to tr :i. n,;c r the 
Imacon Cc.lIn el~:1. Th:i.s spc rmc1 rlp l ily gpn81'atnr ~ \,rh-iJ:')1I)l~ ovi(lr:s 
the delay for the light sourcc to build up to full hrightne ss , 
\.,as set to give 50 ps delay for all t he c::q}eriments. 
Figure 70 2 shoh's the circui t of the first rlelGY 
genera tor. Tho breaking wire fee~s the Schmitt tri~ger 
breaking delay un! t 90v 1 • wire o - 1000f-ls pu lse delay uni t to ---0-100fJs camera 
5v pulse 
li ght soure] 
I....-____________________ ~-- .• -- ---~--
, 
Figure 7 c J 
Block di a~ram of the contro l sys t em used wit h the h igh-
spe ed camera. 
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Figure 7.2 
Delay circuit used to trigger the light source and camera 
after the breaking of ~ thin trigger wire in tIle path of 
the ball. The delay ·is variable between 0 and 1000 ps. 
G8 
iiiput of a t./pe 74:121 TTL monostoblc l1lultiviiJratoI' , '-,1hieh 
pr-ovidcs tIle IlIU:Lll timi.ng delay This delay is infinitely 
variable from 0 t o 100 or 0 to 1000 ps depending on the 
position of the capacitor selector switch, the delay being 
set on a multi-turn potentiometer. The delay is repelltable 
tri within 0.2%. After the preset delay time, the secol d 
74121 monostable delivers Cl 5v, 2k.9. impedance pulse of 
width 35 ps to s ocket Sk2, and an amplified, 50~impedance 
90v pulse to Sk3. The 5v pulse is used to trigger the 
flash unit, and the 90v pulse to trigger the second delay 
generator. 
The first delay generator pro rides the bulk of the 
time interval betl'leen the ball bre..: kin[~ t he trigg;er 1vire 
and tIle first photograph being recorded. Since the 
distance from the wire to the specimen surface was ~50 mm, 
delays of 100-S0a Vs were used, denending upon ball velocity. 
'7" 3.4 He~surements from_ the photo~r'..Q.phs 
From the sill).ouctte photoGraphs, measUl.'en;cnts of 
the velocity of the ball a fte r reboulld and of its angular 
veloci ty Ivere made. 'l'ypica l photoGruphs re seen in fibtl:ce 
7.3. Usually five to nine frames were recorded of the ball 
rebounding after impact. The photoGraphs were enlar~ed 
photographica lly to approximately life-size, and the position 
of the ball measnred relative to the edges of the fra me to 
Ivi thin 0 .2, mm. From these x and y co·-ordina tes t\'O mutuaLL:..r 
perpendicular velocity components\-/ere deduced and combined 
to yield the velocity of rebound. The magnification of tJle 
photog raphs wad established from calibration nhotographs of 
a stationary graduated scale. The interfrnme time of the 
cu.mer a '-!BS rn~asu;'ed with a timer (001 ps resolution) and 
found to differ substantially from tIle nominal value of' 
20 ps 0 The interval shortE!ned sLi gh tly as the camera 
warmed up, but was ahvuys 19.0 .:t 0" 2 ps. The overall. 
accuracy of t he velocity rneusurements made in this ,>'ay 
was + 4%0 
The angular velocity of the ball was measured by 
noting the rotation of tll e marker tag on the back of the 
ball ( see fi gure 7.3a). This rotation was always small 
(/'4.0 /frall1c ); El realistic estimate of the cverall <.l c euracy 
of the angu lar veloci ty me8~urG lflents hTOllld lW-oi)Jbly be 
+ 10%. 
Figure 7.3 
Typical sequences of high-speed photogrftphs~ 
Sequ ences (a) to Cd) are silhouette photograpbs 
used for measurements of rebound velocity; 
(e) is an obliquely- lit sequence at a higher 
ma gnification. TIle diameter of the ba ll i s in 
al l cases 9.5 mm, the interframe interval 
19 ps and the f~ames ar e numbered sequentially. 
Impact ang les and velo~iti es were: 
( ) ' ~Oo -1 a , 0 , 211 ms 
( b) 
( c) 
(d) 
( 0 ) 
o - 1 35 , 274 ms 
o - 1 10 , 274 ms 
60 0 -1 , 276 nlS 
o -1 20 , 202 ms 
l>olaroid film \',:as used for all tl,e s e sequences. 
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Figure 7.4 
Examples of hi~h-spee d photographs obtained 
using oblique illumination. The bal l is 9.5 mm 
in diameter, the film was Korlak type 2485 
and the i nterfr ame time was 19 ps. The impact 
anc;le 
( a ) 
( b) 
and velocity were 
o -1 20 , 210 ill S 
o -1 20 , 272 l1lS 0 
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7.4 Resu.l ts 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show typ ical sequences 
of high-speed photographs obtained \vith this apparatus . 
The light source was found to be of constant intensity 
for the ten frames taken, ano C~ ood re s ults \vere obtn:Lned 
with the synchronisation system usede The tri gE;er \"il~e 
was found to break in hio places and tlle detad a d fra[:;m(~nt 
often followed the ba ll throut;h the field of vie\J 0 
Fragments of wire are ,just visible moving; ab ov -8 the ba ll 
in sequences '7.3c and 7,,3d. Experiments were m8c1e in 
which the tri ;~:g er ,·lire \>.'as mounted a cross the ax:i.s of the 
gun; in this case the wire stayed in front of the ball 
and obstructed t he view of the irnr1 <tct site. 
The Imacon camera is inherently very sensitive, 
and the light source therefore proved ade~uately nowcrful 
for t he reflected liGht photogrctphs at a higher' mu 2;n ifi~~.at i vi1 
seen in fi gure 7.3e and 7.4. It is of interect to note 
that the definj.tion and film grain in the photographs 
on Po l aroid film are no worse them those obtained wit.11. 
2485 negative film developed to give the same spe ed 
r ating ( 3000 ASA ) ; it was for this reason that ~olaroid 
film was used for most of the scqu2Dces. 
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Fig ure 7.5 
The k ine tic energ y lo s t by the ball during i mpa c t, p lotte d 
a g a ins t i n itial (impact) veloci ty for t he various ang l es 
of i mpact. The solid curve t hroug h the orig i n represent s 
t h e t o t a l ini t i a l kineti c e n erg y of the ba ll; the res~lts 
of i mpa ct s a t 90 0 would lie a l most on thi s l i n e an d a r e 
n ot s ho\Yn. 
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Figure 7.6 . 
Kinetic energy lost by the ball during impact plotted 
against impact angle. The velocity of impact was 273 
+ 3 rns- 1 
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Figure 7.7 
200 
Velocity / ms-1 
300 
Rebound angle (~) plotted against impact velocity for 
the various angles of impact (~). Note that except at 
o 
· 90 , the rebound angle is always less than the angle 
of impact. 
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7.4: .. 2 1'1easnrements of eneq)'y loss 
The high-sueed photographs were measur ed as 
describe d in secti on 7.3 .4 ; the data availa ble about 
each impact t hen comprised the i ni tial veloci t y of t he 
ball (u), t he impact angle ( ~), the rebounct velocity of 
the bull (v ) and the rebound ang le (t!.). I n some ca ses 
the angular veloc:i. ty of the ball after inrpGtct (tH) \Vas 
also measured (section '7 .4 .3). 
The pr i nciple aim of thi s work wa s in some way t o 
correlate t he energy lo st by t he ba l l in t Ile :i.mpact with 
the information on weight los s and crater v olume available 
from chapter 6; the k i neti c energy lo s t by the ball during 
i mpac t was t here f ore c onlputed from t he ve locity measurenlents u 
Figure 7.5 Sl10 WS the k ineti c energy lost by the ball p lotted 
against impact velocity (ll) for a range of impa c t ang le s (~). 
The ro tational kineti c energy of the ball after impact lw.s 
been neg lected; it was found to be a l ways l ess than lJ 
( sect ion 7.4- 0 3 ) . The soli c1 curve p.:.1ss :LJlg t hrouc-.;h the orie; in 
in fi gure 7 5 represents tl.le initial k inetic ener g; y of t he 
ball; the energy lo ss e s corresponding to t he normal impact 
experimcnts "Jou le1 lie a lmost on this line, since t he rebound 
energy at n ormal incidence was alwa ys le ss tha n 1. 2J. 
Bearing in mind the re lat ive ina ccuracy of the rebound 
velo ci ty meu.surement (V\ 4~:1 implyi n~; Vl S';:' in the cal cula t (~d 
errerg.: ), the s ca tter of t he experimental noints is smnllR 
In fi~ure 7.6 the results obtained a t i mpact 
1 . t . f r 73 3 -1 1 . L' • t Vt~ OC1 ' les o · 2. + rns are p o"t l,eu a£;U111S 
(<..-< ) . The energy lost i n the impact is secn to ri se almo st 
linearJ.y v;ith ang le to '" 60°, and then flatte ns of .f r apifJly} 
the max imum energy los s being at normal incidence. 
The ang l e of rebound (P) \Vas me asure d for a ll the 
iml~ acts, and \'/"IS found in all Cdses except tha t of normal 
i n ciden c e to be less tha ll the aug le of impact ( 0<-)0 Figure 
7.7 s11o\vs the lileasured re uound c.tn[;.le s , n lotted Et[Sa inst 
velocity, f or the Va rious angles of i nci dence use d. It is 
seen tha t the .::ngle of rebo und , for et Gi ven ang le of 
i nciden ce, is es s entially i ndepend ent of velocity, ex cept 
A 
in t he case Ivl .ere tI.. = 60~ 0 Ii'OI~ .; 'lln ·-· c t .... r·t G'()o thp .1. I . .i.JCl .'"..) L ~ , ' \ ..\. .:... 
rebound angle was f ound t o vary significantly \Vith impact 
velocity; as the impact velocity increu~ c d, c o d id t he ang l ~ 
of re bound. 
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7.4.3 Ball rotation 
In severa l experiments , t h e angul a r ve l ocity of 
the ball a fter re b ound W<:iS me asur e d . A typ ica l se quence 
of high sp eed pbotographs slloHing the ma rker used for these 
measurements i s shown in figure 7.3a. The ball wus l o~ded 
onto t he sabot so that the ma rker t ag would be at the rea r 
of the ba ll and would not interfere Hi tb the impa ct P l"(jCPS S 0 
~he rotational velocity be f or e impact wa s not measurable, 
while a ft e r imu8.ct it was never foun d to be more them"" 8 0 
per fr ame ( :: '? 3 krad s -1 ) • The mom(~l1t of inertia o f the 
ball. \\lHE; c a lcul c. ted to be 3.2 x 10~8 kgm:? ; t h e kineti c 
r. t t' ., . t 8 0 " . t 1.-energ y OI ro -a lon corre sp ona lng' o p e r lrame 18 _lIen 
0. 85 J. The rota tional ener~y of the ball aft er impact 
was always less th~n 1% of the ini ti a l trans l at ional 
ener'gy of the b a ll and was justifia bly neb lect erJ in the 
calculati on of the energy bala nce. 
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l)is CD S S i011 
? 5 ~ 1, Qu a li t a Li ve observati on s 
The high- speed nhotoc raphs in fi gure s '"100 and 7 ,, 4 
. confirm the mechanism of me tal remova l b y ]Jl.ou[;hing defor mdtion 
put forward in chapt~r 4& The lip b e comes detached from 
the crater end during impa ct; it is s e en tha t at the lo\<! 
angle of 100 (figure 7.3c) El lip is still det a ched, while 
at 60 0 impa ct · ang le (fig ure 7 . 3 c1), above the critical 
ang le for this velocity, n o f ragments of me t ~ l are seen 
to be detached. 
Fig ure 7 . 3a shows a s equence us e d for dete r min i n g 
the rota ti on of th e ball on rebound; the Illarker t a :s; i s 
cl ea! ly seell, a n d El slig ht ro t ation is vi s ible. 
7 ~,S ,,2 Con:!.pa!.~is~? f enelJ:;;Y lo s se s ;vi t h w_oight 10s es an.u 
cra·t<;·r volumes 
The points correspondi ng to an angle of impact of 
. 0 30 in figure 7.5 ma y bo directly co mp a red with the graphs 
of weight loss nd crater volune versus velocity of imna c t 
( figures 6.2 and 6.4). To ma ke this comparison, the energ y 
lost by the ball to f orm unit volume of tbe C) 'el ter lip, ~ . nd. 
uni t volell1e of the crater, \Vas plotted El. e~ainst ve10ci t.y 0 
Figure 7. 8 sho\\ls these curves, which Here generated by 
dividing the curve through the 30 0 po i nts in fi gure 7y 5 by 
the ex perime ntal curves in fj gnres G 2 ('md 60'-1" The energy 
to forr) unit CI'flter volume ut 30° impact nng le (left-l1 a:i: d 
ordina t e ) is' seen to be a}Jpr ox~i_mately consU'.nt over tl.i.e 
velocity r a nge examined 0 The eneq:;y per un it lip VOlUI11e 
( and hence p er unit \'ieight loss - rig-llt·- lwn d o f·c.l inate) 
fall s sir; n ificantly 'o,Ii th tncr e a sinG v e locity. Thi s fun ction 
is the Si_l!1 e a s the specific e n ergy u s ed in Illerl )' t he ore t.i caJ 
a~)proach cs ( s ee section 1.5); it is il1urni llu U .n g to note t hat 
even in the c as e of tllG sinr; le impact of Cl sphere, the 
n 
energ y ab s orhed per unit '::ei!;ht l o s, , a t :3 0 ~ , is cc r t n:L l .ly 
not cons t a nt. 
The vD.ri a ti on of e n er.:; y p e r unit C;:, c.'ltcr vo l nn~e 
\'/i th an[).e a t c.. c onsto.n.t \' 810 ci t y DKly be dc(1u C8 d by 
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Figure 7&8 
Energy absorbed in the impact for the formation of unit 
volume of the crater ( left- hand ordinate, u pper curve) 
and of the li~ ( right-hand orctinute, lower curve). The 
abscissa shmls the i mpact velocity; the impact a ng l e H2.S 
30°. 
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F'igure 7.9 
Kineti c energ y lost by the ball per unit volume of t he 
crater for med , p lo tted ~, gainst impact an~le f or a 
c onstant i mpact velocit y of 273 .±. :3 ms- i . 9.5 mm s teel 
h a ll s str i king mild steel targ ets. 
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c1 ivi din~~ the curve in figure '? 6 by that in :f i f:~ure G.;) ~ 
As lllay be seen in figur e ? ~j , th i s encr;;y f u ll.s Idth 
increusing im!lact angle ~ t he variation be ing very steep 
a t shallow angle s , and f l attening off ab ove ~ 45 o. 
These me asurements of energ y Jo ss show, then, that 
the energy require d to forlll nni t volume of the crater i3 
. nearly i ndependent o f velocity, implying that the e n ergy 
r) Lt 
absorbed i n the impact v ar i es as (veloc i t y ) " · " ; this 
energy per unit volume, however, v aries s tron s ly with 
angle of i n,pact, at 100 be in:.!; twice it .::; v a l ue for normal 
incillen c e 8 The volume of t he cra ter Ij,p , or the weight lost 
, 
in the impact, is not simp ly prop ort i ona l to t he energy 
absorbed in the impact, nor t o the kinet ic ene r"'y o f t he 
inciden t particle, as assumed in the majority of ero sion 
theories. 
7e5.3 TIle dynamics of the ~act process 
The classical theory of ililyClct, Hhich allows for 
plastic d eforma tion simply by a coefficient of restituti o J1 
( e), ma y be app li e d to t h e problem of a sphere str iking a 
plan e surface ( see eog. Houth 1905)0 The case of 8. ul B.~;tic 
s phere striking an e18stic plc,-ue i s not, however , distin;uiul1cd 
by thi s theory from tha t of a n elastic spher(~ on a pl astic 
plane. "'l1ile for small pI a , ' tic deforma tion t he cl c-1 ss ic .s: l 
theory will app ly to both cases , a t l1i~her veloci ties the 
two will ~ecome significantly diff e ren t, and t h e theory 
\1i11 no l onger a pply to the case of t he elastic sphere on 
the plasti c p l ane ~ A qualitat ive discussion 0 ,1' tlle 
impact process \\fil l illustrate thi so 
've cons ider' the obli que impact of Cl s'pherc on a 
p l a ne; tIle ihitia l v elocity and a n g le of impact are u and 
0(, cmc1 the final velocity and angle of rebound ar e v and f5 0 
The ba ll h as no ini tia l angtl l ar mo ment um, and the coefficients 
of fricti on, and rcst i tutiol1 ore r uno e respect ively • . 
At su f f iciently low i mpact velocities, t he sphere 
and t l e p lurle b oth de .form elastically . For norllwl impa ct, 
no ener::;y is lo s t hy the ball, all the energ y s tored i n 
eI a::; Lie: (lel OI'lrld 'Lioll clU.t'.L llg i :np(.~(; L iJ2i ~lg rcsi,oreuGl) -Lile 
kineti c eneq.;y of the hall 011 rCb01Jlld ~ c<. 00' (?:. == 90 0 , and 
v == u . \Vhen ()( ;. 9(,0, the fr :Lcti onu l fo rces bct\veen the 
ball <'1l1d the plane come i nt o p l<ty , l; i. vi 11b [i rotational 
impul s e to the ball during impact. Depondins on the v a l ues 
of u and v{, t he ba ll mayor !!lay not stop s licUni.; during 
impa ct; its finGl horizontnl velo city c or:lpOnellt ~ v cos r 
will as a ,result of t he dissipation of en erGY in s l iding 
be l ess than u cos 0(. The fina l verti cp.l component" v s in I~ 
, will re sult from the elastic energy store d in the impa ct, 
as in the case of normal impa ct, and will thus be equa l 
to u sin~. A certa in amoun t of energy is di ssipated in 
frictional heating , and we see tha t ~ wi l l be greater 
than 0(. 
At higher velocitie s , when the col l ision becomes 
plastic, e is less than 1, and energy is lost by t he 
ball in plasti c \'Jork. Th e vertical comp onent of rebound 
velocity, v sin ~, i s now equal to eu s in~ , and the 
horizon t al component i s less than u cos eX. ]leCal.l SQ of 
frictiona l dis s ipation. At hi~h vel6cities of impact, 
e \viII he small, and the o.n g; l e of rebound may then be 
less than the angle of impa ct. The Guo.ntit a tive ~red ictioDS 
of this sif1l !}le t h (~ory will h ot be derived in detedl; 
Houtli (t905) dEn~ ive s them full:)r, and [:1 read3hl e discussion 
of their applica tion has been prcsente d by Da i s h (1972)e 
Tbe result s, however, \vill be g iven . 
THO cases may be itlentified : that in \'I11ich the 
boIl slic1es thr oushout impact (cc,se I) en d tha t in \'i11ich 
the ba ll rolls off the s urface ( case 11). The condi ti on 
for rolling to occur, for t h e sitUation considered here~ 
is that 
( 1 + e ) p. t an c>{,? 2/7 
He shall see l a ter that p '~ 0.05 in the impact s beillt ; 
con sidered (section 7.5. 4 ), and e is much les s t han 1 . If 
\Ve take p ;:: 0.05 and neglect e, we f ind that rolling \ViII 
80°' , only oc cur a t i mpact ang;les highcr' t han "'" ; f or a ll 
o the impacts s tlldieci, except at 90 , t he equations Tlert' li ning 
to case I will apply 0 These cU'e : 
v sin ~ - err s in '()(.. ('7 . '1) 
v cos ~ = u ( cos C>I. - (1. -/- e) p. sin ex ) (7 .2) 
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and hence e cot (S == cot ~ - u (1 + e) I 
\-V"hen the results described in section 7.4 are 
analysed using; t hese equations, it becomes apparent, tlwt 
the aSSUIllI)tions of this simple theory cannot be valid e 
Let us consider the impact of a ball at 300 and 270 ms- 1 • 
. The coefficient of restitution, e, Illay be deduced from the 
rebound velocity Elt. normal impact (see chapter 8) w'1d is 
rough ly 1/6 for tl1e vertica l velocity compoller.t j.nvolved in 
tllis example. Substituting t hese figures into equution 7.3 
we find tha t (6, the rebound ang le, is '"" 50. \le would also 
expect, from equation 7e3 and the obs erved variatinn of e 
\vi th velocity (figure 8.3), that p would· decrease rapidly 
with increasing velocity. Fig ure 7.7, however, shows 
tbese predictions to be badly ill error; the experimentally 
determined value of ~ is about 20 0 , and is independent of 
veloci ty over tl1e rang e studied. Sirnilnr di sar~reement 
bet\Veen the si mple tlleory and the expel'iment n l res1.llt is 
found for the other an~les of irr.pact. An examination of 
the impact process, l'lowever, reveals the reason fo }" this 
dispari ty., 
Low value s of rebound an~ le a re deduced from the 
tlleory b eCallSe the vsrtical co mponent of the reb ound 
velocity is assullled to 'I;e e times the vertical. CO i11p onent 
before impa ct. For the cuse of a plastic sphere on an 
elastic plnne, this may be a goo d approx imatioJl, but in 
the c ase of an ela st ic sphere on a plar.:; tic p1211C , theee 
ex ists a mecb.:.mism by which horizontal momentulTl Illay be 
con\rerted into vertical momentum. The end of the plCi..stic 
il1dent~ ... t:Lon acts as a slope or ramp, being; a t an angle to 
the uldist l.lrbed surface of the metal; t.he r eaction force 
on tIle ball, ' being normal to this slope (i e;noriu;;; friction) 
\vill have a verticn.l component. lve cun see nO\,1 hO\\7 the 
large verti~al compon en t of rebound velocity arises. Only 
a part of it is derived from elastic forces, the remaind e r 
resulting from this conversion of horizonta l to vertical 
translational momentum. The importance of tllis e ffect is 
sho\vu in figure? '30. Here the kinetic e wrg y associated 
with the v(c; i.otica l COi.ip olH.!n t 0r tIle h ::u ouncl v-e lo(;,i ty 
') (E . c. 12) . . I J t' . t 1 , . f SJ_n I::> lS P 0 C - eo flL.:; a::'lls - VG. ocity for et range of 
i mpact n g les. The points ob ta ine d at non:wl illlpact ShOH 
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The kineti c ener:?;y associated 'vi tll t he final vertica l 
velocit y cGmponent (v sin ~) plotted against impact 
velocity (u) for various impact ang les (~). 
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the true effect of elastic Gnere~y st orage ; it C 311 he 
, 0°'" seen that Clt very shaLLo\{ illlpact ung les \.. Vl 1. ,. ) 'dw 
elastic forces will again·be mo ~ t important. At 
intermediate angles , ho,,,ever, the "ramp 11 effect has a very 
marked inflnenc.eo As ma y be seen in fi c;ure 7 . 10 5 this 
effect has the lll[lx imum influence at impa ct angles around 
300 ; since the lip formed at the cxit end o f the crater , 
which constitutes most of the h'eight lo ss , illHst result 
from fr'icti.onal forces beL\\Tcen the ball and the lI r-amp", 
it is not surprising that this ang le is near that at ~hich 
the larges t lip is formed. 
7.5.4 The coefficient of friction in imU Bct 
From the measurements of ball rotatloD 8.fter 
impact cUscusscd in section? .4.3, the coefficient of 
friction beb;een the ball and t Ile surfa ce durin )' impact 
may be estimated. life shall assume tha t the clarJs ical 
theory of impact is applicable, a_'o;uing thnt the discrepdl1cy 
noted in the previ ous sectiort will hEve littl e effect on 
this calculation. 
The sphere has radius r and mass m, the impa c t 
parameters u, v, of.. , ~ and p. bein[; the same ...... s in the 
preceding section. During impact, the total change in 
vertical momentum of the ball - m(u sin o< . ~ v sin f ). 
This im ru l se results from a normal for ce N (t). So we 
can write: 
/ N(t) elt = m(u 8ino<+ v sin~) 
where the int egrat ion i s over t he wl101e impact duration. 
He have seen (section 7.5. 3 ) t hat the bal l slides 
throw;hout i nmact except at very high imna ct angles; the 
frictiona l force acting on the sphere at any moment is 
therefore pN(t) and the angular impulse is equal to the 
change in ang ular momentum of the sphere: 
where I, the mo ment of inertia of the sphere, is 2/~ 
(7 .5) 
2 
m:c 
and lA) is its final angnlcH~ velocity. Comllining eql1ati.Jl1s 
704 and '7.f1~ and subs titl1i:,i n[~ for r, \Ve find tllat 
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5('ll"sin ex. + v sin p) ( 7.6) r == 2rw 
Knowing; r and tIle impac t parameters w? u, v, c,;, and 
~ we can ca lcul c.: te po The II ramp effect 11, \illich \'iCt S shown 
to introduce consi derable dispar ity betwe en the simple 
theory of impa ct and the experimental results, will 
:i.ntroduce little error i nto this calculation; the term 
v sin p will be considerably larger than that predicted 
by the theory, but both v an d ~ are photographically 
determined, and it is these exnerimental values lI'hich are 
used i n calculating p. 
The va lues of }l deduced from the photographic 
result s by e~uation 7.6 a re very consistent; not enou~h 
measurements of ba ll rotat ion ,',rere mad e to cilable the 
variation of p with velocity to be s tudied, but all the 
values of r calculated may be represented by 
= 0 . 04 + 0.01 
Thj.s value of p is v ery much less than the 
coeffici ent of friction measured a t lOly l oads and sliding 
speeds (typically 0.8 - Bowden and Tabor 1950), but 
correlates well with the results of exneriments at high 
slld:i.n~ speeds tmc:er impact .loadinl~ reported by Bo\vc.1 en and 
Persson ( 19 G1). They found values of 0.07 Rt u slid i ng 
speed of 200 ms- 1 , and 0.05 at 400 ms- 1 for the friction of 
hard steel (VPlI 900 GPa) on itself in vacuo. 
Studying the coefficient of friction at hi~h loa ds 
and sliding s peeds by rne,.lsnring; the rot a tion of Cl ball 
after obli que in:pact susgests it~e.lf as an alterna tive to 
Bowden a nd Persson I s metllOd j it h.:.', s the 8dvant&ge that 
the experimerit nee d not be (lone i n Cl vacuum, and nny' 
effects of a re [\ cti ve gaseous atmosphere m~ly be e~~aminect. 
A restriction of Bowden and Pel~sson I s approach is that the 
sll de l'" is . r ot at ed EUHl sllpnortell electromabnetically ~ and 
ml st thnrefore lJe ferro mag let-lc ; al thou,; II E'!le ctl~ 01) lated 
metaLlic cOlltinp:s Illay be used on a steel S1)llere, the 
me thod is not as versatile as tha t described above, in 
which the sJhere ma y be made of any sUl'ticiently strong 
materi a l. 
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7.5 G 5 The cn 8rg)~ dissi :}Elt ed in s liding 
An estima te of t he energy dissipated in s l ldlng 
between the ball and t he Jneti:~ l surfa ce mci Y be made f rom 
the measurements of ba l l rotation~ If t he frictional 
force pN(t) ( see sect ion 7.5.4) produces a n angula r 
impulse I w, eC'jua ti on 70 S applies. The work done by the 
fric tiona l force during iillpact is equE 1 to its i mpulse 
times the mean vel ocity of its point of app licci ti on (see 
e.g. Routh 1905) . We can therefore ca l culate the energy 
dissipated in fric ti onal work : 
\V F = 
and using equation 7.5: 
= 
~- ( u co s eX.. + 
~- (u COS tY.. -I-
r 
v cos ~ ) ) fN ( t) cl t 
v co s p ) I w/r 
:= (u coscX+ vco s p,) mr w/5 
EvuJ.ua ting lIF for some of Ll.e experiments a t an 
impa ct a ng l e of 30 0 , it \vEl.s found that about. 12~~ of t h e 
energy lost by the sphere in impa ct is di ssi-pated i n 
overcomi ng frictional resistance. For exam !::J le, at 30 0 
- 1 
and 2 10 ms , t he ba ll was found to lo se ~ 30 J in i mpact , 
~ 3.5 J of whi ch formed WFo At 142 ms- 1 i mpact velocity, 
the energ y lo ss l 'lE<S "'1 2 ~r, and \vF was found to be '-' 1 04 .J. 
The i'rnction of the ba ll1s energy lo ss Hhi ch i s 
dissipate d i n sliding will clearly incrccise with decr easing 
impact a ng l e ; cOllver,s ely, the fraction of the ene r gy loss 
Ivhich correspond s to plastic de f oJ'll1ati on of t he targ<:: t 
will decl'eLlse \Vi th decr eas ing angle. The form of the 
curve in fi gure 7.9 may qua lita t ively be expla ine d by this 
argument e The rotat ion of the bo.l 1 at 10\'; i nmact angles 
could not unfortuna tely be de t ecte d with the camera used 
for thi s work; a s lower fr a ming speed wo I d be needed to 
measure such l ow angular velociti es e It was therefor e not 
possib l e t o mea sur e the proportion of ~ nergy lo.s whi ch 
w~ s of frictionul or i g i l'l 
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Chapter Eight 
The Process of Normal I mpact 
8 01 Introduction 
The previous chapter was larg ely concerned with 
the energy balance i' l oblique impac t s; the dynamics of 
oblique plastic impact are very complex an d n o t heoretical 
t reatment which could be use d to analy se the re sult s has 
b een publishede The normal i mpa ct, ho wever, is somewhat 
simpler, since tbe t angential forces which are so 
di f ficult t o treat theoretically in the oblique case are 
absent. The static normal indentation of sphere s int o 
plane met a l surface s under loa ds sufficient t o cause pJ astic 
flow has been studied by a nu mbe r of workers. Rig orous 
theoret ical analysis of the quasi-s t at ic problem i s 
unfortunately impos :-:; ible since the system has [lxi.al symmetry, 
but Ishlinsky ( 1944), using the unrealistic Haar-Karman 
cri te r ion of p lasticity, h~is deter ,l!ined ana lytica lly the 
di stt'ibution of ores ::.mre be t \';een a spheri ca l inden t er 
and its indentation. He finds thut the mean pressure 
dep ends only s lightly on the depth of the ind ent ~tj.on, 
and is 2.6 to 2.9 Y where Y i s t he yield stress of the 
mater i a l. This has received exper imental confirmcltion 
by Tab or ( 1948 ,1951) and other workersa 
1,:.le hove seen in se ct ion 5.2 that Hith t he i mpa et 
velocities used in this work, t he mean r at e of strain 
a ssoc iated with the formation of an indentntion i s high 
( 4- - i) , > 10 · s · ; the aS S1Wll1tion o f a const2_nt mean ;Jressm~ e 
benea th t he sDhere under such conditions may we ll be 
._. v 
invalid. The norma l p l Ll st ic i mpact of spheres on p l anes 
h <:.ts rec e ived a ttent ion in the lo w vel oci ty regime C< 5 IllS 
i n connection with dynamic. hardness te ~'tinG and the 
lll eaSUre;Yicnt of yi eld st res ses under dynamic concH 1;io118 
( f or example by Davies 194 9, Tab or 19 5 1 and Vi n cen t, Ge e 
t~ Liunter 195? ); intere,_ t in t ('>l~m i na l baLr.istic'· and 
, I 
meteoroid dama8; e to spi:lce craft ha s s ti lflUJ ated res(~arch 
( -1 , i n the hypc;rvelocity rer.~ime ,> 1 l\:ms - ) where l a r Lse-sco.J c 
mel tillt; and crat erint; i <:: produced ~ and t he rn -ojcctile 
L ) 
r 
I 
I 
eo 
is damaged in th e impact ( Kins l o\l! 1070 contains 
comprehensiv e reviews ). Botll 10\<1 velocity and hyperve locity 
res ear ch have been reviewed by Gol dslll.l th (1960) and 
Johnson (1972). Little i nformation is, however, 
availabl e about the intermed i a te velocity reg ion (10 -
500 ms- i) with which t his work is concer ned. At these 
velocitie s , with hard steel spheres i mpacting onto mild 
steel, the project i le suffers only elastic deformation 
and the crate r form ed during impact is less tha n the 
r a dius of the ball in depth . 
Goldsmi th and LYlllan (1960) determine d the force-
indentati on relation for stee l balls strildnt; various 
materials at 10 to 100 ms- 1 ; mild s te e l ,·ms not) however, 
studied by them. They found th a t for lea d, a l uminium 
(pure and alloyed) and annealed tool steel, the plastic 
indent a tion process de narted from the assumpt ion of a 
constant pressure beneath t he indenter; the effe ctive 
pressure ,.,as fo und to faLL II'i t.h increas ing i ndentation 
depth. This effect, if co rroborated, is clearly of 
importance in estab lishing a possibl e r eas on for the velocity 
exponent s greater tha n 2 .. 0 founel in s i ng le impact test s 
(chapter 6); a series of experiments was there f ore pe}~forlTI ~ d 
to examine the dynamics of the norma l impact proces s , 
and to inve s tiga te, as f ar as pos s ible, to wha t ex tent 
the deforma tion pattern differ s from that cau s ed by 
quasi - static indentat ion. The approach used was to Ine USU1'8 
the de pths of craters formed by impact, and knowinr; t he 
impact velocity of the indent ing sph0re, t o pl ot a curve 
of energy against depth of indentation. Then by differGntiat-
ing this cu.rve ( section 804) a granh of forc e against 
indentation depth could be obta ined, and compared wit h 
the results of quas i-static loe din g experiments . The 
method is very s i mp le, an(~ rlJ alces tbe Hss um pt,ion t hat th e 
energ y los s es due to elastic W[-1:.res and frictional \'Jo rk 
are min i l!wl. The jus tificat ion of 1Jav i s and Hunter (J960) 
for i Gnoring t he energy 10 8 t in elastic waves has !J cen 
presented in se ct ion 7.1; for nor rnCll impa c ts the contac t 
durati un is greater than at obli que aneles ( typically 
> 100 us) anel no great error is there fore int r od uced i n 
ignorin~ e las tic waves. The effects uf i n t erfac i al friction 
will be rhs cus secl in sectJon 805 .. 2. 
I ) 
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The experimental ~crl'angC!l;cl.l ts we re Et.l :nost the 
same as those described in chapter 7; for these 
experiments larger steel specimens were uDed to .po con~]_ne 
the re[,;ion of plasticity Ivel1 \vi thin the specimen. 
Exnerimental 
Specimens \\'ere cut from c ol d-worked En11-1. mil d steel 
bar and were in the form of cylinders, 38 mm diameter 
and 40 mm long , \vi th one face polished. The specimens 
",ere clamped to a massive (v-. 10 kg ) steel bloci( and 'vere 
impacted axially on the p o lished face, p&rallel -Co the 
direction of \"rorking of the steelo The 9.5 llIm hard steel 
balls 'vere accelerated in sabots using- the r;as g Ull 
described in chapter 3. The velocity of the balls before 
impact was measured pllotoelectr:LcaLly to ",i thin 1-%; their 
rebound velocity h'as mea s' red photosraphically usiug the 
technique described in section '7 b~) 0 Owing to thc 10\-/ value 
of the rebound velocity (·,,20 ms- 1 ) i t could not be measnre<l 
more accurately than ~10% with the 20 MS framin~ interva l 
I -
of the Irnacon camera used. 
The c1eptl1s of craters formed by impact were 
measured relative to the undi sturbed surface of the specimen 
block using Cl die. l gauge ? and were reproducibl e to 
within 0.01 mm. Quas i -static loading tests were performed 
u sing a llydraulic press; the steel ball was placed between 
t\\TO mild steel specimens which here slO'.dy « 10 kNl!1in- 1 ) 
compressed. A dial gaug e registered the separation of the 
t\vO specilllen cylinders, an d hence the mean depth of t l1e 
i ndentations. 
8.3 Qualitative observations 
Distinct differences were visible between the 
craters formed dynamically and quasi-statical ly. Jl'it;ure 
861 sho\\ls comparative photo ·-'Ta:phs which illustrate the 
point s of dissindlarity. · These s holV two craters of idcl -U_cal 
dopths , the one forl :l ed dynall1i_cally by the normal imDLlct 
of a steel ball ut 270 ms- 1 , the other by the quasi static 
applicati on of a lo ad o f 110 l~. Immediately apparent 
is the nature of the surface at the bottom of the crater; 
Figure 8~1 
Indent 3. tions formed by quasi-st a tic loading 
and by nor mal impact. 
( a ) was formed b y the normal i mpact of 
a 9 a 5 mm diameter steel ball at 270 
Cb) wa s formed by a 9 .5 Illm ball under Cl 
quasi-s tatic loa d of 110 kN. 
-1 
IllS 
( c) and ( e) shoio, etched sections throuGh the 
edg es of t he dynamic indent c:.tion i ll ( a ) Q 
( c1) and ( f ) shoh' t he ec1c;cs of the quasi-s t at ic 
i ndentation in (b ) . 
Y' 
- 1m m 
(0) (b) 
1mm 
Fi::;ure 8 ".2 
Subsurface deformation under normal impact sites, as 
revealed by distortion of drawing lines in th e steel. 
(a) Dynamic indentation by a ball at 270 ms- 1 
(b) Quasi-static indentation und e r a load of 110 kN. 
The drawing marks in the undeformed steel were perpendicular 
to the surface. 
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both specimens were polished before the experiment, and 
the static indentat i on in figurc 8 a l b has retained this 
polish and has a smooths shiny surface. The dynamic 
indenta tion in figur e 8.1 a shows white r adia l streaks 
on its surface, identical wi th t hose seen at ohl iqu e 
angles of impact in fi gure s 4.6 and 4.70 They are 
probably associated with frictio nal heat ing of the surface 
at hig h impact velocities. 
The rim of the crater differs marJ.\. cd l y between the 
two cases. Fig ure 8.1 c, d, e a nd fare photomicrographs 
of etched sections throu8; h the rims of t he tlvO craters" It 
is seen tha t there is little "piling-up " of met a l close t o 
the creter in the static c as e; the grain struc ture of the 
met a l close to t he crat er rim sholvS tha t tJ18 plastic 
deformati on is widely spread around the crater. The rim 
of the dynamic crater, on the other hand, is r a i sed some 
way above the surrounding met a l, there is considerable 
piling-up, a nd the grains in the raised lip ~r e elongated. 
Furthe rnlOre~ at the tip of the crat er rim in fi gur e 8.1 c 
there is a l:Je akly-attachec1 lip \>'11j.cll might ea ,'ily be 
removed. 
The pronounced drawing ma r ks in the specimens~ 
visible j.n the photomicrographs, allohT the pa ttern of 
deformGtion around the indentations to be assessed. Aft er 
heavy etching , these drald.ng lines wel~e photog r aphed; 
figure 8.2 shows the patt crn fo rmed by the m'rks a ro und 
(a ) the dynamic and (b) the quasi-s t at ic ind en t ations. 
These drmlfing lines '.Vere originally perpend icular to tll \..! 
impacted face of the s pe cime n ; it i s seen that in (b) they 
ha ve not been sheared f ar from this angle, whereCls in tile 
dyn 8.m ica l Jy-:- f orrned crate r in (a ) , the drawin2: lines a t the 
edg e of tlle inden t a tion have been s hea red parall e l to the 
surface. ~he effe ct is part icularly noti cea ille in fi ~ure 
8.1c. Differen ces are als o seen in the deformat ion below 
the centre of the indentati ons . The maximum deformation 
below the t atic indentation occurs s ome 500 pm beneath 
the surface; the drawing lines CEll. be seen t o buJ.gc out 
around this poilt. In t he dyna mi c case , t he maximum 
deformation is immed i ately un der the centre of the crater? 
and causes a different disp l a cement of the c1rahdng mar'ks. 
0-2 
e 
0-1 -
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iOO 
Figure 8 .. 3 
200 
velocit y 
300 
Co efiicient of 're stitution ( c ) p lotted aga i nst i mpact 
velocity for the normal impa ct of 9.5 mm s t eel bal.l s 
against mi J.d steel. t a r ge ts. 
1.00 
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8.4 Quantitative mea surements 
_._" ------.. ---~--~-= .... -.---.- .... .... ... --_._-
Severul exper iment s were made a t impa ct velocities 
--1 between 47 and 411 ms . Figure 8.3 shows the results of 
the v e locity measurements. The coefficient of restitution , 
e, which is the ratio of rebound velocity to i.mpact ve.loctty, 
has been calculated and plotted agai.nst impact velocity o 
It i s seen that e falls with increasing i mpact velocity; 
the scatter in the points is no doubt due to the inaccura cy 
of the measurements of r ebound velocity. 
The deDth s of the craters after impact were 
measured.. As Tabor ( 1.951) has pointed out, t he indentation 
will recover elastically by a certain amount during the 
rebound staGe of the impa ct, the elastic energy stored np 
during; impact bein~ converted into the kinetic energy of 
the reb oundin~ bul l . As a result of this elas tic recovery, 
the depth of the indentation measured after impact will be 
less than t he maxim um clepth of penetrat ion occuri'ing tlm' ing 
impact 0 Hertz's (188 1) equdtions for the elastic dnfor'l:ld t.ion 
of contacting surfaces are no t accurately applicable to tbe 
deep indentations formed in these experiment s; the extent 
of the elastic recovery was therefore deternlined empirically. 
Specimens were loaded incrementally in tIle hydraulic press, 
the depth of the indentation being Ineasured with a di al 
gaug e; after each loading increment the loari was relaxed and 
the elastic recovery of the crater depth meBsured. From 
the se results the graph in figure 8.4 wa s drawn. ~11e 
elastic recovery Ivas small') l ess than "1-~ 9~ of the c1(~pth of 
the indentation; the wide scatter of t he ~oints is due to 
the resolution ( w., 10 pm) of the dial gauge~ 
Fic;ure 8.5 shows the tni tial kinetic ener'g;y of the 
impC\ctin~~ ball plotted against the depth of the indentation 
produced; to the depth mea ,sured after impact has been 
added t il e s mall correction for' elasti c recovery. I"rom this 
curve, it is p ossible to derive t he co:rres"j)onding force/ 
indentation Cllrve o J' eg lecting elas tic deformation, Ivh ich (is 
h'e have scen is much less thi..lJ.l the plastic dis I)lacernents, 
the I·,rork done , dE, in increasing; t he depth of t he 
indentation from x to x + dx is 
dE = F(x) dx 
Figure 8.4 
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The elastic recovery measured in a slow-loading normal 
indentation test. The initial portion of the curve is 
only approximate - before any plastic indentation is 
formed, the elastic recovery will equal the (elastic) 
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Figure 8.6 
Load versus depth curves for normal indentation; 
quasi-static curve shows the result of a slow-loading 
experiment, dynamic curve is derived from fi g ure 8.5 as 
described in the text. 
Here F(x ) is the force which must be applied to the 
indentcr when in an indentation of depth x i n order that 
further p l asti c yielding may occur. So 
F(x) = dE/ dx at the depth x. 
By different iating the functi on E(x ), whi ch is 'isplayed 
in figure 8.5, we can determine F(x ) 0 j lumerical 
differentiation of the curve in figure 8~5 yields that 
in figure 8.6 (labe lled "dynamic " ) o 
The results of a quasi-s t a tic loadin~ experiment 
as described in secti on 802 are shohrn for compa rison. The 
depth of indenta tion in this case was nleasured under load; 
s o no correction for elastj_c recovery need be made and tll e 
two curves may be di r ectly conware do Severa l quasi-static 
experiments were made, and the curve s wer e found not to 
differ from t hat in t he figure b y more than 2%. The f or ce 
acting on the sphet'e (luring dynamic indent.ati on is 
consistently h i gher than that for the corresponding 
quasi-stati c indentation. 
8~5. Discussion 
8.5.1 Discussion of the mo de of deformation 
Tile extended crater lips v isible in fi t;ure 8 .. 1 are 
clerlrly the source of the wei ght losses measured in tlHc; 
normal impact of single spheres by Sheldon mid Kanhcre 
( 19'72), and su;;s estc~d by the b onera l trenrt of the curve 
in fi gure G. l. The f ormation of these lips only occurs 
in dynamic indentati ons , and would not be predicted by 
any quasi-stEltic ana l ysis of t he impact, s uch as t ha t . 
at t empted b y Sheldon and )(o.nhe1'80 The 1/cig!1t loss , or 
even the lip volume, cannot ~e related t o tb e crater volume 
by any theoretica l tr 0. atlflent, and must th e l'(~fore he 
determined empirically . The li :)s forr:1Cd in d)'l1 '-'.rn ic normal 
i ndentations are very s i milar to the ridges raised c,t the 
4: .. 13); such lips are pr obab ly res)1on s i1J 1e for the 
o 0 
measurable \veight losse s at ang les behJeen 40 and 70 
plotted in figure Go 1, \.;hen the t0rmi l al lip had not iJ een 
removed during the i.mpa ct. 
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The Illeclwnism of for mation of the li p...: must be 
considerec a l ong side t h e differences in defo r mation 
pattern between the quasi-stEltic and dyn amic case~ (fig ure 
802) 0 YelV' a nd Goldsmith (1964), studying t h e impact of 
_1 
steel balls on lead at velocities of ~3 ms ~, me~surcd 
dis c l.'i ce ments of inscribed [!Tids beneath t l'e indentation 
L v 
and founel u sillli.lar differ ence in the pat t ern of 
deformation, for lifhich the y offered no exp lanatioDo The 
lip forma tion and the intense shear deforma tion at th r.; 
sides of the indentation ma y be t h oug ht of a s resulting 
from the extrusion of a comparatively Ive a le lay(~r of met a l 
between the sphere and the bulk of t he mateJ.~ial 0 Tliat 
this weal{er res ion may h a ve resulted from tlwr'ma l softening; 
is appa rent from a simple calculation of t tle tempera t u r e 
rise Ivhich liill have occurred during ill1pact 0 If \'1e assume 
that all the plastic ll'O rk associated with the forma tion 
of the indentation is converted into heat ( Cl reo.sona ble 
as s umption for the purpose:::; of this ca.lcu.lati011 - scc 
Taylor and Quinlley 1934 ), and assume that tbe volume of 
metal deformed is equal to the volume of the inclent a tion 
( supported by metallographic ohservations), we find t hat 
a temperature rise of some 900 K is associated with a n 
-1 impact at 275 ms • The volume o f such an i nc1ontation 
3 
was foun d experimentally to be 39 mm , a nd the kinetic 
energy of the impactinG ball 134 J . The specifi c heat 
f t ] -1 -1 . . . o. s ee . wa s t a ken as 500 JJ.cg K and 1 ts cknslty a s 
7 .. 9 r\'lb lll-
3
• There is no meta.llog rapllic evidence of Et 
tempera ture ri s e in fi g ure 8e 1? but as \ '/ a8 di s cusse d in 
c hapter 4, sig nificant thermcl l softening n!Ely occur at 
te mperi ltures beloh' that n e eded for the transforlTla tion to 
austenite. 
Another mechanism which m:i.bht be sUb(~ estec1 to 
explain the formation of the cra t 8 r li ps in normul impa ct 
is so me forin of plastic w<.)ve effect e The velocity ·,·,1i t b 
which a plastic str&in c a n propag ate in a met a l is g iven 
by the for mula: 
.L 
v = (1 + 2: ) • (K/f' ) 2 
where ~ is the strain , lC i s so me modulus uf t he met a l cilld 
e is i t s d en~ ity (Ta ylo r 1946). I n t he ca s e of a plast ic 
I • 
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relevant plas tic strain; fo r' lar~c strains in. Cl f .lly 
I,,,ork-hardened ma terial ~ such as wc have here ? K , [I.nd hence 
v , may be very smallo Any attempt to Cieforrn th e metal 
faster theHl the correspondint~ pJ.astic disturbance can 
propagate must lead to a localizati on of the strain , and 
might explain the formation of the lips. However, as we 
shall see in the next section, other observa tions indi cate 
that thermal softening , ratller than a plastic wave effect, 
is responsible for the differ ences betlieen the quasi- ~ t atic 
and dynamic indentations. 
Discls s ion of t he dynamics of the 
" 
indentation nroceS3 ------.~--
The decrease in the coefficient of restitution 
\vi th increasing ve locity , noted in f i gure 803 , is in 
agreement with earlier work on impact at lower velocit ie sa 
Tabor (195 1) has treat ed t he subject in detail. It i s of 
interest to compare the energy of rebound of the ball 
\IIi th the elastic energy stored during i ndentation ~ r1'he 
velocity, and hence the enerGY , of the rebounding ball 
was measured photographically, and t he elas tic potenti a. l 
energ y stored during impact may be deduce d from the elastic 
recovery curve in fi gure 8.4 and the stat ic loading curve 
in figure 8.6. The elastic energy stored, for exampl e? 
- 1 by El ball imr)c.l cting; at 275 ms may be deduced from t Il e 
de )th of t he cr 3. ter formed a t this ve.loci ty (1. '/ 2 Elm ), 
the e quiva l e?lt static loa d l) e in[; found from fi t,ur e 8 ft6 
to be 110 leN. vIe kllO\v from fi .s;ure 8.4 tlls t the variation 
of elas tic recovery witb cra ter dept h (an.d hence loae) :l S 
almos t line a r up to this de pth; the elus tic recoverJ for 
a stat ic lo ud of 110 kN is ~ 2 r pm. So t he elastic ene r gy 
stored is l x 22 p. m x 'ItO kN = 1.2 ,J. TIle veloci.ty o f the 
-, 1 
rebounding hall was four d to be 24 + 3 ms , i mplyinG a 
lci netic eneq; y of LO + 0.3 J. The elastic energy s t ored 
during t he i mpuct corre l ateslvell \\'i th t lle rebound ener~y 
of t he ha ll . 
The lilos t obvious implica tion of fi c;ure 8 0 G, no.mel.y 
tha t the dyna r.lic indentation ])r e;::;sure i s a l wny.:I c; reLter 
tha n the stat ic, has been 1}oi:Jtec1 out b y sev 8r~, 1 \vo rlcers 
( C9g;. Tabor 19t51., Davis R Hunter 1960 and Goldsmi t! & 
LYl1lall 19 GO ), a nd is \:eJ.] established 0 
8'7 
The data pt'csenLed ill fi gure 806 rnay he tr e ated 
in another i\li i y . VLno\-li lJt~ t ile I OE,cl ne ed e(~ to def orm t ,18 
indentation. fnrthex" from any dep t h , and the c;eomotr'ical 
shape of, the Cl" - tor ( spherical), \ve c a n calcul ate tile 
mean contact lJreS Sl.lre (loa d/pro;j e c:ted a rc :) of the inf1cnt -
ation). Tabor (1951 ) has shown empirical.Iy that a 
repre sentative s train (~ ) may be associat ed with a spherical 
indentation, ~iven by 
?: = 20 d/ D 0/0 
lvhere d is th e chordal diameter of t ile indentation and 
D i s the diameter of t be indenter. r1aldng t.he somewhat 
na'{ye assurtlptio n that this expre ss ion wi l l be valid for 
indentations formed quasi- ,_ tatical .ly und dYll<:l[];ically ~ \"le 
c an convert the crater d ept h into a ~epre sentativ c strain. 
Furt iJ erm c: re, div iding; the me a n ind en tation pressure by 2 ~8 
( see section 8.1 ) gives an a pnro :;"dmate v.:l1.ue for the 
yield stress of t he 'nat8rial under the i ndent er . Thi.s 
a s sumes, of course , that the deformation pa ttern al'oun d 
the dynamic illdentation is tJ}C same as tha t arouncl the 
static. 
Fie'ure [3 n 7 shoh' s the yield stress, determined in 
this way, plotted against the repres entative strain, for 
the rang e;' cov e red by the impact veIoei ties uscd. \;J hiJ.o 
the assump tions which are made in this analysis a re 
s\\leeping , an interestin~; effect wl1ici1 c annot result f1'o [11 
the se assumptions i s shown" The stat ic stl'Gss-s tra i n 
curve, derived from t he load / ill rl entation curve in fi g ure 
8.6, is paral l el to the strain axis, indica ting tl1a t the 
mean contact pressure (or stress ) und er the indentcr is 
independent of crater depth (or strain). The curve 
derived from the dynamic results, however, shows a 
pronounced drop in the pressure at l arge s t~ains; it a~penrs 
that the indentation pressure fulJs wit h inerc3sing cra t er 
depth (i . e 0 velocity of i il~pact ) . Si mi.1 ar 1'e sll1 t. s have been 
o bta L"l ed by Go Id smi tll and Lyman (1960) (s ee ahove) and by 
Gold s mi th [And '(elV' (1962) 1'1110 examined the dyna mic 
penetration o f conica l incl entel's into rnet c.c l s and found [1 
dro p in me a n illclenta tion "pr essure \\1:l th. iJlC l~easing velocity D 
Ine r-ti a l ef f e cts ? work-hardenin'j and t ile rise in yield stress 
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Their derivation is described in the texto Both curves 
must pass through the origin but the method of derivati6n 
. of the curves does not allow them to be drawn accurately 
within the low strain region. 
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Ivi tll str;-lin-rate whi ch is \Vcll estublished (fo r a rcv~i. e'·l F;ec 
Campbell 19?~» wo ulct all tenet to i n croQse tIle lYlc a n 
indentation pressure .. 'rhe observed fall i s therefore 
surpri s ing ; Golds nl ith and Yew s uggest ed tha t the fAll in 
coefficien t of friction witll increasing velocity (Do wd en 
and Freitag 1958) caused the effect. However, Johnson ( lS70) 
has shown that although fr i ction lIlny influence the pattern 
of deformation below the indentation, the mean conta ct 
preesure is little affected; it therefore se ems ulllikely 
that t he vaJ'iatlon of fri ction ca n expla in the \·Jhole effec t .. 
J'ohnson I s calcula tion \'iRS performed fo r a \'ledrre indellter 5 
sin.ce the axially symmet r ical problern :i.s intl~ilc·table ~ but 
the effect would be expecte d to he l e ss for an axisymrnetric 
indenter (Tabor lQ70). 
A mecha nism which can exp l a in the drop in mean 
indenta tion pressure at 11igh velociti e s is the thermal 
softening suggested in sE:~etion 8.5.1. /I.S we 11 "lve seen, 
provi ded the loss of heat from the deformed ref~ iol1 is not 
too great durtnc; the impa ct time, hig h t elllperatur (~ s and 
consequent thermal softeninb of the cl.eLorme d rel~ion ma y 
develop. The yield stress of the meta l would f a ll, 
accounting not only for the deforma tion pattern visible 
in figure 8.2, and the extrusion of the crater lips, but 
also f or the fall in indentation pressure with increasing 
velocity. This mechanism will be di scussed in more general 
terms in the next chapter. 
The plastic wave ef fe ct mentione d in section 8.~.1, 
which might explain the deformation pattern around the 
indentation, callnot however ac eoullt for the dr op in 
indentation l res s ure with ill cre~sing velocity; it would 
pre dict a rise rather than a fall. The effects of t he 
pla stic wave effect~ . inertia of the metul and the i n Cl' ell!3e 
in flow stress wi t h stra in r a te would tend to increase 
the indentation pressure 11it h velocity. It a ppears t hat 
tlie oDtJosing effect of the rmal softening clomin~\tes in t his 
case. 
8.6 Conclu s ions 
Sign j.ficant differen c es exis t hetween tile p~tterllS 
of de forMati on a round indent o. tions fo rmed in mild s teel by 
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the impact of steed SphC!'C3 at v8.loci ties .fl~OIi1 50 to 
1-00 IllS-'1 and those formed by qlwsi-static loading 0 
Pronomced lips are raised in the dynami c case which a re 
absent in the stc,tic; tIle tips of these lips o.re fragile 
and account for the weight losses observed in single 
impacts at 90°. 
~leaSUretl1ellts of the depths of crate!~s formed by 
impact at different velocities indicate that the mean 
indentation pressure is always greater in the dynamic case 
tha n in the static. However, the me an dynamic indentati on 
pressure is observed to fall significantly with increasinG 
velocityo This effect, and the deformation patterne::· ~ 
may be explained by adialJatic heating of the rleformed 
metal. arollilo the indentation, lead-ins .to thermal softening, 
which dominates over the opposing influence of strain- a te 
effects? plastic 1r .ve effects and inertia of the target 
metal. 
1 
General Discussion and Conclusions 
901 Introduction 
'fhe \'/ork descrihed in the previous Cha})tcl's lJas 
provided informat ion not only on the ero ,s ion of ductile 
metals by solid particles, but a lso OD the coefficient 
of friction at high loads and sliding velo ci,ties and on 
the broad subject of the plastic impact process , fo r both 
normal and oblique impacts. 1 t \\TUS felt tllt.:;t some 
unifying discussion was needed to combine the conclusions 
of the various chapters relevant to erosion; the other 
topics l1r ve be(~n discus sed in SOI1l(~ detail already 0 'This 
chaptel~ therefore present s a t;eneral di s cu SiOIl of t he 
results obt a ined in the previous chapter , and examines 
the role in erosion of t he various possible meehanis!l1s 
of material removal. In section 9.5 a somewhat speculative 
approach to erosi on is develo ped and a method ' of 
predictin~ the erosion re s istance of a metal from its 
physical pro perties is presented and shown to correlate 
rernarkc:.bly \'lell \Vi th experimental data. 
It has !:ieen shown t hat spherical purticles str ildn£':,' 
a metal sur [u cc obliquely Co.Il indeed remove !:wtnl from 
the surface by "ploughing c1cfor'J1lEltion 11 as definect i n ch.a p t e r 
2,. A li) of material is 811e[1r8 (1 forward in front of the 
ball and may remai.n at t h e cnd of t he crater as the bi..lll 
reboulld s frol11 the surface 0 There exist a cri.tical Ell1[s .le 
and velocity Elt which the lip forl~ led a t the on(1 of the 
crater dur ing; impact becomes cleto.ehed; above the cri.tical 
ve loci ty or belo\y t he cri tical cmg le all in]l)8cts resu! t 
in removal. 01 the lip. '{"he critical angle ind veloc ' ty 
are int croepend ell t. anrl 2.1'0 fUllCti on s of ot h(~r parD.i rl cters 
suCt! as pc:.rticle density and tare'et Inaterir.tl. j·ictallog ran h:Lc 
examinntioll revea 1.s t hat li ~J s ~Yhi c.: , j· ;:-,ve heen formed but 
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Dot detached, r esult.inG fr om imp8 cts j nst h8J.O\'/ th e 
cri t i Gal conch 1:'i. o11.s; arc [d.: taclH;c1 t. 0 till:" bnlk of t hp. 
materi c. l b y a relatively narr'o1V neck of 'n& terir:t:L; 1\11 thin 
thi s nec1( i s a thin reg ion of i n tense shear deforma tion. 
It is suggested that this ban d re sul t s from ndiabdtic s hear : 
lo ca lized strain of the meta l resulting fr om thermoplast ic 
instability of the deformation process $ The theory of 
such ins t abili t y has been discu .... sed in de te-til by Hccllt (19 ()Ll ). 
Observation O.t' s urface oxi r1ution at the base of the lip 
i n mi ld stee l confirms t hat sUbs t antial locali~ed 
t empera ture ri s es occur during i mpact e Other na:d; aI lograph:i.c 
evidence sh ows that when lips ar~ detached during impact 
t he separation occurs within t he shear band~ 
The f act that t he size of the l ip is defined, even 
when it is not removed, by this shear band, indicat es tha t 
when the lip is removed fro m t he crater by Cl suhseqnGllt 
nearby impact , a s sUb'se st ed by 'filly' ( 1.969a ), i t \'Jill 
hav e the same volume as if it 118d been remove d by the narticl e 
which formed it. The meas urements of wei t'.:llt l os s i n c l1apt t.!r 
6 confirm this ; the curve of\Vei£~ ht l oss d[.;ainst veloci t.y, 
extrapolat ed below the cr i tical velocity , ShOhTS 
excell ent agreement ~ ·.ri th the re :.mlts of t he multiple 
i mpact eros i on experi~ents of Kleis ( 1969). 
Exami nati on of lips recov ered after detach lil<'mt ) ::md 
high-spce d photography of t he rLmpa c t process~ revea l tha t 
li p s are relrlOv ed in a s mall numl.Jer of pieces (usua lly on e 
or t wo ) 2nd ll1ay sometinlGs r ema in a t tached to the reho1..1nr.HI12: 
par t icle. 
An inve s tigation of the i nfJ.uence of particle size 
on the i mpact deformation reveals t ha t t;lC pJ.()u ~;h in[~ 
proccs,~ Inay be expecteo t o occur over the f 1.l1 1 rang e of 
sizes of erosive particles , from 1 pm to 1 mill, l"1 nd that 
results obtQ i ned with par ticle s as large as 10 mm wil1. be 
applicable to the sma ller si zes of particle. 
quan t ita tive measnrements of wei r;l1 t l os s es, crater 
volumes and energy los s es in sii1tile i llmacts reveCll t ha t 
previolls theoretica l ap})l~oaches nre in erTor i n assnming 
t hat the \·;e i [;ht l os s in a sinGle imlJ[( ct lVi 11 a J.\ !oys he 
pr01)Or t iona1 to the kin e t i. c energy of the iDcoll1ing 
pa rticle. 1':ei ther the weight lo ss , nor the cra t er v olume 
uor t he en erGY lost lJY til e '.lart J cle i n olJliCjue impact 
i s proportional to its incident energy_ 
H11i1e ,,'eight loss measnrements were not made for' 
impact exp eriments at 90 0 , the genera l trend of tile grapb 
in fi g ure G ~ 1 Llnd U :e results of Sheldon and Kcmllere (1972) 
indicat e tha t weight losses result from single impacts 
of spheres at this angle. None of the the oretical approaches 
can account for this, since t l ey suggest that wear at 
normal impact results from repeated defoI'mB1- ion of the 
metal, from fr agmentation of the particle, or is caused by 
impacts on a previously roughened surface ; these exp l anations 
are clearly not apl11ic[_ible to this work. Sbeldon a nr1 Karli181'e 
(19'-;2) sugf,jest tha t met a l "flo\l/s out cl.round tile si c:es of 
the cewi ty until it is strained sufficiently to break off iI. 
The ridGes raised at the sides of CI'GtE.rs fc r:'~ed by 
obli que i npact (f i g ure 4 .13) are very simLla r to tl1N~e 
raised around norma l imnac t cra t ers ( f J. gure 8.1) and 
probably result from the same mechanism. They are 
ch:..,racterised by frar;:lle narro\" tips ,.,rl1ich must be the SOU.r'C0 
of the weig ht losses me a sured in norP.1al impclct e The 
ob servation that these ' ric1(;, es are only formed in ciYTli.-imic 
normal indenta tion, and ure co ~n) letely absent in (u~.i­
static experiments, is of g reat import ~nce. Doubtlcs ~ 
simila r results h'onld be obta:! noel if the o bli.que i mpact 
could be simulated nUdsJ.-statically , but this eX] lcriment 
\\Ioulc] he very difficult to p erformo The 'Drocoss by "-'h.ich 
t he ridges are formed de ~j ends tl18 re fore 0 '1 th.e de format ion 
beieg (;[lr riec1 out r apidly; the lIlech : nism of t herma l 
softenin6 prop osed in chapter 8 acconnts for tlwse 
observati ons . Other poss ibilities, such as ulast ic ~ave 
efL'ccts, lliGu lel not account for the p ronounccd 1' <:: 11 in 
dynamic indcnt'ati on pl~e ss ure obser ' cd I·ll. th incre as i.n~.; irnp <.:, ct 
velocity (s8ction 8 .5.2), \·/hich rnay be exp lDinecl by t herm,",l 
softeninG_ 
Tl· e thermal softcning envisaged is a rather less 
loca lised phencmenon t han thu.t responsible for the n arl"" OW 
bands at the base of crater lips in obJ.ique impact s ; the 
deformation of a comparatively larg e volume of nletal l eads to 
a temperature rise an(i subsequent softenil1~. In tllls c.::;s c , 
heat conductio~1 trom the defor~ncd re~ ion \/i11 be FH ch le 3;! 
important tha n fr0:11 a l1cTrolV localised shear band ; a n d the 
rate of struin involved in the deformatiol i wi ll therefo "8 
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!lot be cri ticul, T)rovideCl that it is sufficiently hi.~h 
to result in heat ing~ The initial formation of the lip 
in fro n t of the particle in o lJ lique impacts \dll nlso be 
aided by thernal softenillf" alti )OllSh as the 1:i.p becomes 
further deformed during impa ct, [l narro\,! shea r bc.ll1d final.ly 
f orms at its base. Against the effects of thermal softening 
, 
must of course he set the \York-hardening behaviour of the 
metal; as \\ILlS seen in chapter Ll, i f t he me t al has a 
sufficiently high rate of \vork-hardening (e oC;. a lmealerl 
copper) the localization of ~eformation resulting from 
thermal softenin~~ is out\'leigLec1 by the work-hardening 
tendency of the metal and only a small lip is formed in 
oblique impact. In practical erosion situations, however, 
t he surfa ce material is always heavily strained, and its 
rEl.te of furt iter \'Jor]<:- ilarc1enin3: is very small o 
It may therefore be ar~ued qualitatively that the 
volume of Dletal removed in the impact, whether in tbe 
terminal J.ip or in the tip of the side ridges of the crater, 
will depend on the tendency of the metal to thermal 
softening durin~ deforma tion; A predictor of erosion 
resistance based on the se ideas Idll be plAes ented in 
section 9.5. Hllile t he disct~s s ion of norma l impacts 
presented here has mainly considered t he impacts of 
spherical particles, the arguments would be expec ted to 
apply generally to any shape of angular particle; 
similarly, the discussion of oblique impacts will apply 
to the impacts of angular particles at large negative 
rake angles, which will constitute a large fraction of 
the oblique impacts of angular erosive particles (s ee 
section 2.3). 
9.4 Other niechfmisllls of erosion 
The results of the experiments performed \·.,1 tll 
sphelAical par t.:i. c les shed some lig ht on the meclwn j_sliis 
of erosion prop ose d by other ,,}Uthors. A s tudy of t he 
im~)a cts of single angular narticlcs C:inter & L.utc hin[~ s 
1974) and the arr:; uments in s ection 2.3 sUt:;g est t ha t 
ploughing defornation, as oi)serve d with cpherical part icles, 
\vil l be a n important 1~1E,c!J ani ,'3m of me t al remoyal bv 
. ~ 
angular particles i mna ct i n[·· at .shallo\v Fincles. It is, 
11Oh'ever, di.fficult to t~ive a morO - uccuri.lte pr(~ dic:t:i.or: of 
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t he relat ive L1cidence of ploughing and cnttins (lcfoI'mati ol.l 
tlla n that prE'~Sellt8cl in section 2 v 3 0 Certa inly cut t lng 
deformation , of the type idealize d by Finnie ( 195G, 1860) 
in his model, does lea d t o the removal of a fraGile chip 
under s ome cond i tions ( as eviclenc ed by Tilly ' s (19 73 ) SEl\j 
photograph), but Hinter and lIutcllinc;s I ',/or1< s UGgests that 
this may he a very i nfre cluent occurrence , o.nd t ha t more 
often t h e impinging parti cle rolls over the surface , 
r ais i ng a larg e but firmly-attached c h i po 
Si nce these mechanisms, at least, of metal removal 
can be identified, t he process of erosi on must be stochastic; 
the relative inrportance of different lileclwaL:;ms wil l 
de pend OIl the probabili ty of their o c curr'ence and u p on their 
efficacy in r emoving material. It t herefore seems certuin 
t hat n o model which assumes a sillg le mechmdSIll can describe 
more than a part of t h e erosion nrocess. It m:i. ~;ht be? 
however, t'1at under c ert8 i n C:iTCUIJJstmlces one mec ll<.cn ism 
i s so much mor e p robab l e , or l oads to so g r eat a we i Ght 
loss , tha t it out\;'eighs a ll o thrcTS in impol~tance; in t. h i...., 
cas e , a description of th~t one me c hanism might enable 
erosion to b e predictecl~ From the evidence presented in 
this work it is not possible to s tate whether t he plou~hing 
mechanism will dominate in imp ortRnce, but it can certainly 
be said that some of the mechanisms suL-','geste cl by other 
l;'o1'kers will. make insis nific ,-,n t c ont ributions to the 
t ot a l e ro s i on r a te. 
Smelt zer et a 1.(1970 ) und Ascarelli (1971) sUG:.; ested 
t ha t erosion resulted i'r o J.] me l t ing of the metcll under t he 
i mpacting parti c le; the molt en meta l is t ileD sprayed out 
i n the fo rm of dro{}let s o r adhere s to t he rebouncHng 
part i c le. In orc1er for t his rnechuni sli1 t o he fea ' i])le, 
some meci1anis!!l l~1Us t be enViS H[;;ec1 whe r eby enol1 t;h enerf~Y 
can be con centrated i n a s uf ficient l y small re~ ion of .t he 
t a r g et surface for me l ting to occur. ~hi l e wiries ) react 
meltinG (111 cl even v8Dorizatioll of the tal'Ge -: and })l'ojGctiJ(~ 
materia l cel~tain l y occurs at very l1i"'ll ii:1pa c t veJociti,cs 
(> 5 k~s-l_ scc e. g . Clarters , Gehring ~ Mni.den 19GG), DO 
evidence of such \dc1csr,rcac1 1181 ting was foul1cl i n the velocity 
substantial softening 01' CVCfl i:leltinb of th e metal has 
occul:" r ec1 Lit the interface) hut the tl1j . cl~'lCs~ or ·t h:: i ntcr-
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facial I Hyer must have 1)(:011 less L ! I '3Il '-" 1 pI li since nu 
evidence of surface meltin::,; llJtlS , ,·tst ;)J.e in 1.-.11e scetionec1 
s p ecir!lens 8 Smel t 7.. cr Sl1L:Losts th2t if Fm an[~ul <.t r pnrt i cle 
impa cts with a sharp corne r c1o\\'m rards, this will lea d to 
very high temrJe ratures, [tnd mel tins , at the po:i.nt of i l!lpact. 
However, the voluJile of the ind entati on formed 'by any Shai)e 
o f p &rticle, to El first approxi mation, is proportiona l to 
the kinetic energy lost in the impact; a n ang ular particle 
impacting point dowD\mrds may lo se more energy t han in 
other orientati ons , but t llis will be dissi~ated over a 
pr9Por tionately l arger volume. The correlation bet\~een 
e r o s ion resistance and melting point pointed out by 
Smel tzer, or bet ,,,een erosion and Asc.arell i ' s " thermal 
pressure " , is no evidence that melting a ctually occurs. 
Temp erature rises definitely do take p l E: ce in erosion; 
Neilson und Gilchrist ( 1968 b) obser ved hulk sDPc imen 
temperature rise s of \A 160 K during Elccele r clted erosion 
testin::; , a nd Ue t;?; a nd Gomll1el ( 1966) Illud e Llerrno--clectric 
measure ments o f tr ansient ri. ses ef '" 300 re i n Lw norma l 
- 1 impact of s teel ba lls on stee l surfaces a t 70 in S - . 
HO\'lev er , these temp erature rises , alt hou:;h ['uffic.ient to 
a ccount for so me thermal s O.ften ing, are not enou(~h to El[;ree 
with a t heory involvin~ widespread melting. 
l~e only effect of g eometrical sca ling on t his 
mechan i sm c [~n be to change the effects of heat condu ction; 
tak ing the re s lllts of chapter 5 to imp ly thc.t T<> bor ' s ( 195'1 ) 
model of impact is applicable to thi s c,-~s e , \\'e see t .hat the 
Gller[!;y cli ss:L1)ated per unit voh1.1€: of metal (: urinc; i lit:J0. ct 
must he i nd e p endent of p&rticle sizeo ChanG inG the 
rha~ tic le size \\l i 11 ,-llter the i r:l1)clct dnr".Ltion 0. nc1 Cl l so the 
scale of t ,' e defor mat ion , and ma y there f01~e c h<l.nge t he lw a t 
lo sses by c onduction. The m' ximulll poss i b l e te lTlneraL nr'e ri se 
i n the de f or:~le d reg ion may be ca lculated by nct:;lect:Lng 
tbe se losses ; we lw.ve u lre i:idy seeE ( se ction 8 . S ol) th ~t t t h i s 
will not be sufficient to caus e melti.ng . 
Tilly (1 970 ) consi clel's pi:1rt:i. cle fra f:;Il1E'nta t.i on to he 
important; \',' e h 2ve seen i n figure 1 .8 h o\\' it c a n affect 
erosion r etcs, especial l y at nor ma l impact. However, 
froc;illent a tiol1 will not chang e the flmd 211lental mechnnisnlf"; by 
which the fr a2; lllcnts r e rnove r-1ateri.c~ l; ev en t il OUL; h t l"l e 
fr ug;:nen t s ma y strilce the S llrf~lCe [l t different veloci t ie s 
and ancles from the origiual par ticle, they must 
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still remove ma terial in the salrle wa y as sing le, non-
fragment.i. ng part i c l es . For this r e a son the e f fects of 
fragmentc,tion have :been neg lected in thi s study . II o'.vever , 
fragmentation of ma ny erosive particles vi ll occur 
durtng impa ct an d must clearly be allowed f or in an y 
comprehens ive t he ory of erosion; anothe r statistical 
element must be intl~oduc ed i J:1 t o the ana l ysj.s. 
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9.5 Predict i on of erosion re s i stanc e . 
The depend enc~ of ero s ion l:le&r on lJGrtj cle v e loc i ty 
and ang le of i mpact h a s been e moir ica lly determined b y 
many workers, an d is found to v ary littl e among d i fferent 
metals ( see sec t ions -1. 2 .3 and 1. 2.4 ) . Such de pe ucl e n ce 
ma y be e as ily represented by em:)irica l e quati ons for 
a pplicat ion to practi c a J p roblems . 
The solution of pr ohlems o f erosion in indus tr ial 
plant, h OI.vover , o f ten requ i res some met ho (1 of nrcc"i:lct:Lll;; 
the comparix tive erosion r a tes of differ,.:- n J.:, metals under tJ18 
s a me con(li tion s , since i t is r ut i) er more cHfLLcul t to 
r edesign the machiner y to miniil1ize the ol'osion r a te t han 
to c hang e the ma teri a l from I\lhi ch the \',1o a rinp; co mp' nents 
a re mE!c1e. If thcor'etica l approaches s uch as Finnie (19.58 ) 
or Bitter ' s ( 1963 ) are t ri ed it i s found tha t t h e r a te o f 
erosion of a mot.a l depen ds upon !llate i'ial p ro!)erties \'J l1ich 
must not only be determined by 71r act icul erosion t.(~sts , but 
wh ich are a l so found to vary with experimen t 0 1 c ondit ion s 
( s ee section 1. 5 ). It \,!ould c10 2.1'1y be of cO )lsidcI' uble 
usefulness if somo met li o cl of p re(1icting the eros ion 
resi stance of a meta l 0 1" a lloy fro m Cl l01o \ifled:-"c of its 
physical proper t ies could be developed. 
As was seen i n c hapter 1, indentati0D hardnes s i s 
not a g ood pr ed ictor of a met a l ' s resistance t o erosion ; 
mel ting t emperature i s b e tter ( S:ne l tzer et a l. 19 '?O ) 0 
AscL'1.l'elli (1~7 1) has devel oped a " thermal pressure " 
parame ter whi ch seems to nredict erosion rather better t han 
any of the indicators sug g e s ted by other work ers. His 
aq; u ments are somewhat im p l a usible, but in t h e deve lonment 
of s u ch a n i ndicator, it s v a l id i ty when c ompar ed with 
experi ment a l data i s more i mportant t i'an tIle . Y' cumont s 
l eac1illp; n p to its development. 
AnotheJ~ ind:L c c-: tor of erosion resis tan ce.) which is 
i ll some rc:~ sp ect better ·than that of As carelli , l1l " y b e 
above ( see s ecti on 9. :3)" The 1I1ech; :n i sm envisas ed i s Olle 
of the rmi.\ l so f tening ; t~1e cO Ilccntl' u tio I"i. of dcfor!!lp.t ion 
~vl1ich l 0a r1s to tlw for mati on of : ..m easily Cie tnchod cra ter 
9B 
lip re su l ts from a cUabatic. defor mation of tile met£:d. ~ the 
cons eQuent. tenr ) (~rQture rt s e _ e LHiin[~ to a (Iron in yie l G 
str' e ss of the rtef orme d meta l u A det a iled all<'llysj. s o f 
t h e mcchEnism of lip formHt ion \·.'ould be very difficu1 t , but 
\ve c an Clssess the im') Ort::'~~ lc e to t his meCht~llism of some 
pbysical propertie s of t he me t ed _. life srwLL assume t h :.,t t be 
proce ss o f deformation is carri(;(\ out s o r apid ly th,: t 
the rm;)). condnct iol1 is n ot s i L.>;nii'icdnt ; the proces s i s 
truly u clic.batic. He \·/onlc1 no t therefore expec t tho 
t herl1lt:. l con c1uctivi ty of t he metL.l to inf luenc e the lroces . 0 
fi'Elctor s \"hicb \'.'oulll incre clse the ten clency to t. be r mG. .1. 
softening u nd e r' these c ond i tions (.ll~ e 1:1 hi. Gh plas tic fl ail.' 
s tr'e s s, since t h e :energy di ssipated for Et f) ivcn strain 
~ 'l iLL be nI'o Dol'tiollc( l to tile f lo\l str e ss , r 10· .. : hea t 
c [\nCl ci t y per upi t Tolum e ( = c x p ) [,nd a hi 1:; 11 rt:\tc of 
t be r n-:a l softenins . As an c~npr ox i mat ion we a ssullle thu'c the 
r at e of t l:Jcrma l sof teninc; is inversely p r oportional to t h e 
dif f eren ce bGt -:een the sne cimen te lllp er a-~ ure and its melti.ng 
point ('1' - 'l' == 6. T). The vo lL me of t h e lil} mib"'ht be 
" m 
exp ected to he proportional to the vo lume of the a ssoci a ted 
c ra t c_ , uEd therefore inve rs2ly pro ;~) o rtionc. l to t l1'~ 
rel evant ~) l asti c flo\ l str e ss ( ",,,,,,,, "'ec"- ': 01' ,:"c ..... :..~ - t.,..1- .l 5 .) ') ;& f l • From 
the se argu ments, t llen , it i. s ueduc(~Cl t hc.~ t a 1 nr n- e 1in 
\'Jo uld be favoured by a 10\'1 v a lue of CrI1T, i f ",e a S SUIllC 
thnt t.he opr,osi te in.fhwllces of t he metal ' s 'P l as tic ,f lo l\' 
stress cancel each other out . TIe arguments pres ent e d are 
purely quali tative ; the sole evidet ce for the v a lidity o f 
t he para !~l et er Cp.1T as an indicator of erosion r esis t anc..:e 
lies in the e llll) irica l duta t o be pre sented 1)e10\." 0 
Compari s on of the erosion behaviour of we11-
cho.r a. ct er ised met [il. s un der cont rolled conditi ons has 
received littlc attention; t he only published results are 
I J f' en 1 1 " ( l (\ r:' f~ ) d" . . "l 1 1 Ir " . - ( .. <) ~ n ) 
-: lOS8 0 :':' .L LH 0 (lcr '. ,J,) () an l' ].nnJ.e, ;, 0 Lt \: a nc ~ aJ) l.L . L C. ( Q 
Tado lclcc) r er ode d [t numr)cr of ])'llre metals \'lltll (! ' Cl f'tZ S0.nel 
usin~ M c entrifu~al a ccelerator; Finn i e et a l. tes ted a 
simi l ;, r X'Llnge of 1l1eti..1 1 s hri t il silicon ccu~bide ::; ri t i a an 
air-hlost rig. 
its care lli ( 1()r(~'I ) CO ·ll ' ... ·· l l~ (,~ S \11l· .8 11 +11e Ill"l l l"'I~"'S ( · Ul~ ,.. H _ ~ _ . • tJ L.. . .... ... . \./1 ... • u.. , \.; .... .. ) \... 
U\) IV:i.. ti t t ); 0 l'0sul ts 
his fiGm~es J! uve been 
\ aIm: e er oded by 1 1c2, 
\J01cl l~ .- .- ., {-l l.lU TT. 1_ .: 1 . l \...c :.. U J . ..L ~ 
The 
of C:} 1)]' ~ ~;i ve at (_~ velvei ty of "" '. ( . 1 0~) -1 illS 
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Tl1e correla tion is , at ' 'JOrst, i . 2 5 ~~ . .cm apprCCih1)J. y 
g reate r Cii.s par t t y is found ,; 110h'CV (j r, h ct \'Jc cn 1~ sc. c[ rc311i I s 
parctmeter Pt an d t he ex ;- eriment cL1. results of Ta dol dcT 
( fi~ure 9. 2). Tu dold er teste d t ie met a ls titanium, zinc 
and niobium ( co lumbimn) which were not t eE;ted by Finnie 
Gt al. 0, an.cl t h e abili :.,y of Asc; . .lre l l i I S par ullleter to 
prG dic t t he e r osion of these mc-ta l s i s o f interest. 
The d(1)ar-CUre from t he stra i g ht li.ne in t h is gralJh is 
r a t her wor se t llhll in fi~ure 9010 
l:t'igurc 9.3 an c1 9 u 4 show F'tnn i e I s lind Tadllol c1er I s 
dat a p l6ttGc! 2.:;ainst t he pr oduct Cp6T, '1 '!hich has t il e uni ts 
of pressure 0 hTld.le t h e difference between t hese c;raphs and 
those of As c drell i IS thermcd T)r eSSur c i s not g rGat , the 
prediction o f erosion resistance cd'nOn&; t h e more resi s t a nt 
meta ls C. Ti, Cu , Fe) Ni, Co , Nb , Ta , Ho and In is 
so tn 8what mour e accurhte l'JJ.th the l)rodu c t Cpn 'T tha.n Pt. 
Ce r t a inly bo ~',h Pt and Cef..'.T are cons i el erbbly bettGr' 
i nd ica tors of t h e erosion p erfo r man ce of pure metals than 
other properti es which have b Gen sugg e sted~ 
The accuracy of these , indica tors in pr c c'1:i. cting; the 
b ehaviour of a lloys has not b e en tested , since no 
cOlllpar ~tive erosion tests h a ve been c a rried out on a wj_de 
enoug h r a n g e o f well - c hctra c ter i zed alloys. However ~ 
ASCa l'elli I s mo del ,,'ouJ.d p redict El much hi [:~ her r D.t e o f ero s ion 
of the a ll oy rnvar ( Fe +- 3G9b Ni) than of either pure iron 
or rd.ck el. 1nva 1' h et S & 1 0\1 coeff ici ent o f thermal 
expans ion, l eclcl ins to Cl 10\'1 v alue of Pt ' \vLereas th e 
value of C~bT for L1V D. r is C10 8 8 to t h ose fo r iron (:mG 
nick e l. Gol.d h' o111d be pr.edict e d by As c arelli I s t heor y to 
suffer El volume er os ion less t han t lu t of i rou .:.,nci nlmost 
&8 lo w dS nicJ,el , Ivh i le t h e Cp.6T pal' 3 1118t. er for' Gol d is 
ro 1.1 gh l y t he S <:tI'1C 8. S that o f si lver , whi c h i s il ten:le cH.a te 
in ero s i on res istance be tlveen a lumini um and copner n Er os :L <Jl1 
t ests on ~; ol d and Invcll' l-JOuld tl; ere.fol~ e y ielc( us e fu l 
i n fon lk:U _on about t h e rel ". tive v uL: e of the se tll/ O ll:ct iloOs 
o f prcc1:L ct ion ., 
\vll:i.le th8se incticL,t ors o f l~ r o s i. C-lJ rcs is ti:.,n C8 (io 
c.tppe[-n~ to n rccUct t he beha vi our of ]iUrC E!eL.i l s qui t e \·..' c lJ., 
t h eir l iIxL t ::. tt 01L an d tile 8. SSulimt tons ma de :Ln t l;e:ir use 
Oll.l ;j -C lJ e 8fJpr ec ia ted 0 Si nce they both yield onJ y OEe qU<'.nti ty 
ass\lITIDt ioi1 t i.la t ;:.; 11 lllc ta ls 8[1 0 11/ t he SctiiJ8 V[,ri;:l tj.OJ1 of 
'l'l 
I 
r lOO 
erosion \'J:lth 11[;1e of i mpact. AI~ we Sai .. ' i n .f:;. ~; lE·e J.:::'; ~ tiLl.' 
i s not s o ~ The valueu of physica l ~uantitics used to 
det ermine Pt anet CptJ.'l' Tllott cd i n the figures ',vere elll. 
room-temperature v<:.l1ues; C varies a pprecia l) ly \Vi th 
t emperettl'.re , o.s do <>(. and X ~ but ill.lOivinS for s nch 
vari o. tj_on gives slight ly i'iors e c orrc:lation \vith erosion 
them. usj_ng the v .::llnes ofJ tained at v\ cOOK. Until more 
informati on is uva ilable on, .for eXcl!~m l e , the COillL)(J.rati ve 
erosion behav i our of sc;v el'':'ll a lloys, U _ttlc more c an be 
decide d a bout the value of these indicators~ Although 
their v a lidity c ' n only be judge d empir icall.y , t hey lilay 
nevertheless be practically useful p ointer ", to ma terials 
which have g oo d resistance to erosion. 
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9 .. 6 CUllclu ions 
,;l hile it is impossible to list all the cone] usions 
of this worJc in a short space, an c:.ttemDt haG b8eil made 
to · summarise the main points below. 
(i) Spherical l)articles ,vere shown to remove metal 
fro m a plane surface i n oblique ir,macts under cCl~ tG in 
conditions. ':'he mechanism , p lot1b'hing , has not been 
considered previously by othe r ~utJlors. Angu J.ar particles 
will also remove ~etal b y t h is lrocess under certain 
circulllstances. 
(ii) The process of plonghinl; i nvolves t he formatio ri ,')f 
a li l) at the end of t he impact crater, ,\'hich may be 
removed by t h e particle which for med ·it, or by suhsequent 
i mpacts. This lip c onstitutes morc than 80~ of the we i ght 
lost by the s urface during the oblique illlpnct of a sphere. 
Detachment of the lip occu.rs wit ldn a band of intense 
shear deformation , t110' 1[~tl t to be anac1ia iJatic s h e a r band. 
(iii) 1'!e i ght l osses i n normal impact s ~ an.d the we:L[~ l t 
los ses i n obl i que i mpacts \'/here the terminal lip has not 
been removed, nr:Lse from the fr ag iJ e tips of ridc; e:.:; 
extruded to the sides of the proj ectile. These ridGes are 
not for med in quas i -s tatic :L n d c ll tatioDs. 
(iv) ':ie i l;ht l osses occurri n g in tile single impacts of 
~pheres were found to corre l ate well with t he we j.g ht 
los ses found in mu l tip l c impact erosion t ests, indica-tins 
that the stu(ly of sinGle inrDLlc t s was a valid 2.ppro~~ ch 
t o t he erosioi problem ; a vel oc ity exponent of 2.9 ~a3 
founel for weigl-:.t 10ss es in single ill}KlCt exneri ments. 
The damag e c ausel! hy sinGle s }Jher'es \v eL; found to scal e:: 
g eo l; :etrica l ly and scaling; rules \I.'ere estabLLsheli to incll1cle 
the effect of par ticle density. 
(v) The en er.:.';y re qnirecI for unit \';ci[,;ht lo ss \vas f c;uil r} 
to (l (~lIend stronGly on t i1 e l!l;na c t conch tiorts; t li0! clssmnp tir)l' 
of a const unt sDecific cnere;y ma (l e by some t.lw ories i ,,; 
false. The fr a ction o f t lie! "Tolnmc o f metal c1isnJ ac c~l in 
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9~6 Cunclu ions 
\fhile it is imposs ible to list all the c one] usions 
of tl1i.::, work in a short space, an attenmt hao ]J8e11 made 
to summarise the ma in po i n ts below. 
(i) Spherical particles \\Tore sho".m to remove metal 
fro m a plane surface in oblique impacts u nder cc!.~ t <::in 
condi tions 0 The mechanism ~ nloub'hing , ha;::' not been 
considered previously by oth er ~uthors. Angu J,ar particles 
will also remove Inetal b ~i this 1 rocess under cOl"'tain 
circulllstan c ,8s. 
(ii) The process of p l ongl. i ng i nvolves the i'ormatiori of 
a li l) at the end of the impact crater, wilich may be 
removed by the particle ,,,hich for me d , it, or by suhsequent 
impacts. This liD constitutes 11101."e than qO~G of the weight 
lost by the surface durin g the ol.J.ique illlpnc t of a sphere. 
Detachment of t he lip occurs wit l1tn a band of intense 
shea r def ormati,on, thOUGh t t o be anadiLlbatic shear band. 
(iii) !'!eight losses in normal. impacts ~ and the weiGl t 
los ses in oblique i mpacts \'lhcre the terminc I liD has not 
been removed, [trise from the frag;iJ e tips of ri dGe;.:.; 
extrud ed to the sides of the projectile. These ridges arA 
not formed in quas i-static hl de ~ltat ions. 
( iv) ':i ei l.; ht los es occurring in tile single impacts of 
~phBres were found to correlate well with t he weig ht 
losse s found :i.n multiple impact erosion tests, indicat i n:;-
that the stu(!y Ci f sincle inroucts 't\'ClS El valid ap})ro[lch 
t o the erosion ' problem; 8. vel ocity exponent of 2~9 \','8.3 
found for wei ~ht los s es in single iDpact ex neri~ents. 
Th e c1anmge caused 'by sinGle S}.JllE,roes \vEl.S found t o scal e 
geo i ~ ;etrically and scaling rule s ",oere established to in c.ll1d (~ 
the effect of Jar ticle (ensity. 
(v) The enerp;y re qnirecl for uni t \'leir;ht loss was fCillilt1 
to cl e pen d s t l' 0 11;; 1 Y on t i) e i m n [, c t c on (li t i () n s; t 11 ~~ Cl S s urnp t jJm 
of Cl constunt s Decific enerc;y made by so me tl lC! orios is 
false. The frLlction of t ile '·.r olnmc of met a l rlisn) ac c cl in 
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varies with velocity ; the theoretical approaches a ssum e 
it constant. 
(v i) nigh-speed photography of the impact of El s ph ere 
on a plane provides a vers a tile te chnique t o measure t h e 
coefficient of friction under imp a ct co~ditions ( h i g h 
l oad a nd sliding s p e ed) . Th e values obt a i ned a g r ee well 
with those of otLer workers ; this method el i mi nates some 
of t h e re s triction s of previ ous approac hes . 
, 
I . 
(vii) Th e mean i n dentat io n pressure beneath a nor mally 
I 
impacting s p here on a steel surfacb~ al t houg h alwa ys 
i I 
h i g h er tha n tha t i n st a tic i n dcntaft on s , 'vas f ound t o 
fal l with increas in~ velo c ity of i~puct. Larg e dif fer e n c e s 
I ' 
were f ound i n t he patt ern of d e for~~tion belo w dynamic and 
qua si-sta tic i n dent nti on s . Ther ma l , s oftening of t he 
I • 
s tee l durin !): rap i d defo r mation \1a s : felt t o b e r espons i b le 
for t h e drop i n inden tation pre s sure and t o a cc ount f or 
t he d i fferent deforma tion pat tern s . 
(viii) Th ermal soft en i ng was suggested a s a n imp or tant 
process in the removal of meta l by an i mpacting erosive 
parti c le, and a s i mple pred ic tor of erosi on re si st ance was 
developed from this idea and found t o correlate well with 
experime n tal dat a . 
The following li n e s of resea r ch are sugg ested as 
a continuation of the work de s crib ed here. 
(i) This work ha s sugg ested t hat thermal softening p lays 
a n i mportan t role in the erosion of ductil e met a l s , a nd 
the s i mp le product e C~T shows encou raging a g r e e ment with 
t he exper i menta l ly determined erosion re sistance of many 
pure met a ls. ~~o re data, h o,vever, a re needed on t he er osion 
resistance o f a ll oys under controlled conditions, a nd a 
more rigorous theoretical analysis of therma l soften ing 
under adiabatic deformation conditions should be attempt ed. 
(ii) The study of impacts on o ther materials using the 
teC hniques of c hapters seven a nd eight would be informative. 
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In particular, the j.nfluence of work-hardening rate on 
the impact process and on tIle variation of dynamic yield 
pressure with velocity of impact ~ould be of interest. 
In view of the results obtained alread~ on co pper (chapter 
four), work-llardened and annealed copper mig ht b e suitable 
met a ls. Inscribed gr ids could profitably be use d t o 
study the pattern of sub-surface deforma tion. The 
effect of ad iabat ic she~r susceptibility mig ht b e s t ud ied 
by using titanium targ ets; titanium forms adiabatic shear 
bands very readily. 
(iii) A theoretical analys is of the obli que i mpact of a 
rigi d sphere on a plastic p lane would b e of g r eat i nt erest 
and would a i d fu r ther analysis of the results p r es e n ted 
in c hapter seven. A simple analysi s might be based on th e 
as sumption of a constant yield pressure as ma de by Tabor 
(1951) in h is mod e l of t he normal impact, but it is not 
clea r ~hat ·physically re a sonable simplifying assumptions 
~ay be made to render the analysis tract a ble. 
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